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U.S. EPA Fines
Environmental
The

U.S.

Environmental

Protection Agcnc) has rmed \11 I·
Em.,ronmental Technologic' of

Rancho Cucamonga S3 .000 lor an
alleged \ iolation of the fedeml

Clean ,\ir Act asbt:stos regulation"

In

2001,

the

Calilorniu

Dcpanment ofTram.portation hired

MLE to demolish sc\cral
strUt.:
lures located at 30 I Eavt Rnhmvon
Road
in
Imperial
County.
California. These structures con,
tamed approxtmately 556 square·
feet of regulated asbestos-contain

comiml('d 011 pagt•
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- Special ·
Sections
Small Businesses in the Inland Empire Are
Going Global With Help From the U.S.
VICTORIA GARDENS Commercial Service

BEST IN RETAIL

Are you looking for new sales?
There's an agency with an office in

The well kmm n retail tndustry the Inland Emp1re that can open
organ11atJOn.
the
International
door~ to the world for your bustCounctl of Shoppmg Centers, named
five of the country\ hottest retailers ness. The U.S. Department of

at it~ annual Hot Retailer AwardS ceremony. Four of those rctatlcrs that
took the prestigious award, Williams
Sonoma. Coach. Apple and White
House!Black Market. are all nestled
on the streets of Victoria Gardens.
"We arc proud to have all of
these award-wmnmg retailers available to our shoppers at Victoria
Gardens," said Glenn Miller, SCMD,
director of marketing for Victoria
Gardens. "We pride ourselves on
being able to offer the Inland Empire
continued on page 17
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High De ert Rt:port
p gdO

"Ninety-five percent of the
world's consumer\ live outside the

U.S .. " says International Trade
Specialist Eduard Roytberg. "And
because the world's consumers

Commerce's Commercial Service

know U.S. products arc excellent.

is a leader in provtding export
assistance, especially to small- and
mid-sized compantes. Last year.
the Commerctal Servtce helped

our companies enjoy a competitive

U.S businesses generate export
sales wot1h more than $34 billion.
The greatest stren gth of the
Commercial Service is its 1800
trade specialists located throughout
the U.S. and around the world.

advantage.'·
Most of the export assistance
offered by the Commercial Service
falls into three broad categories:
helping small businesses develop
their exporting expertise, promoting their products, and locating
buyers, partners. or distributors.

Graduate Training at
UCR Earns $2.9
Million Boost From
NSF
The

atJonal

Sc tence

Foundation has approved fundmg
of $2.9 million for an lntegrati'"
Graduate Education and Research
Trainee program to be conducted
by researchers at UC Rtver>ide "s
Center for Plant Cell Biology.
This prestigious and highly com-

The agency offers a number of
COIIIIIIUed Oil page 20

continued on page 29
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Booming Job Market Predicted
tiom. to increa ...e or <.lcncasc the
for Riverside
number of emph.>)CC.., in their
Rl\ er~u..le

area

cmphl) cr . .

expect to hire at a '1gorous pat:c
during the th1rd quancr of 2005,
according to the [\.1anpowcr
Employment Outlook Survey.
From July to September, 47
percent of the companic . . inter·
viewed plan to hire more employees, while 7 percent expect to
reduce their payrolls. according to
Manpower 'PO~e,pe"on Evlyn
Wilcox. Another 46 percent expect
to maintain their current \taff lev·

e!s.

SCE's 20/20 Summer Savings Program
The numbers all add up in your favor.
With SCE's 20/20 Summer Savings Program, save energy between
June and September this year and receive a 20% discount.
Just lower your overage electricity use this summer to 20% below lost summer.
You'll save by using less, plus, SCE will reward you with 20% off your total summer charges.
For more information, colll -800-799-4209, or visit www .sce.com.

SCE's 20/20 Summer Savings Program
Smart. Simple. Everybody wins.

_j [ ol'so'N
w ww.sce.co m

FOR OVER 100 YEARS ... LIFE. POWERED BY EDISON.

"Employers m the River"de
area ha\C significantly more ravorable hiring intentions than in the
second quarter when 20 percent of
the companies interviewed imended to add staff. and 3 percent
planned to reduce headcount," 'aid
Wilcox. --For the Riverside area.
hiring plans arc ~.oimdar to those
reported a year ago when 40 percent of compan1es surveyed
thought employment incrca~.ocs
were likely anti none mtcndetl to
cut back.''
For the commg quaner, JOb
prospects appear best 111 construction. education, transportation/
pubhc utihtie,, who!e,ale/ retail
trade, finance/ in~urance/ real
estate services and public admmistration. Employers m non-durable
goods manufacturi ng pla n to
reduce staffi ng levels. while those
in d urab le goods manufactu ring
voice mixed hi ri ng inte ntio ns.
T he natio na l res ults of the
Manpower Empl oyment O utloo k
Survey
reveal
th at
U.S.
e mpl oyers expect the sta ble hlfing
patte rn they have repon ed ' mce
the beginning o f the year to co ntin ue into the third quarter of 2005 .
Of the 16.000 U.S . e mploye rs th at
were surveyed , 3 1 pe rce nt ex pec t
an increase in hiring for the third
quaner, while 6 perce nt antic ipate
a decrease in employment opponunities. Fifty seven percent of companies polled fore see no change in
workforce levels, a nd 6 percent are
unsure of their staffing plans. The
seasonally
adju sted
Ne t
Employment Outlook for the third
quaner of 2005 is identical to the
second quaner and similar to a
year ago.

About the Survey
The Manpower Employment
Outlook Survey i' conducted quarterly to mea!oiure employers · inten-

v.orl-..fnrcc during the next quarter
It j.., the only forv.an.l-lool-..ing ... ur
VC) of its kind. unparalleled in ~.oi1e.
~.ot:ope, longevity and area of fot:u ....
The survey has been nmning for
more than 40 ycar.-i and i.., one of
the most trusted ... urvcys of
employment activity in the world.
The
Manpower
Employment
Outlook Survey in the U.S. is
based on mtervtews with nearly
16,000 public and private employ·
ers m 470 market~.o acro~s the coun·
try and is considered a h1ghly
respected economic indicator

U.S. EPA Fines
Environmental
Firm
contuwed}iwn JWKt' I
mg material. which had to be
rcmO\ ed pnor to the demolition
In September 200 I. Ml E
En\ lromnental demolished the
structures but failed to submit a
written notification of 1t~.o mtentlon
to demolish the propen) to EPA
before demolition began. 111 \iolauon of the federal Clean Air Act.
·'Because asbestos poses such
a sig n1 fica nt threat to huma n
healt h , EPA will Vlgorou,!y
enfo rce the federal asbe,to' regul ati ons to e nsure that compa nies
that wo rk with asbestos fo ll ow the
rul es." said Deborah Jordan , direc·
tor of th e EPA's Air Di visio n for
the Pac ific South wes t reg io n .
AsbeMos is a know n e nvironment al carc inogen that the EPA ha'
dete rmined is a hazardou s a!f pollutant. It present s a significant ri ' k
to huma n health as a res ult o f air
emissions. Indi viduals ex posed to
asbestos fibers can contract il!nes;e s such as mesothelioma and lung
cancer.

UCR Official as
First 5 Executive
Director
After a five - month - long
recruitment process that attracted
more than 50 applicant' and re,ult ed in two rounds of interviews . the
First 5 Commis;ion of San
Bernardino County ha; 'elected an

cxenlt!VC with a long hi~.otory of
non-prollt management ex~ncm.:e
to ~.ocnc as executive director.
hrst 5 's new executn e
director. R1chard Janis. has ~.ocned
a" director of development for thc
DIVJ..,IC..)n of Biomedical St:ienccs at
the University of Califorma,
R1vcrs1dc smce 200 I. leading the
elTon to build suppon among the
medical and political communities
for a medical 'chao! at L'CR.
San Bernardino County
H uman Services Chief Linda
Haugan commended interim Fir ... t 5
Executive Director Jessica Tafolla
for leading the organization
through a diflicu!t time.
"Jessica stepped into an
unstable em· ironment and v. ithm
s1x months transformed it into a
highly competent and thorough!)
professiOnal organization... said
M.... Haugan. Acting Assistant
County
Admini~trator/ H uman
Service .... "The commis.-..ion :md the
community owe her a tremendous
amount of gratitude ··
''I'm thoroughly com meed
that the role I wa' intended to !ul!l!l
here in the interim was to restore
the organization\ focus and ...,yner·

gy and I believe we· ve done JUst

that," Ms. Tafolla said. "It ha' been
an ab ... olute pleasure workmg: \\ 1th
the stall here at First 5 and I ""h
them the best a" they continue to
rcalin:: thc1r vi~.oion and goat..."
''The appomtment of Mr
JarviS "'" bring an added dose of
.-..tabillty to an outManding orgam,_ation ." said Second Di..,trict
Supervisor Paul Biane. cha1rman of
the Elf't 5 San Bernardino
Commission "'We are confident
that Mr Jarv1s will continue mov
ing First 5 in a positive directiOn."
The new executive director. Mr. Jarvis, wa.., the executive
d1rector of two different American
Heart As..,ociation chapters, where
he worked w1th various community
groups and public and private agcncw.-.. to promote heart disease
awareness and preven tion. While
at the Amencan Heart Association.
he cultivated relationships with
di\ erse constituencies and streamJmed office procedures. Mr. Janis
ha' also been a high school teacher
anti admimstrator and is an acti\e
volunteer \\ith several service
agenc1cs.

cominued
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This July in the Inland Empire Business Journal!

Columns

News and Features

what you expect

... . . . .. .. . . ... .

.. 6

Close-Up ..

San Bernardino Count)'S Top Teacher Dr Herb Fisher. Ph .D 1s
the San Bernardino Count) Superintendent of Schoob . In his hcan .
Dr. Fi.,.her is a teacher Or. Fi!-.her\ office 'isits 182 of the schools to
get a first·hand C\:aluation of condiuons of the cla".srooms , text booh
and facilities. He subscribes to the philosophy that you need to inspect

Corporate Profile .

7

Inland Emptre People . .

8

... 9

lnve!-.tments & Finance .. .
.6

........ 10

Commentary . . .. . ... . .
Credit Union~

II

Scandia Downs; A Family Affair Scandia Downs first opened up m
1978 in Sacramento. Today there are four locations . Two are
located in the Inland Empu-e-- Victorville and Ontario. The founder,
Tony Larson wanted to build something that could be fun for the
family and more in line with the average budget. .
. ..7

Computersffechnology.

13

This Could Happen to You--So It's Always Great to be
Proactive Great advice and tips in case your wallet is stolen or
missing. What you can do now can solve a stressful situation. . .

Lists:
.21

\\-'orld's First Total Marrow Irradiation Procedure Performed at
City of Hope Cancer Center The first total marrow Irradiation
procedure in the world has been performed using TomoTherapy
technology. . . . . . . . . . . .
.26

Negotiallons ... . . .

22

Money/Investments . . . .

23

Web Sue ..

. ...... 35
... 36

Commercial Printers ... ..... .. .. .

. ... 30

34

Executive Notes . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . .

37

New Business List. County of San Bernardino

4!

Con~l~lmtly lrOnK rlrulafwn xrc '-'"' j!; :uppntwg rapid rdartrr t.rpaii .. IOn U'llh
dn•rlopment oct wily rxpected /{1 pid up m the vrar$ to comr. 81uldas u·i/1 ((ltllltltH'
addmg /argr ~ltopfllllg w1ters tllrougl!out 1/Je rrg/()11, it•1tl1 tile emaging are1b of lltr
High Dr~crt and thr nrt•a from Brew mont ftltWd tnclt1d111g Coocl!ella Vallry gdtmg
iiiCWl~rd aftt'llfhm. Mo!-l lltu' pruperllt'!', htl!l't't'Cr, art.' nmung online ~lgmfiCJmtly
lea:;t'd. illustrating ::tronx undalym~ mtm·.~t in tl1r growmg 11111rkrt fMn rtl11ikrs
fulld~Zmtll!aJ.; rtmaur ~Iron~. Willi vacancv 1t1 the· /ou•·6 paant ran~~ 1md
nm~r~trntly strong rent :{TOirtiJ ilr!SIIIX from qeady trnant demand. Rr~mg pwpaty
re-... rnut and a11 npo111fing rtg1onal tr1momv lhll't kevt m!'e~tor:; inttw•dy tJlert ~ted
"' /oca/ao;~fls altlw11gh priu apprwalfon ~~ ~tartinx to ~lou·

I ))!(mit' GrlJU'III

su~tam~ (OII•Iilllt'f

f:.po/ving

44

Calendar

Real Estate Notes . . .

46
46

Executive Time Out .

. 47

Inland Empire's changing demographiCs have prompted ~me developer~ Ill
start building properties for up!)Ca\e tenant~. un approach that has proved
sucCL'!'Sful thus far. Victoria Gardens, for instance, was d~med somewhat ri<>k~
before it opem·d last ~·ear, gwen that it has manv htgh-end retailer~ and was bUJ\t
just miles from the sucressful Ontario \1!lls. \\"ith tenants such as Ann Taylor
Banana Republic and Pottery Barn, the center ts successfully lurmg the expandmg
number of wealth\' residents in Rancho Cucamonga. Coachella Valley is another
area being targeted for high-end retailers, wh ile the G.udens on El Paseo 1n Palm
Desert is bank ing on a surging populat ion of wealthy retirees to support an
upscale tenant Jist that includes Oilily, Sclk's Fifth Avenue and Wilhams Sonoma

Submarkd~

Dl'm.mdm;.: :\.1ou

Ul'~(a/t-

Continued economic growth will strengthen the Inland Empire retail market.
Robust tenant demand is helping to solidify the market's position as one of the top
performing retail markets in th€ nation. Housing development will continue at_ a raptd
p.1ce, fueling reta iler demand for space. InvestorS wtll remam mterested. m local
properties, as major retailers have extensive expans1on plans for the reg1on, and
revenues at most propertie-s will continue to grow

PRIME STEAK HOUSE

"Serving an extraordinary dining experience."
Porter's 1s proud to feature USDA Prime Midwestern Beef, the h1ghest
quality and most flavorful steaks available, along with exceptional Fresh
Seafood and Chops. Experience Porler's speCialty martinis and extensive
wine list. After dinner enjoy your favorite cognac, port or a selection fro m our
tantalizing dessert menu . Sem1-private d111111g room available. Reservations
required. Located in the Do ubleTree Hotel Ontario. Serving lun ch Tuesday
through Fnday, Sunday brun ch, anrl d111ner seven n1ghts a week. For
reservations call: (909 ) 418-4808

p

, , ,, 1, ,
"
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Summary

PORTER'S

od o••o' rew•

s,, 'IJdmg

41

.icbj&'Mlsjoumal com

1~1

Thousands ol high·papng job" .m· bt'ing neat~d in the rt>gion, boo,ting
and inm:a,mg rdJd ..ale'< at .1 health\· rate. During 200-l
consumer s~nding got an added lilt from tht• boomin~ housing marl..l't. a~ manr
homt•owners supplemL·nted dispo~Jblc income by etther relman.-mg mNigagt·~
at low rates or pulling out ca..,h With h0mt> equtt\' loans. A c. a result rl'tail S<t[e-;.
row 10 pcrlcnt ),1-.t vear. Growth l'i C\pccted to slow thtc. ~·car but \\ill rt•mJm
abovc-a\'crJgc .1t" percent.

New Business List. County of Riverside.
........... . .

Mv 1i01

h(lU~ehold 1ncomt>~

Restaurant Review ..

... , www.husJOUmal.com

Cf!?

Your Complete
Mailing Solution

2005

Rvbu~t

. .... 28

Managing .. . . . . . ..... . . ... . .. .
Desert Business Journal. . .

williilmJ4i bU!<JOUmal.oom
ingridCa'busJOUmal.com
KbJ®hiJSJOUmal.com

25

Certified Public Accountant Finns.

High Desert Economic Development.

e-mail addresses

.... 16

Advertising Agencies in the I.E.
Staff Leasmg Companies .. . .. . . . .

My Favorite Small Hotel in the Desert The Villa Royale Inn is a

bGrne'$E1oumal

Inland Empire
Retail Market
Turning in Solid
Performance in

. 14

Law . ..

secluded tiny resort hotel in Palm Springs. It offers its guests a playground
for those who just want to "imply rest and slow down. . . . . . . . . . .47

W11liam J. Anthony I Board ('bajnnanJ
Ingrid Anthony (Managmg Edilor)
Paul Crusswhile (Account ManaFI!r) .
(f..dilOt) ..
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Marcus It \tillidY:p • Rtt.ail Resemh Rtport

"Time Out"
With Bill Anthony
and Joe Lyons

They review gourmet foods, travel and
world famous restmuateurs ...

fCO II OIIltf
rh~.: Inland Empm.:~ l>(OOOm\· ~~among tht· ~Iron~~~ and tc~~ll""t gnm mg tn lht•

n.111on, wtth tht' JOb m.trkct fort'l:a.,t 111 c\p.tnd -l ~rcent by Yl'M t'nJ. \\"!th 01111\'lhan
IOO.~~l n1·w n~tdt11b arriving annually, num oi th(' -lU,OCO ro~itinn.-. rTl'.Ht.J this w.lr
will De m population-dri\'en "t'(tor.. .,uch ,1., <.~..'rvicl'S and reta il tradi.'. fueled b\
lumr/1' ~umNrT
r\'latlcr i.'\p.llbiOn, tht' tratk tran"portauon and utlhh("> '>\.'ltor

hns bt.'l'n c1ddms tlw mt)-.1 JOb-- m tht• Inland Emptn· Kct.t1l
J"l\..,itiun:-. KCount for mt"'t ot the "t!(tor'' fl.ll"l gt'tl"th, 1\lth the
Jb<.,..'(tor on tr.:-J.. to e\p.tnd b\ - ~l "<•r~er. dunn~ 1.00;
Proft':-~ional and hu'\Jnt"iS ~er\'Kl'~ "hil h in1ludtos htgh·
p.l~ ing p!)"lhlm' in ttw lt'gJI .md accountm~ pwtt~lllon.... I\ 1ll
bt.· anothc1 lt'.tdin~ o;edor tht!'l \ C.U, .tddm~ ,,r ,~nl\ i m,t klr O,itXJ
po~i t ion..;.

... plus guest interviews with award winning chefs. renowned wine connoisseurs and leaders in the hospitality
industry each Saturday on "Time Out"
at 8:30am.
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San Bernardino County's Top Teacher
system. But he is confident that the

Yes. there are great b1g th~mc

labor apprenticeships and work
place opportunities for students
that has over 700 business and
labor partners working with the
public schools.

standards for these students are

parks just down the road. Some.
like Knott's, go back before WWII
Some, like Disney, arc known
throughout the world. Some, like
the Queen Mar_v, arc part cruise
ship, part hotel and part museum.
Even Universal Studios is really
just a way of pretending to be close
to Hollywood.
So where do you go for an
afternoon with the kids?
This was the question that
Tony Larson posed to himself back
in the '70s. Father of seven, he
knew that youngsters enjoy fun
and excitement and bright lights
and music, but can a four-year-old
really
distinguish
between
Disneyland at $50 a ticket and a
local church bazaar?
If not. then why not build
something that could be fun for the

• He has been recogmzed by
the Rialto/Fontana Chapter of the
NAACP and the Victor Valley
African American and Inland
Empire HISpanic Chambers for
building collaborative relationships to benefit the education of all
students
throughout
San
Bernardmo Co.

education and dose acce ... s and

Herb Fischer

the coliege entrance exams and are

actually separate from the accountability system.
Also, as a part of an ACLU
case.

Dr. Fisher\ office visits 182

The education portion of thiS
plan includes the community colleges. the Regional Occupational
Programs (ROP) as well as
CSUSB and US-RiversJde. Family

classrooms. text books and facili-

Advancement

conversation with the

ties. He has come to believe that

Business Journal--he defined it as
very much like a "PTA for the

our high school campuses are
microcosms of the soc1ety in
which we live. So It should be
expected that you would ultimately find good and bad there He sees
hard work on the part of the teachers and great promiSe from the students.
Thus he ha!-> invited commu-

Determination (AVID), Virtual
Pre-K and Reading Buddies along
with Literacy Traming Center,
Reading for Success and the Boys
and Girls Clubs.
It is important to note here

that.

m a

community."

It was Dr. John Husing who
h<l') pointed out that a strong edu-

achievement gaps for student<: and
developing
mno' auve
busmes.s industT)ilahor education
partnerships through the Alliance

arts. These tests are separate from

Alliance for Education program

IS

cation community is important in

• Launching the Virtual HiTech High program; establishing a
San Bernardmo Valle) P-16
Initiative to impro\e a ..,eamless

cient in mathematics and language

e.specJall y proud of the

He

for both students and teachers.
Dr. Fisher has served in his
current count) position since 1998.
and he is current!) in his second
term. During that time, according
to his office, he has achieved several major accomplishments, includmg:

• Constructing the fir.a permanent school site. Dorothy Gibson
High School in Ontario, to improve
housing for the more than 6.000
special and alternative education
students served in county classrooms under a five year facilities
plan.

School Exit Exam that makes sure

the departing students are profi-

of the schools to get a first-hand
evaluation of conditions of the

Internet and computer networking

• Improving student performance collectively--resulting in
increased scores on the State
Academic Performance Index for
five years in a row.

truly world class. The president\
plan makes accountabihty a part of
the system.
As a part of that accountability, Dr. Fisher has added the High

attracting not only new business to
the area but also in attracting nev,.:

corporate headquarters as well Dr
Fisher couldn't agree more. A
strong labor force and a strong

executive force are dependent on
the education available to them as
potential employees.
Thus it was that Dr. Fisher
carne to meet with Larry Sharp
from the Arrowhead Credit Union
and Randall Lewis of Lewis
Homes to discuss ways that the bad
grades California education has
been getting on the national level
could be improved.
The president had proposed
his "No Child Left Behind" legislation and it was clear that on the
national level, education had
become the number one issue in

the public's mind.
Fisher believes that the president's program has made a significant difference. It is an accounta-

bility system that holds schools to
the high standards of making all
student-. succe..,,ful. He 1s mindful

nity leaders from business and
labor, even government and faithbased

organizations

to

come

together under the Alhance for
Education to ask how each of them
can help our schools do a better
job. The doctor's answer to them
all is "Come aboard." Even the
James Irvine Foundation in Orange
County stepped up.
The alliance works from three
components; education. family
involvement/literacy and econom-

ic/workforce development. As it is
described in the executive summary, "Each of these three interdependent components are of equal
importance in realizing the
alliance's mission to produce an
educated and skilled communi!)
that provides a qualified workforce
for the continued economic wellbeing and improved quality of hfe
of all residenh of San Bcmardmo
County. The dynamir relationship

of the local statl'•tJcs that sho\\

that exists between these compo-

420.000 students in 3.~ school districts with over 500 schools JUSt 10
San Bernardmo County's public

nents hinges on embracing and
incorporating

the

elements

ol

rigor. relevance and relationship."

involvement

mcludes
Via

Individual

that this is not a collection of nC\\'
age

warm and fuzty thinkmg. In

fact. he tells the Journal that he
believes educatiOn ha:-. gone full
circle. As he explams it, students
learn to read 10 the first three
grades and then read to learn after
that.
So, as we indicated at the
start, is it fair to describe the
alliance as a kind of countywide
PTA?
"Yes," says the doctor,
emphatically.
And does he miss the classroom?

"Oh, I do," he tells us. "I try
to get out on a weekly basis to visit
our programs. It is a very important reminder to me of what we are
here for. And I subscribe to the philosophy that you need to inspect
what you expect."
Dr. Herbert Fisher has resided
in San Bernardino since 1947. He
and his wife. Cheryl. have four
daughters and two grandchildren
In 1999. they founded the Dr Herh
and Cheryl Fisher Scholarship
Fund as a means of pro\ idmg col·
Jege-gomg opportumtJcs to stu~
dents

in need of financial support

PROFILE

Scandia Downs; A Fa01ily Affair

for Education program to increase

want to call him a politician, since

his office is an elected one.
But 111 his heart. Dr. Fisher IS a
teacher
And he has always been a
teacher 111 San Bernardino County.
He began as a classroom teacher.
principal. and then diStnct administrator in the San Bernardino City
Unified School DIStrict over a period of some :!2 years. Then he took
on the challenge of the Colton Joint
Unified School District where he
served for seven years. increasing
high school to co llege advancement. reducing the dropout rates,
building a hudget reserve and moving technology forward with the
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Herb Fisher is a teacher.
To be technically correct, Dr.
Herbert Fisher, Ph.D. is the San
Bernardino County Superintendent
of Schools. This makes him an
administrator. You might even
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Las Vegas makes for an intcr

4

esting business study. When they
opened, Las Vegas had nothing of
the kind for the kids. Vegas, after

sivc family park businc!-.s again.

rushing rivers. tricklmg streams

grown, and the kids are now the
businessmen. Ty oversees the
entire
four
locations operations.
One
brother-m-law
is a park gcnera!
manager,
and Scott runs

and ca'"ading waterfalls.
The batting cages now feature
e1ght fast-pitch cages (from 25 to
70 mph, seven slow-pitch, softball
cages and one 55-mph, fast-pitch
softball cage).
Scott Larson tells the Journal
that 15 rides seems like just about

the
Inland
Empire loca-

You may well recall that 1978 was

seen the success of the Fiesta
Village water park Ill Riverside

along the 91 and took the idea to
the next level.
He opened. with mmiature
golf and an arcade (pre-v1deo).
Today there arc four Scandia
locations--Sacramento. Las Vegas,
Victorville and. of course. Ontario.
Three of them are right along
Interstate 15. (There arc also imitations. Don't be fooled.)

attraction of family amusement

opened up back
in 1992. Agam
not
great

parks overall has just about
peaked. Disney may still be able to
draw some 25 million per year, but

business time
for a new idea.

the others are running low. Knott's,

area and the
auto center was

Scandw Down~ in Sacramento.

22 percent in nation and all. He had

That locatiOn in Ontano

At that time 115 was not yet
completed
through
the

with the average budget''
Thus. in 1978 he opened up

Scandia Miniature Golf

JUSt
opening
up. Commcn.:e
in the area was

all was for the mob. or James Bond

nothing like It
today. And
family housing was barely half of

in a dinner jacket. playing bac-

today\ count.

carat. Over the years and with a

None-the-less they opened 111
March of that year and held thelf
collective breath. hoping to get a
running start into the summer season. It was not until 1994 that the
rides were added. Before that,
Ontario was relying on the miniature golf. the arcades, and the batting cages. Since the Larson's had
already establtshed thetr

few ownership changes, Las Vegas
became very family-friendly. Even
the casinos started opening

up fun

zones for the kids.
But kids grow up and Las
Vegas is moving back to an adult
theme playground agam. Scandia
is finding itself back to the exclu-

northern

the nght amount. There IS no burn-

ing pressure to add a newer. b1gger
ride each year, as the big guys to
the west of us do.
In fact, he believes that the

tion.

family and yet a little more in line

not a great time to embark on a
new busmcs~ endeavor. what with

planted each year amongst many

Today the Larson family has

IS

European

her

ltage over the facility. It
was only natural to name
the new ride attractions

things
like
Thor's
Hammer. the Nordic Space
Ship and the Viking Ship.
Ontario now also features
restaurants.
The

for example, claims just about four
million. Six Flags may be even
lower

Where docs Scandia stand in
the count? Lar.-;on quotes about

half a million visitors per year For
hiS facility. that feels JUSt about
nght. ,\nd he has no plans to get
into a bigger. badder. better com
pelion on ne\\ rides. as the others
seem to do each year.
One thing that Larson IS par·
ticularly proud of is the annual
Scandia Haunted House It's not
the whole park, like Knott's. and
it's not a redecorated ride like

Disney's Haunted Mansion. ThiS
year will mark the 12th annual
Haunted House at Scandia Ontano.
and they actually keep track of
who ··wusscs out:· That is a year~
by-year count of people who pay
the admission and then tum around

and leave Since 1994 the count
has run up to about 3.000.
Most important to Inland
Empire famtltes. of course, IS the
fact that Scandia is located locally
along the 15 Freeway between the
10 and the 60 at the Jurupa exit-and it doesn't cost nearly as much
as the big parks down the road.

t\vo

Another advantage. according to

Scandia Grill and Olga's
Kitchen, along wtth a picnic area and a 200-seat
pavilion. The two miniature golf courses are landscaped in the same
Scandinavian
themes.
Over 12,000 flowers are

Scott Larson, "you can spend half
a day here and still have the rest of
the afternoon to spend with your
family."
Their motto is, "It's a
Scream."
In fact, it is an Inland Empire

Scream.
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Meet Montclair's Newest Councilman
Many people in the west end
of the Inland Empire began to learn
of Bill Ruh 's talents when he represented U.S. Congressman Jay Kim
of Diamond Bar. Kim had dedicated himself to such local issues as
the Ontario Airport and had worked
very hard within his realm to get
the new terminals built. Much of
the early work on the Alameda
Corridor East (ACE) had begun
about that time. Often as not you
could find Ruh running things at
Kim's Ontario office in the
Covington and Crowe building at
Sixth and Mountain.
With the ending of Kim's term
Ruh set about taking on an elected
office of his own. As a lifetime resident of Montclair, he set his sights
on a city council seat there.
It must be a sign of the political stability of that town that Ruh is
listed a.., '"Montclair's newest council member, elected in November
1998."
That's correct.
He has been the freshman
member for seven years. For the
record. Mayor Paul Eaton was
elected in 1995 and the o ldest
member of the council. Leonard
Paulitz, was first elected in 1978.
But we digress. Back to Bill
Ruh.

He did more than just serve at
the behest of Jay Kim. During that
time he was also a member of the
Montclair
Education
and
Legislative committees and the
Community Action Committee
Panel. In addition, he still functions as the primary liaison to the
Montclair Chamber of Commerce
and the Community Action
Committee. This kind of commitment explains why you can also
find him at Ontario and Rancho
Cucamonga Chamber functions as
well. If he thinks it's important,
you will find him there.
For 10 years. Bill served as a
member of the Montclair Planning
Commission. Back in the early
nineties. he became the youngest
member in 70 years to be elected to
the Monte Vista Water District. He
served with them until his election
to the council in 1998. Bill Ruh has
been a member of committees or
boards of directors for many philanthropic and charitable organizations including the OntarioPomona Association for Retarded
Citizens, also known as OPARC,
the Red Cross Inland Empire
Chapter, the Ontario-Montclair
YMCA, the Arts Foundation of
San Bernardino County, the Mt.
Baldy United Way, the Chaffey

bUSinessE~umEal
e-mail addresses
William J. Anthony (Board Chairman) .. ........ williamj@busjoumal.com
Ingrid Anthony (Managing Editor) .................. . .iogrid@busjoumal.com
Paul Crosswhite (Account Manager) ...................... lebJ@busjoumal.com
(Editor) ...................... ...................... ....
.. .iebj(a}busjoumal.com
Web Site .................................................... .... .. ....... www.busjournal.com
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College Foundation, the

T H E GAINE R S

annual Evening at the

THE LOSERS

Top five, by percentage

Plaza event and the
Upland
Assistance
League.
He got
political science at the
University of La Verne.
and has been involved in
the game (or science) of
politics ever since. He
also worked with the
State
California
Assembly before
work with Congressman
Kim's office and his own
tour of duty in Montclair.
The
Alameda
Corridor is not here yet,
but when it opens. expect
Bill Ruh to show up for
the ribbon cutting.

Top five, by percentage

Company

Company

Current Beg. of Point %Change
Close
Month Change Close
Keystone Automotive
24.94
19.74 5.20
26.3%
Modtech Holdings Inc
6.20 0.85
7.05
13.7%
Channell Commercial Corp
12.1%
6.02 0.73
6.75
6.6%
CVB Financial Corp
18.44 1.22
19.66
American States Water Co

29.41

1.43

27.98
Ticker

American Stares Water Co CHl

Channell Commercjal Corp

CVB Financial Corp
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
Foothill Independent Bancorp(L)
HOT Topic Inc
Keystone Automotive Industries Inc
Modtech Holdings ]ndl l
National RV Holdings Inc (L)
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc
PFF Bancorp Inc
Provident Financial Hldg
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc

AWR
CHNL
CVBF
FLE
FOOT
HOTT
KEYS
MODTE
NVH
PPBI
PFB
PROV
WPI

HOT Topic Inc
National RV Holdings Inc

5.1%

6/21/2005
Close Pr ice

Current Beg. of Point %Change
C lose
Month Change Close
21.47
-1.47
-6.8%
20.00
8.40

8.87

-0.47

-5.3%

Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc

10.30

10.47

-0.17

-1.6%

Provident Financial Hldg

27.57

27.82

-0.25

-0.9%

PFF Bancorp Inc

29.51

29.D4

0.47

5/31/2005
Open Price

% Chg.

27.98
6.02
18.44
9.57
20.58
21.47
19.74
6 20
8.87
10.47
29 04
27.82
30.06

5.1
12.1
6.6
3.3

29.41
6.75
19.66
9.89
21.00
20.00
24.94
7 05

SAO
10.30
29 51
27.57
31 .Q4

Month.

52 Week
High

21.83

31.10
10.39
22.40
15.60
21.88
23.49
29.28
905
16.66
15.13
3! 45
30 96
35.23

2.0
-6.8
26.3
13 7
-5.3
-1.6
16

-0 9
3.3

Current PIE
R atio

52 Week
Low

25.8
18.2
17.9
NM
19.3
23.8
24.0
NM
56.0
14.1
16 4
10.8
18.8

2.90
16.01
7.33
15.80
13.85
17.55
602
7.80
9.63
23 17
22.30
24.50

1.6%
Exchange
NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE

NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NYSE

Notes: (H)- Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L) - Stock hit fifty two week low during the month. NM- Not Meaningful

Five Most Active Stocks

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation's leading investment banking and financial advisory organizations. All
stock data on this page is provided by Duff &
Phelps, LLC from sources deemed reliable.
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Advances
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Unchanged
New Highs
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Winners proclaim their continued dedication to build tourism
J .M.

Supervisor of the Year: Edwin

his wife. Karen. have managed the

Resort and Racquet Club was the
site of this year's Best of the Best

"Valentino" Bocanegra. Pepper
Tree Inn

Juarez. Palm Mountain Resort
Attractions Employee of the

has been in her family for over 50

Golden Palm Awards where indi-

Hotel. Back of the House
Employee of the Year: Blanca

Palm Springs Follies

The Palm Springs Riviera

Quahfied Candidates must have:
• fxoe ~tr!oJIPAf'ST'' .oc··ITU"'.;a! I CJgariza~l ndana!y11Ca1"$k.<Js
• B&c:hl·kl''s degree or eo..rva.e.'ltleadush() exoeuence reoured
•
Jexf*l ~inadl-:t•bv!O't« anutacktlngen..11()!'lflltnlaplos!
See the Rewards:
• Attrac:!lveSal.vy

(310) 284-8008.

Stock
M onth Volume
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc.
8.878,900
23.856,910
HOT Topic Inc.
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc.
II ,144.900
I ,125,945
CVB Financial Corp.
Keystone Automotive Industries Inc
1.645.272
D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month
49,672.931

r; ;>~Q anwar...n.r'IQw :pv.xtu. tyl)rtMvflk"ornet'll OJ·. l'traily
bulda IW\ m !!!"'dr ·tartromlhesrouoal4) 1

leadership Opportunities
Warek~:f'l!:tirle(lllfit.

• <101(
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viduals were awarded for their outstanding achievement in supporting the tourism industry.
Golden Palm Awards were

Employee

of the

Year:

Ruiz, Desert Vacation Villas
Restaurant. Front of the
House Employee of the Year: Tami

Year: Allan Borges. The Fabulous
Volunteer of the Year: George
Springs
Walters,
Palm
International Airport

years.
Director's
Springs

Riviera

Award:

Palm

Resort

and

Racquet Club
Tourism Partner of the Year:

given to line-level and non-management employees in the follow-

White, Tyler's

ing categories:

Employee of the Year: Hugo
Barrajas. Palm Springs Ri viera

Palm

Awards we re given in the follow-

The Fabulous Palm Springs Follies
Tourism Partne r of the Year:

Resort & Racquet Club

ing categories:

Mic hael Green, Owner, Triangle

Serv ice Employee of the Year:
Barb ara Wore ll , Palm S prings
Ri viera Resort & Racquet Club
Hotel , Front of the House

Restaurant, Back of the House

Retail Employee of the Year:
Falyn Vice, Eva 's at the Palm
Springs International Airport

In recognition of their com-

property for the last 20 years and it

Palm Spri ngs Aerial Tramway
Tourism Partner of the Year:

mitment to furthering tourism to
Springs,

Golden

Palm

Inn
Hall of Fame Award: Bob
Weihorn , Orchid Tree Inn : Bob and

continued on page 25
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COMMENTARY

A Taxing Proposition for All
Californians
by Larn M<·Cartln·
President, California TcL\paycrs'
Association
Just when you thought it was
safe to do bm.incs~ m California
agam. a new multi -b illion ~do llar
tax increase 11 beong propo1ed that
would raise the CO\ts of virtually
every product and service in the
state by rai1ing taxe1 on property.
Thas massiYe tax. increase, which
could appear on the ballot as early
a:-. November, would hit every smgle Californoan. nch and poor
alike. right on the pocketbook. costing the average family hundreds of
dollars a year in higher taxes . And
if that were not bad enough. this
tax increase would Significantly
undern1ine recent effons by
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger
to improve the state's economic
climate.
The public employee union
bosses, who have proposed the
measure, are collecting signatures
to place it on the next statewide
ballot. If passed, it would immediately raise property taxes by untold
billions of dollars -- and that's just
the first year. The non-partisan

Legi\lative Analy\t"s Office e\tlmates that the tnitiative would
increase taxe1 b) an additional $3.5
billion each and every year thereafter by forcing annual real\e\1ment of nonresidential properties.
Consumer~ would be forced to
pay more for every product and
service they purchase. since busine~ses would ha\·e no choice but to
pass on the co1ts of the1e hogher
ta:xes. Everything from groceries.
to daycare. ga1 to health care. will
cost more . Small businesses. the
engines that drive our economy.
will be hit the hardest. Whether
they own or rent. "Matn Street ..
retailers. restaurants, small grocers.
barbers, and hundreds of thousands
of other small businesses will pay
billions of dollars more in taxes and
rent. And that means Californians
will pay billions of dollars more in
costs and services.
According to the non-partisan
Tax Foundation in Washington,
D.C., California's business tax climate is among the most expensive
in the nation (37 states are less
expensive). Employers are already

Democrats Trying to Fold
Schwarzenegger's Tent
(The followillg is by Richard
Perelma11 of Perelma11 's Pocket
Cyclopedia of Cigars)
The California Legislature 1s
controlled by Democrat\. The only
thing they love more than spending
money the state doesn't have is trying to bully Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger.
Good Luck.
The Sacramemo Bee reported
that a new bill. AB 616. was pa11ed
41-34 by the State Assembly to
prohibit smoking in an outdoor area
enclosed on all four 1ides by ·•a
state public building." The specific
intent of the bill is to dismantle
Schwarzenegger's ·•smoking tent"
which is a courtyard on the capitol
complex.
The voting was predictably
along party lines; Democrats maintain a 48-32 majority in the
Assembly and a 25-15 majority in
the State Senate . The Bee quoted
the
expected
blather
from
Democrats like Paul Koretz (DWest Hollywood) who said "I think
this is a good bill because it
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CREDIT UNIONS

endeavors to set a good example
for our children."
Republicans were outraged.
wi th Jay LaSuer (R-La Me1a) ltatong the obvious: "We didn't do
thin gs this dumb in kindergarten.
But we weren't that devious in
kindergarten.··
For SchwarLenegger\ part.
his answer came 10 a May 8 \Illerview that aired on the Fox News
Channel:
"As long as I'm at the capitol.
I will be smokin g my stogies down
there. and I will be having people
down there smokong stogies."
''This is my negotiation tent,
and no one is going to take that
away. Just remember one thing:
They can be passi ng all the bills
they want. There 's only one person
who has to sign it. That's me ."
Schwarzenegger and the
Democrats are headed for their
next major confrontation in
November when, once again,
major statewide issues will be
decided by referendum rather than
by lawmakers.

Cred o! L noons Defined

A quote from a school teacher
at
one
of
those
antiSchwarzenegger rallies renects my
major frustration over this whole
school funding debate . The
reporter quoted this teacher as saying that the state only gives her one
pencil per month for each of her
students. Like most other teachers.
she digs into her own pocket to buy
pencils when a student needs
another pencil before the month is
up. The state does not buy pencils.
Nor with all of its volumes of educational regulations does it set a
quota for pencil usage in
California's schools . The teacher
and the reporter both renect the
unquestioning myths about state
support of schools. The state sends
money, not pencils, to school dis-

I he National Crcd1t L 111011

·\ credit union is a ~..:oopcra

tJvc financial in:-.titution. O\\-·ncd

ten.~d

iJhures deposits of acdit union

b) the federal government ,

ber.-, who use Its ..,en 1ces. Credit

member; at more than II .000 fed

unions serve groups of people who

era! and slate-chartered credit

share somerhing in common. such

unions nationwide. DcpO\Jl\ arc

as where they work. love. or go to

insured up to $100.000.

church. Credit unions are not-forprofit and exist to provide a safe.

convenient place for

member~

to

CU MATCH UP
www.howtojoinacu.org is a

save money and to get loans at rea-

Web-based

sonable rates. Anyone workong for

California Credit Union League

service

of

the

an employer that spon1o" a credit

that links indovoduab or groups

union. for example. is eligible to

with credit unions they may be eli-

join that credit union.

gible to join. CU Match Up features a series of fields, such as the

SOME ADVANTAGES OF CU

city. county. or 1ip code where you

MEMBERSIIIP

live. your employer infonnation.
re!Jg10us affiliation. ethn1c group

Credtt union' differ from
banJ....s and \<.Wings and loans
ways. Banks and S&L1.
depo~its

also accept

111

k.cy

or course.

or association/organin.Jtion that

nnd make

Your mput 1s compared to the
informmion contained in the C'U

they are

business to make a

MatchUp database and a lilt ol

profit. Bank.s and S&Ls arc owned

matched credit unions \\ill be dis

111

by group:-. of

sto~kholders

\\h{hC

interests include earning a healthy

·~···WI···'

INIIIWIW

you belong to.

loans. But unlike credit umon'.

played. The detailed inquiry will
pro\ ide you

With

1-888-MYMARCH

111fonnation
©I ~LL

about the credit union's Wchs1te. e~

return on their in"estments.

tricts. The amount of money is
roughly equal to the average public
school support in every other state
in the nation. Individual school
districts decide how to spend the
money. With all of these tax dollars going to schools, it is shocking
and sad how little of it actually
ever gets inside a classroom.
Some fiscal administrator at
this teacher's district office decid ed that her students needed only
one pencil per month . The money
that could have been spent on more
pencils was spent elsewhere. The
administrators of school districts ,
guided by the school board, decide
where this money goes. If merely
5 percent of the school budgets
were shifted to hiring more teachers, buying more textbooks, and,
yes, buying more pencils, the new
amounts for these purposes would
be in the billions. I sure would like
to see some district try this.

Share Insurance Fund. adminis-

and controlled b) the very mcm

Since credit union\ exist sole-

mail, address. branch location.

ly to serve their member-owners,

phone number and fax numbers.

those members receive favorable

For credi t

rate~

on their savings inve\tments

and

competitive ly-priced.

service, you may request to be contacted by the cred it union by e-

continued on page 12
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OPINIONS
I am attaching a d1fferent view
and another perspective to the
"Credit Unions Escape Federal
Taxes" OPINION article that
appeared on page I 0 of the May
issue of Inland Empire Business
Journal.
Banker complaints about credit
unions ("Credit unions escape federal taxes ," May 2005) ring hollow
when the nation's banks have posted record profits in eight of the la1t
nine quarters . and are expanding
their powers and reducing their tax
burden.
Congress exempted credit
UJuons from federal income tax
because we are non-profit. mcm·
bcr-O\vned. dcmm:ratit:ally controlled cooperatives. No matter
v. hat hanker~ want lo<.:al husincsspcoplc to hclieYC thi\ e\cmption

has nothing to do with the products
we offer, or the number of members we serve. Our non -profit orientation allows more money to
now back to local consumers and
businesses. creating jobs and supporting the community. Without
credit unions in the marketplace.
banks would be free to charge the
consumers and small businesses
they decide they're willing to
serve even more for se rvices.
Bankers want to keep credit unions
frozen in the 1930s, unable to provide a viable alternative to highpnced banks.
Bankers don't mention the benctits they get through tax hr~aks
and the federal safety net ahout
')30 bollion a year. The credit
union tax C\emption i~ worth
about ~I bolhon to '>2 billion a

year. More banks are also avoiding
taxes by converting to Subchapter
S status. This doesn't help build
stronger communities. as the credit
union tax exemption does. It just
makes bank stockholders a little
richer. And a new bill in Congress.
H.R. 2061, would cut taxes for
banks
even
more.
Despite what bankers allege.
people who only or primarily use a
bank have a higher median household income than those who only or
primarily use a credit umon. Home
Mortgage Di1closure Act data
1how that low- and moderatemcomc mdividuab arc more likeiJ
to be approved for a mortgage loan
at a credit union than at a hank.
The ?'-lational Credit Unions
\Jministration reports th~1t. since
2002. ned it unions ha\ e adopted

underserved communities compris·
ong almost 76 million people .
From 2000 to 2003, credit unions
that added such underserved areas
experienced membership growth
over three times that of other credit unions.
When Americans pay their
taxes, they'd be better off remembering the $3 billion a year they're
paying in interest on the $150 billion bank bailout of the early 1990,
- and the $4.3 billion a year bank
customers save because credit
unions innuence banks to pay
more on savings and charge less on
loans.
Charles Hale
Vke President. r'\1arketing
March C'ommunit\ CreJi't Union
\ lorcno \'aile)
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A Taxing
Proposition for
All Californians
cominuedfrom pagl 10
saddled \\ 1th the highest corporate
mcomc tax rate in the \Ve\t. The}
grapple "1th one of the highest
~ale~ tax burden:-. 111 the country.
The) pay significanrly more for
elcctricit) than thc1r compel ito~ 111
neighboring :-.tatc.:-:-.. and they arc
confronted C\ Cf) Ua} b) scores of
co-.tl) regulations and mandates

imrx)..,ed h) go' t..'mmcnt. \dd into
this'' ih.:h·, hrc\.\ another mulrJhil

p

July 1QQ5
lty proYislons to protect taxpayersno audits, no safeguards and no
guamntec that the billion ... 111 higher
taxes will go ''here proponent\
clmm
This initiatl\e has onl) one
guarantee and that'" <1 ta\ incn::ase
every Californian will ultimate!)
pa).
About
the
California

Taxpa)'ers· Association: l·ound£•d
in /926, thl' mission of the
California Tcnpavers' .hsociation
is 10 prorecrta.\JWYl'r.\ jl·om umu•ce.uary tare.\ and to promoll t:{ficicm, quality ~rwenmu nt .\CJTicn.
They WIT£' rht'ir mt·mhcn throus;h
re.\t'ardJ am/ whocacr u11 .\i~niji
cam tar wul \jlt'llt!in~ i.\ HH'.\ in rite
h·gnlati 1 ·t ne< tt1ll'l and judicial
hranclu \ of ~on nmH'II( I or more
informmron , ph·aH ri\it ln~H.nll

lion-dollar ta\ 111crc.J<..e and
California emplo)cr-. ''ill ha\C no
choice hut to cut h.tck. their '' ori-.
fon..·c .... k.l\1..~ thL' stah.' or simp!)
rax.or~
..,hutdo'' n.
\nd tht" unpat.:h don't stop
Larry Gentile
there. H1gher commercJi.ll pro~n)
taxes \\ill int.:re.Jsc costs for all
Promoted to Director
businesses 111 Californ1a and those
of
Finance at Sun Line
higher taxes \\ill hl' tram,latctl into
higher cosh for i.lll)one doing bw~l
Transit Agency
nes" in the stJte in all industr) . . ec
tors. \t a lime \\hen Ci.llifornia j.,.
Larn Gentile \\ ho JOined
de ... pcratd) "tri' mg to unprm e its
SunLmc Transit
\gen~.:'
a ...
O\ ~Tall economic clim.ue and gtm
accounting manager 111 ~tan.:h, ha"
crate ne\\ johs. th1" measure is tanbeen named dirct.:tor of finance
tamount
to
an
economu.:
LalT) bring' more than J2 ;car... of
Armageddon.
finance experience to the agenc),
But not C\Cf)one out \Vest is
\\llh comprehcnsi\e !..no\\.- ledge in
bemoamng th" proposed tax
financial statement preparation.
increase In fact. for ~cvadans. it
analysis and financial reporting.
must be music to their ears The
"In the few month' Larry ha.s
Silver State recently launched a
been v.ith SunLine. he ha> demonlarge-scale pubhc re!auons camstrated tremendous ability as a
paign aimed at enucing California
financial leader m th1.s agency.
employers to relocate to Nevada.
Larry brings with him a wealth of
The campaign -- titled. ··will Your
knowledge 111 handlmg the comBusiness Be Terminated?" -- touh
plex issue of finance 111 the public
Nevada\ more attmctive business
>ector:· says SunLine General
climate. highlightmg. m pan. the
Manager C. Mikel Oglesby.
fact that :-<evada \ business tax burGentile was most recently the
den is far lower than California'>.
accounting
manager
for
The harder California makes it
Albertson's in Roseville where he
to do business in the Golden State.
was responsible for the day-to-day
the easier it w1ll be for Nevada and
quarterly and period budgeting.
other more business-friendly states
weekly profit updates, customer
to lure our jobs away.
and payroll services and various
Taxpayers understand that
other accounting and analysis functhey must provide revenues to fund
tions for a full-line distribution
critical ~tate services like education
center. transportation center and
and public safety. But they also
other support centers throughout
realize that you can't fund the
the facility.
imponant priorities of a state as
large a' California "'ithout a strong
and 'ihrant econom) that fuels sustained JOb gro" th
r~"en \\Orsc.thi.., multi-hlllion
dollar tax increase on California
F·inal
rl!gulatinn'
on
hu . . mc~sc~ contams no aet.:ountahll·
cmplo)CC group pl,m co\Cragc

New HIPAA
Regulations

under the federal llcalth hl\Urance
Portability and Accountability ,\ct
(HIPAA) that were enacted ''"l
December go into effect July I for
most emplo}crs usmg non-calcn
dar-year health plans.
Unfortunately for employers, the!>.e ne'" regs arc neither brief
nor simple. says Ashley Kaplan.
head of G. Neil Corp labor law
team.
"The examples 111 the f1nal
regulations regarding an employee's or dependent's right to enroll
in a heulth plan upon losing other
health co,·cragc may surpri..,c ..,ome
plan spon ...ors," she said.
··Emplo: crs need to k.nm\
that their administrati\C practiu.·s
and
I-IIPA \ rcqu1red
llOlltTs
..,houltl be re\ ic\\Cd to l'lhllre com
plii.lnce "ith th(.•se final rc~ula
{lOllS.
hat Employe" ,_,eed to Kn0\1
About HIP\.\
"BaSJeally.'' Kaplan noted.
.. you need to ma!...c it your husine . . s
to be informed about fl I!'A,\ .. Be
aware of the foliO\\ 1ng ba ... u.:s of the
nc\\ regulations:

n

Ct.'rllficatl!
of
Creditable C<n eragc. \\ ith fcda~ll
I) rC\ised content must he gi\cn tn
an empiO) cc \\hen. he or she lthcs
health coverage ( i .c .. \\ ht::n changmgJobs).
\Vhcn g1vcn to the
employee. the Ceru!icale of
Creditable Coverage must contain
an educational .<.,~atemcnt about the
person's coverage portability and
other rights under HIPAA.
All plan and SPD provisions and notice\ related to pre
existing medical conditions should
be reviewed for compliance with
the new regs, along with current
language regarding specilie benefit
waiting periods.
The new regulations
provide guidance about the frequently complicated 1nteracl10n
between MIPAA\ portability rules
and employee leave under the
Family and Medical Leave Act
(FMLA).
Calendar-year hea!thcare
plans do not become subJeCt to the
ne"' HIPAA regulations until Jan.
I. 2006.
Contact Ashley Kaplan. G.
'\eil Corp .. at 95-l·Si4-2:l!! Web
\ltc: http: /\\-\\ \\..gnl'il.com
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Good News On
Workers' Comp
Front
relca~cd

recently

from
the
Workers'
Executive shO\\~ the

Comp

E,·idence

compensation

reforms

worker~·

According to the publication,
111\Urers submttlcd double-digit
rate Uecrea,es \\ ith tht: California
Dt.!partmcnt of lnsunmte ~ mduU
ing a 25 pcn.:cnt rcUuction from
Republic lndcmnit) of \mcrit:a
Republic

lndenullt\

of

Cahfornw.
!\me msurers lilcd thcit pro·
po.-.cd rates. all relkt:ting dc(.:rcas
t::s.
ranging
from
C) pn.'"s
Insurance Co. 4.7 percent to the
Republics 25 percent. Other I'll
ings

incluUcd

19.X

a

percent

decrease
from
OaJ...
Ri' cr
h1\Urance Co .. 17 9 percent from
Hnnst \1utual ln ... url.lnce Co. l.t.,
percent from Sl'ahnght Insurant.:t:
and two filings ot I\ X pl'rcent
each from the Explorer Insurance
Co. and the Insurance Cnmpan) ol
the We...r.
The pub!JcaliOn also poulled
out that industf)· expct1s say the
decreasing rates renect the savmgs
in medical and other costs that arc
being passed on to

m~urcrs.

who

arc reducing the costs of coverage.
California

Insurance

Commissioner John Garamcndi
earlier proposed an

By J. Allen Leinberger

enacted

through S B 899 last year arc
beginnmg
to
worJ...

anU

Meet the New Three Stooges

I R percent

reduction in the pure premium
rate. So far. the rates filed by 15
companies show an average rate

You know the names Curly.
Larry and Moe. Do you know
Vincent. Walker and Abraham''
We!! they '-now you. Or at
least. they know people like you.
They are just three of the names
you 'II encounter in one of the mo~t
recent Spam Scams.
I have tried to warn you about
these computer games before
Many people have treated e-mail
as the new delivery system for
chain lellers. I have said before
that SL Jude never owned a computer and Bill Gate.s is NOT counting your e-mail..;;. Congressman
Schnell is not trying to tax the
Internet. And that shark did not eat
that frogman.
This late~t con 1s simple.
One of these men. or one of
their equals out there, has a large
amount of money and they need to
hide it in your bank account. You
don't get to keep all of the money.
of course. but you will get a large
portion. Your share should come to
several million dollars U.S.
Abraham is Dr. Abraham
Sisilu of Cape Town South Afnca.
Walker is Dr. Walker Wallh, also of
Cape Town. Dr. Sisilu is an executive accountant with the South
African Department of Mming and
Natural Resources; Dr. Wa!!h is the
director of proJect implementatiOn
for the South African Ministry of
Energy and Mmeral Resources.
You might think that these two

guys know each other. Surely they
meet at the company picnics.
As it happens, they both have
possesion of $14.5 million 111 U.S
dollars and they need to sh1p it out
of the country. Since neither of
them can have a offshore bank
account. in accordance with the
South African Civil Service Code
of Conduct. they have decided to
hide the cash 111 your bank
account.
All they need is access to
your account.
But there is nothtng for you to
worry about. Both of their lellers
say. "The business itself " !00
percent safe on your pan. provided
you treat it with the utmost secrecy and confidentiality." I guess my
spilling the beans like this will disqualify me.
ow allow me to get down to
business. Dr. Sisilu promises that
you will get 25 percent of the
money. Dr. Wallh onl) offers 20
percent.
In this case, you are being
asked to give access to your bank
account to a stranger who says he
has money for you in Africa. Much
of the content of both !cuers is the
same. including the bad grammar
and spelling. But that shouldn't
maHer. You would willingly give
up the goods for a shot at the
money. wouldn't you?
Our third player, Vincent
Oronto, Esq. is an estate attorney

with a client who died mtestate. If
you are" J!!Jng to pose as the beneficiary, you and he can ~hare a
si1able estate.
Agam. all he needs IS access
to your bank account.
I speak tongue-m-check about
these people but the sad truth is
that the same gullible people who
buy into the lost wallet scam and
the winning lottery ticket scam
will also jump at this.
I have said it before. I repeat 11
now. Do not give out your \•ital
personal info. In this age of identity theft. the less you share the better.
I know of some people who
have turned down cash offered to
them by a local radio stallon
because they had to give the DJ
the.r Social Security number. I personally never give my driver\
license to anyone who is not a law
enforcement officer. Yes, it means
that some stores will not take In)
checks.
Oh well.
I am told that .such !euers as
these arrive daily at many offices
111 the Lnland Empire, including
here at the Business Journal where
they sho\\. up almost weekly.
Another came from Terry Driscoll.
sales manager at KSPA. who tells
me he has gouen about 15 of them
in the last month or so. The
Pomona Valley Workshop reports
that they get them regularly as

well. These miss1ves are usually
addressed to the preSident/ceo.
Do these new three stooges
really thmJ.. we are that stupid'' Or
d1d you also respond to St. Jude\
requesr>
P.T Barnum once said that
there was a sucker born every
mmute. (Actually he never sa1d
that but he gets credit for it. Some
people wi!! be!1eve anything.)

UCR
Official as
First 5
Executive
Director
cominued from page 3
'·Living in San Bernardino
County the la>t 22 years has helped
me come to value the man) outstanding people who live and work
here, and who demon\tratc a
tremendous commitment to our
community.
l look forward to
cultivating collaborative relationships with our many diverse con~tituencies who share in the misSIOn of First 5." Mr. Jarvis said.

reduction of 15.7 percent.
Out-of-control worker;· compensation premiums have had a
devastating effect on Cal1fornia
business. driving

thousand~

of

California's Role in Global Effort "To
Advance Stem-Cell Research"
by fan Wilmlll

jobs out of this state. More mu.st be
done to ensure California businesses and jobs are protected. Its
good to see that lcgJSiation we
passed on a b1-panJSan baSJs la.st
year is resulting m lower workers·
compcm.ation premiums for busi
ncssc\ \1..hile at the

~arne

time pro

tcctmg the 111JUrcd "orkcr.

While the U.S. federa l government has been mired in ethics
debates, a number of individual
slates and nations have been progressing on stem-cell research at an
exhilarating pace. Scientific superpowers are emerging in the field of
regenerative medicine worldwide
and,
with
the
passage of
Proposition 71. California is at the

forefront in the United Stales.
The global market for stem
cell and tissue engineering will
create a billion-dollar industry,
with thousands of new jobs. But,
mo t imponant. thi indu try will
save millions of lives.
Jmpressive leaps are already
underway. In the United Kingdom,
the comprehensive and ethicallybased regulatory system is overseen by the Human Fertilisauon

and Embryology Authority. The
HFEA recently approved our application to collect eggs from women
volunteers so that we can grow
patien t-specific embryonic stem
cells. These will genetically match
patients with injuries or genetic
diseases and allow us to study such
conditions as Lou Gehrig's disease
and Alzheimer's and advance successful treatments. These cells w11l
be made available for detailed
study in the laboratory. for the first
t1me.
With respect to diabetes
rescarch,!ast year the HFEA grant-

ed Alison Murdoch of Newcastle
University permission to ask IVF
patients to donate eggs necessary
for researchers to advance nuclear
transfer research (the replacement
of an egg's DNA with that of a
patient). Her group announced the
United Kingdom ·s first successful
production of human nuclear transfer-derived embryo cells last
month. which
will enhance
research into diabetes.
Perhaps the most sigmficant
development. however. is the

cof11illued on page 20
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A Good Time to be a Creditor: How the New Bankruptcy
Laws Will Impact Business-to-Business Collections

law that becomes effecti\'e October
2005. Most of the stories seem to
center on ho\1.-· the changes will
affect consumers. But
you're
involved in business-to-business
collections. these changes affect
you as well. According to Bob
Bernstein. managing partner of
Bernstein Law Firm. there is some
good news for creditors in the fine
points of the new bill.
"Of course, it's hard to make
generalizations about changes that
are so broad and sweeping." says
Bernstein. whose firm specializes
m creditor's rights. "These are dif-

if

fercnt la\\s that affect dtffcrent
types of busmesses. But overall.
conditions have become a bit
friendlier for companies whose
customers are declaring bankruptcy."
He offers a rev. examples in
"plain English"· The new rules of
reclamation: Sect ton 5.J6(c)( I)-The period to make a reclamation
demand (recovenng goods your
company sold) ha.s been expanded
from 20 to 45 days. In other words.
if you send goods to a debtor company and tt files ban~ruptcy, you
now have 25 more days than you
did under the old laws 10 which to
send them a letter essentially saying. "We sent you 100,000 widgets
and you failed to pay for them.
Send them back."
Section 503 (b)(9)--lf you ship
the goods within 20 days before

your customer file.s bankruptcy.
you arc now entitled to an admilll.strative claim. (Previously, you
\\'ere entitled to a general claml,
which meant that you might
receive penmes on the dollar at
some vague time in the future.) In
other word.s. your claim 1s viewed
as a much higher priority than it
was before. which should u1crea:-.e
the odds that you are compensated
for the full value of your goods.
Commercial lease laws tighten up: Section 36.J(d)(4) "tightens
the reins" on debtors in favor of
lessors of non-residential properties. It states that the debtor must
immediately surrender the propeny
to the lessor if an unexpired lease is
not assumed or rejected by the earlier of: I) 120 days of bankruptcy
filing or 2) when the reorganization
plan is confirmed. Under the old

Ia\\, the debtor was required to
take actiOn. but the guuJelmes
weren't as strict. So. 1f you own
commercial property that you lease
to tenants. the changes g1ve the law
(and you) more "teeth."
Protection from preference
clmms: Section 547 was strengthened to limit preference claims to
those in excess of $5.000. In addition, any claims less than $10,000
must be filed in the coun where the
creditor is, rather Lhan where the
banl,.ruptcy is. This will reduce the
number of nuisance clatms against
creditors.
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By Kevm J Bon:hcrt, VICe Pr=donl Group Maruts Product O..·eiopmco~ Assurwnt Health
It's nearl)' 1mposs1ble to read the newspaper or watch the national ~·s today without heanng
about tbe nsmg costs ofheahhcarc As hosp1tal and physicLan costs mcrea9C at an alarmmg rate,
business owners and mdividuals al1ke are feehng the strain oo tbetr bcalth msuraocc plms. ln
particular. smalJ busmea: ownen (compames rmdc up of two to 50 lncbviduals) are struggting to
mmnta.tn IJ'P'OPflale benefit levels to moe1 these bJgb costs and Loep employees saJJsfied

in fact, nsmg coct:s have brought some small buslness ov.~ to COOSidcr droppmg health
benefits forlherr employees altogether Since 200t.the-ofemptoyer-sponsor<d health
coVerage has mcrcaod by 59 percent Addttionally, genc:ntl hcalthcare co\-·cragc: pnces rose 11_2
perce.nt m2004 and 13.9 percent m 2003 To put these figures m pcrspc:clnc. the average annual
COSl for healthcare coverage of a fannty of four m 2004 was $9,950, and the nerage oost for
smgLc covaaae was $1,695
In sptte of thcx staggering costs and the nSIIlg number of unmsurcd Amencaru. small bustnCSS
contuwe to make every llllc:mpt to shop around for tbeu COIDpan) benefits plan
H.,...,..,.,lhey an: regularly ma W1lh olunilcd ownber of opuoos. They., frequently unable 10
nood n:du<mg benefit options fa< lhear employees, resulting m lugbeo- c:o-po)-menl.s, dcdueubles
and comsuraoce Small business owners arc c:ooccmed DOt ooJy v.1th current year cash~ flow, but
a1Jo with wbc:re the mcdn.a:n term bealtb plan cosu .-e beaded for budgeu.og and planntng
OV.'DICI'1

In ackhboo to limited opoons, each Sl4te government bas an lflSUI'8llCe department that dctennmes
the playtog f»eld by which 1nsunn<:e earners will operate m thetr market Fer lnstaocc, Cahforrua
1s a res~netod rate band stall:, whlc.b means msurancc earners are protubltcd from IDCrt:nsmg the
nsk adjustment factor~ than ten pettenl from the prior ntmg penod Therefore, small
employers v.1th a \-tty health~ employee populataoo cod up subsuii:ung the cost of employers
With less favorable health

Ina pensive Options with High-Quality Bt:nefits for SmaU Businesses
Assurant Health routmc:l)· engages cmpiO)'ers Ill~~ des.!gn and market research efforts to
gauge therr needs Small busmess owners frequently complain about p~~ymg stgruficant bcahh
•nsunmce prerruums when Lhe1r employees are not heavy users of care

When tlus group of healthy employees tS combtned v.1th a rt:slnctcd rate band state. such as
CahfOllU&, 1t's • wonder how a small employer w1th relattvel} healthy plan partiCipants can find
..,aJue in the marketplace. The answer hes LD 1 self~fundcd msurance product
Self-funded plans have been around for decades. Howc"er, most earners habttuall) offer Lhem to
larger groups. The John Alden Rev.·ant_sSW Self-Funded Plan is avmlablc to small bus.tnCS.5CS of
aJJ SIZCS.
Wttb a 3Cif-fundcd plan the employer assumes lt.abtbty for the pt..·s expeMCS. To avotd
expenses m excess of the amount the employer wmts to fund, tbe pl.-a buys stop loss coverage
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E-\tail \ddm&

t800J Jn-61XlJit909J 352·5737
mo""en®cckloaru.com

No

No
!'Oo

\o

Compan~"lde

No
No

No

'"

'\umberorOffke$:
Inland Empire

:'lio
So
y,.

Yes
'o

Na

Orange. CA 9286"

"iBA Loans Funded;
1nll. l..oaru. Programs
~·1. Line of (red.
Small Loan t•rograms

T)'~

Yes

Yc~

II. 303 W Katella A\e Ste. 306

12.

Yc~

'"

2R.99J,700

l'SBank

y"

Yc~

Business Bank ofC.111if.
l-UIS ArrowheadAH
San Bernardino, CA 9240!1

Deserl Communi!) Bank
10. 12530 He\peria Rd
\'ict<>n'ille.CA92W5

""

'"

ReJiand~.

I

Healthy Employees Realize Choices in Health Insurance

Loall~

Contract loan Prg.
CDC Sm. Bus. Fmantt l'<K'JI.
I.

Bob Bcrn\tem. managmg
partner of Bern;tein La" Finn.
e\.plains the good nev.s about
changes in the areas of reclamtion
and leases.
Much has been written about
the changes in the U.S. banl-.ruptcy

S8 . \

f'unded-10.10)..9.'04
I \mounu•

No
No

Robert flo~
Senior V.PJ Salo

~1anagtr

{1!001 :W·26J2Jt818)547..()54'\
~borah C. Gallagher
F V_PJSale~ Manager
1626) S68-200S/568<!083
gallagherd@'panoershJpbanking.rom

Tim Walbridgt
fl're,ident·Ceo
(9{19) 79g.)61 11335-2363
I

Jim[!)

IS

Loan Rep~ntall\e
(94q) 476-k2.U·476-3120
Jlm(<i ~bapro.com

I

21

continued on page 22
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No

14

".;o

.\ dan Conzalf:z
Pres-H:IentJCEO
1951) 242·19591242-1903

'-'o

Yo.

Yc~

No

Ye\
:\o

Yes
Yes

Larry Lty
\'1~~ Pre_,.ident
(619) 476-3220/476-3288
Jlcy~·-;dbc ..;(lm

y"

Yes

No
No

No

Yes

John Osburn
Vice Pre~•dent
(951) 676-4114!676-9703
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4.468,970

City 'atklnaJ Bank

t9 . 348-tCenttal Ave

19
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7
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Sl

No

Rivenide. CA 92."1(16
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S Cpllul. BUne (I[)

'd<i=

S (p<hd. BUng tTOI>II
S Cr'QS.\ lnromt
1nscal Ytar 2003-2®1

Cit)flip

\dgraph Design
9007 Arro'-' Rt, Ste_ 210

W~D

~Print
~

a"

d \lf'lwb, ru o/1,

Top 3 Clil'nh

I of Emplo}~Offices
Inland Empire

Broad<a.-.t
Othtr

~

\\NO

The Li1.an.h Colle"\: hom

111
111

Alliance Em ironmen!al
Venc\ Wat.:=r Producb

WND

Yr. Est. in U
Hdqru.
Parent Co.

C'ompany~ide

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 917.'\0

H)
Ad,ertising,lnc.
1174 Nevada Slreel. Ste. 200

r'r~

JO

1990

511

Ahura Credit Union

Red land<..

]()

Brown & BroedoM-

WND

11987 Animoor Coun
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 917 39
BuUer Ad\ertising and Graphics

W"'D

25

The Car.on Companies

21 I

0
15

Associaled Build~rs & Contracte~

211

97
0

5750 Di'i"ton St., Ste. 203

1987
Rancho Cucamonga

Ontario \tu,eum
Z1ehm lmngmg Inc..
t:nified School Di,lricl

211
211

Rl\·er.~de

1992
Ri\eNde

Ri\eNde. CA 92506

~'~G..,.tU<c....,.,

w'o

8926 Bason Avt St&.: D

Pioneer
HughcsA1n.:ntll

Montclair. CA 91763

Hewktt-Par.:kml

Pettr Joiscbetti Publications

W~D

Bu.,mcs~

WND

P.O. So~ 6219
Corona. CA 921!78

Bani.. of Califom1a

A(.;uraSpa.Corona
Regumal Med1cal Cenlcr

20

)II

1991

l/1

M<lntdau

211
211

191t"

Corona

\gent:)

Phone/lu
E-\lail \ddrt:SS

Cit)-'Zip

W\'D

Gnpbttk .\d\ertiWJg &.
"'3241 Hv.y 11:. Ste 2b
Palm~-

CA

~gn

70
10

"'

W'I;O

L)Ons' '\tedia

10.532 ACR\:101 NB·5
Rancho Cucamong<~, CA 917.'\0

J, Brown/L. Broedow

J, Brown!L. Broedow

Panncrs
(9091 941·9449/Same

Partners
(9091 9-11-9449/Same

Wa)ne Haniuk
0"-"ner
(9091 7Jl.I-22.Wn8-1-2319
butler.Jd(a aol.com

\\a}ne Haniuk
Ov.ner
(951178-l-2240n84-2J79
butlemd@ aol.com

Ricka Scou
Head [X.;Igner

RitkaSc:ott
0•<>«

ttii)9)9RJ-46JJI98J-.3674
e:dncl7@aol.com

e:dlk't7 ar>l.com

Carlos Mascareno

Peter Fischetti

Grnph1~.:Am~1

Owner

ICXI9l981-46111981 3b74

10

Stl(lw \'alley \toumain Reson

19M3

IllS Orange Tree l....ine Str 101

1)(1

Rl\tr..ade Countv s Credit l"n1nn
\tark~~;.JJ \at1tmal P!.)chillnc

Redl;md.-;

Ill

J. Brenlin De.ign

75
0
25

12.'11 W Pomona Rd Ste. 107

Cornna. CA

9~~8:2

,\1·cry

mchdey4'~raphtck.wm
Chri~tine

\\illiam~

?II

6 PS

\\.'0

Palm Spnngs A,. tl Tr.&m\1.3}
40
C_ifi)On \'atnn · BaJll..
:'10 PS lks Reo;o1sCJn'r & \1~11m \uthorih

Sutherland
GenerJI \1maga
9(1Q~ 79\-22.~\·79~-60~

Jane Brenlin
President

Jane Brtnlin

{9~1J541)-15l:'i.'549-145J

(909)

Spn~

Pre~idcnt

549-15151549-1453
hrenhnj®JI"lrcnlm.com

C -eaiJ\C Dm "h)!"
f"'OIJ)

l~'i-14 l"tx,W6/ '8~

b<

K.inertGoodwll
'1.!01 Hw).l I
Palm Desert CA

W'>D

10
.1<1

~2260

W~D

JOMS \gt:DC!, lhe

30; N Indian Can\'0!

_1()

I.Jri~

Palm S.pnn · CA 9226 ~

40
40

fanl.lsy Spnngs Rt>son. Ca~ioo
City c· I .a Quinta

Pal

~pnn&s

Scott Burch
\".P Gr.tphlc s~n KCS
(160J 713-029tJ/77l.l750
"'-onb@ k),!ad'rcn.i,mJ,.I."I>m

I'I<J.I

P<1lm Desert

A.l·nal T1amwa}'

IIJ58

Can)o \atKJIIal Bank

8'

20 P5Des RrxlruCO"l' &:VtsJiorsAuthoritv

Palm SpMgs

Ot.'sett

Publi.:<~llon~.Inc

Kiner/Goodsell

WND

KM<I<2iD<

30
]()

73-101 Hwy. Ill
Palm De sen. CA 92260

·I' .,NoifApplbbltWND•

1812
- 18n

1994
Palm Oe<;en

4()

WND

90

Commen.:ud Pnntcrs
Small Busine~~s

10

Non·Profil OrganizatJOrb

12029 Vontage Dr

Fullerton. CA 92337

Fant<l!>y Spnngs Resort Casino
City of La Qumta

211
211

1993
Fonrana

OINN Ctf11rll#tl2005 TIW IUf ~ J1111t ZfX)5 froM tlww IW rriJIOOII«/ Ill rr-qwWtl llpdalu

t760)

l25-J4_1..,~2Qh..,.71W320

barbara

pn "

'il~

k:~ .com

Srou Burch

Scott M. Kiner

V,P. Graphic Services
(760) 773-0290n7J-1750
scoub@kgadverti<>mg.com

Pres1dem

Vander Vies

Man:i VanderVies

An Dua:tortDesigner

Director of Operation...
1'109) 823-5656/HB-5655
kmdezJne@nasht.:om.nct

'""''J<W111fl,P.O Bin.

Phone/h1:

Phone/ln

E-\fail \ddrt<i'i

E-\1ail

~ddres.s

Ontano lnt Airpon
Onwrio Mit~ut'li~hi
Southern California Senior Expo

1998
R~ho

WND
1090 N. Palm Canyon Dr.. 2nd Floor 3 Mil
Palm Spnngs. CA 92262
WND

90
10
0

Century Homes
Victor Valley Co.
Ministrelli Homes

111
111

Palm Spnngs

Performance Group. The
1251 PomonaRd.,IIOI
Corona, CA 92882

WND
WND
I.IM1I

50
0
50

MarriouHotel

Doublerree Hotel

711
711

1992
Corona

Perry Design & Ad,ertising
6750 Pilgnms Ct
Alta Lorna. CA 91701

WND

85
10

Quake~

Baseball
Ke~<;;\er Ala1r Insurance
Simplify Your Life Spa

)II

1997
Altal.oma

Pirih Productions
P.O. Box 340
Rimforest. CA 92378

WND

Edison

411

WND

Fran Robert.<oon

Cucamonga Warrior·Pnnccss

1982

Southern Calif.

Sanyo Fisher Co.

mrltake@.aol.com

mrltake@:aolcom

Barbara Gorman
Sr. Art Director
17601 320-99731320-9055

Paul Mahoney
Pres1dentJOwner
(7601320-9973n78-1314

Natalie Rucinski
Pre, idem

"Valerie Clair
Treasurer
(951) 273-73901273-7395

Janine Perry

Panner
('109) 945-95001980-6398
Janine@ perryadvenJ\mg.com

1990
Rimfo~t

Warriorrpoet
(909) 980-7200

(951) 213-7390127.1-1 )95

Barstow Tourism & Marketing

J~ L)OUS

(909) 980-7200

Diane \\-ill<~M!
De!.igner
(909) 336-lJ73/3J6-4311

Angelique Strahan
Panner
(9091945-95001980-6398
angeliquela.penyadvertising.com

Susan Pirib
Office Manager
(909)336-437313)6-4371

the best of the best. and thi; award
is evidence thai we do JUSt that."
According to !CSC. WilliamsSonoma keeps shoppers coming
back for more with ils hands-on
retail experiences. The upscale
retailer offers cooking classes. taslings and other in-store events for
foodies.
Another retailer given the
Hottest Retailer Award , Coach. the
luxury accessory relailer, took the

title based on its "cutting-edge"
style that appeals to teenagers and
their grandmothers.
Apple is another that holds the
title of hottest retailer because it is
"just plain cool." according to
!CSC.
Victoria Gardens also has the
fourth hottest retailer to win the
title --White HouseiBiack Market.
"The trendy, yet classic retailer attracts a wide age range," said
"White
House!Biack
Miller.
Markel offers apparel only in traditional shades of black and white."

For total protection,
rely on the first name
in security.

~[I]~~

Payroll Problems?
W e're here to help!

(760) 773-0299n73-1750
scottk@kgadvertismg.com
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~1. Kiner
Pre,ident
1760) '"T7l-U:!99/773- 750
-.couk,Qk.gad\Crtl,lng.lom

(701lJ~.2.'i· 4_,7n71S-0.~20

('1091823-56561823-5655

Top Local E1:ec.
Title

Scott

Kyle RBdke

tf.me,.a~ncy,corn

1;0

1lCJ4ln

l.a!T) Plio
C t!IJ\e Dirrttor
k.ll.lle

PMAADL

continued from page I

Larry· Pao
Palm

Parent Co.

1(10

VICTORIA GARDENS
BEST IN RETAIL

\lkhael Chele~
CEO
(760) 341-4~10 :UJ.I~2M5

mchdey®t:raphtcl...com

brenlinju~Jbn:nlin.com

Jone. -\2enc,. The
"10' ~ nd an Camoti>O\'\;
Palm Spnn C \ 9"26.

Panncr

Hill)

Ov.ner1Pres1dent

711

E~nAmcm:a
~lcgcllan

\lichae!Chelc)
Crcall\·eOm·dor
(760) \41-4:'il0/:4. -92~5

(909) 79l-22.~V7Q8-69K4

Ocnm'

rhalcs Na11guuon.

l'>'r!
Palm De1>Crt

Company~ ide

Crtatile !);rector
Title

The Book or L1sts available on Disk. Call 909-9X9--l733 or Download No\\ !rom \\\\" .TopLJSt.<:om

Ha-.selt

~anagin_s

'"I

1 or Emplo}lti!Omces

=

r9Sil3fi9·1504·16ti-Mitl7

14'1

Yr. U t. in It
Hd<lrts.

TopJ Clients

,VIA= Not Appliwble WND = Ufwld Not Oi.\dose na nlll m·ailable. The infomwtion in thr abort" li.1t was obtained from the complwies lisud. To tht best of our knowll'dKt the information supplied is accurate a~ ofpres.i
time. While e1·eti· effort is mude mt'tJmre tilt· accuraCY multhr•rouglmess of the list. omi.uimu and typowaphicaf ermn some1ime.f occur. Please send corre<'IIOn.'i or uddition.'i on cmllJkln~· letterhead to: The Inland Empire
Business Jorrrnal, P.O. Bo.t 1979, Rancltn Cunmumgu. CA 91729-1979. Researched by Smu/ru Oh·era. Copvight 2005. This list updated June 2005 from those that responded to reque.Hed updates

(951) 272-15301272-1327

Da~n

711

Inland Empire

't Other

WND

Pre~•dent

(9091 987-79881480818
\Utanne@·ad-graph.com
Adrian H)att -WBrd
President/CEO
19091 79J-J84Ih22ln9J.J845
info(n adwork,.adven•~ing .com

711

Inland En.p1re Health Plan
Sunn..e Colon) Compan)
OcsettTo1.1or Hall

/i()

W~D

Impact Group, The

Commumty Ho:>pilal

Count)' Tn.n.~pc.lftatton Comm.
L;.U..e Am1v. head So!'N1ces DJ,tfi.:t

20

20

9l~tl0

Ri'r'eNde

~Broadcast

Suzanne Grani

II'>Cheltipuh(<t'earthhnknet
G<ognpllici
4171! Chestnut St
RiYenide. CA 9!.."i01

({Print

t'ptlld.BIIngfiEJ
C'ptltd.Biln!!;(Total)
S GfO!o.S lnroml'
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\ddi"K~

Richard Lee
Cre;IIJVe Director
19091 79111Wh2221791-3B45

272-1:\~1!272-1327
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[.\fail \ddress

(951)
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President
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Crtatht Director
Titlt

Suzanne Grani

Rancho Cucamonga

.j()

Redland:.;, CA 92374

'"m"""'d""'"'~'' 11

rrsuritto('llhlrt

IIJ7'9.R~C~.CA91719-1979. R'SNtt~hJ

~

Accurate Reports
Peace of Min::!
Competitive Prices
Complete Payroll Service

Personalized Service
Since 1960

se,vmg all of
Cahfonua
www.oeriiOIIaliz«ltax.o:m

PERSONALIZED
BUSINESS SERVICE
Call 1-800-530..J311

We're a leading national
security company with a
strong local commitment to
protect you through use of:

• Cost-i!ffective security
technology
• A full range of syst~m
capabilities

(800) 238-4636
ADT-INFO

• Skilled installation and

setvice
• Our own UL-listed central
stations
Call us today for a FREE
professional appraisal of
your security needs.
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Funded
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(ontractloanf'rt.

~strategic interventions
aconsulting group

• Stressed out by bookkeeping problems?
• Get more out of QuickBooks• with
expert QuickBooks "training

Call Linda Russell
the QuickBooks"Queen

909.949.4930
877.553.4422
E-mail linda qbq@uia.net

"

Assisting Organizations to Manage Growth and
Transformation Strategically with:

CONCEPTS

...
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A•e

Cuc.unonp.t.\91 JO
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Organizational and Employee Attitude Surveys
Management Coaching and Development Programs
Selection _ Retention _ Succession Planning _
Leadership Development Tools
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Financial and Business Information Evaluations
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Your Intra-County business mail will t.e picked 1..4> by couner
1WICE a day ard hand delivered on our next route.

• \/Veb Development
• \/Veb Des1gn
Databas1ng
• E-Commerce
\/Veb Host1ng
Graphic Design
Corporate ldent1ty
An1mated Logos
Marketing Collateral

Be Noticed!! Increase Business
with Custom Design

• Same Day Delivery
• Couriers
• Trulored DeliVery Systems
• Parcel Delivery

DIRECT ACCESS .
FOCUSED CARE •
ACCESS
HEALTH
DIRECT

• Specoal Messenger
• Bag Exchanges
• Overnight Lstter Service

IQ!@!{P.
For Service in the Inland Empire call:

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern California

The health of your family, business or company is measured not just on the strength of
'the bottom line,' but on the availability and access of medical care to stay fit, healthy
and productive.
Access Health Direct's network covers the Southern California Counties of Riverside,
San Bernardino and San Diego. Continuity-of-care and access to world-class medical care
is assured through out-of-area agreements.

Complaints ... Praise! Suggestions?
Mention this ad for a free consultation

E-Mail us@

909.338.3"187
www.mindseyes. net

i ebj@ bus j ournal.com
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California's Role in Global Effort "To
Advance Stem-Cell Research"
conti11ucd from pagl I 3
recent . . u~.:~..:cv.. of South Korea·~
\\'on Suk llv.ang, \\ho u~cd human
egg:-. and sk.m t:clb to lkH~lop
patient :-.pccific cmhrymlH: :-.tern
cell~.

Thc:-.1.!' .uh ancc:-. were go, em
mcnt cnd~)l"',cd. in ac~..·ordance \~·ith
lcgrslatJon guiding the treatment
and appl iration ol .-.tern-cell
research in an ethical manner
The scope - and urgenc) - of
th1..., regcnC'rallve work calb for
global alliances H" ang plans to
open an irllernational stem-cell
bank. to jom the already established U.K. bank, tn which the
world's viable stem-cell lines can
be consolidated. He and I have
agreed to collaborate on research to
find cures for diseases such as Lou
Gehrig's. Hwang has also suggested joint research between North
and South Korea: yet another indication of hoY.. this scientific course
can transcend geography and politic!'!.
As leaders in this field. we in
the Umted Kingdom are keen to
further extend our scientific partnerships with the global stem cell
research community. including the
innovators in California, who are
uniquely positioned to contribute to
this global endeavor. California has
a national -.'o.cale economy of its
own. strongly based 111 scientific
innovation. This is a critical time
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GABRIEL
Reliable

&

Timely

I . The nex.t time you order
checks have only your initials
(in\tead of first name) and last
name put on them. If ~omcone
take:-. your checkbook. the) will
not know if you sign your checks
''-ith just your initials or your first
name. but your bank will know
how you sign your chc..:ks.

2. Do not s1gn the back of
your crcdtt cards ln..,tcad. put
"PHOTO ID RLQUII<l'D"

4. Put your work phone num·
bcr on your checks instead of your
home phone. If you have a post
office bo\. usc that in.-.h::ad of your
home address. If you do not have a
post office box. usc your work
address. Never have your Social
Security number printed on your
checks (DUH!J. You can add it if it
is necessary. But if you have it
printed, anyone can get it.
5. Place the contents of your
wallet on a photocopy machine. Do
both sides of each license. cred1t
card, etc. You will know what you
had in your wallet and all of the
account numbers and phone numbers to call and cancel. Keep the
photocopy in a safe place. I also
carry a photocopy of my passport
when I travel either here or abroad.
We 've all heard horror stones
about fraud that's committed on us
in stealing a name, addre~s. Social
Security number, credit cards.

Service Nationwide

866-4-PHASE I
~abril•l-cU\

•

951-545-0250

Jronmcntal

(.."

0

Ill

Withtn a week, th~ thicn:(s)
ordered an expenSive monthly cell
phone package. applied for a VISA
credit card. had a credit line
approved to bu) a Gateway computt!r. received a PIN
number
from DMY to change my driving
record mformation online. and

more But here\, somL' critical
mformation to llm1t the damage 111
case th1~ happens to you or "ome
one you know·

mg the toll· free numbers and )OUr
card number~ hand) ~o you knov.
\vhom to call. Keep those where
you can find them.

I. We have been told we
should cancel our credit cards
1mmediately. But the key 1s hav-

2 F1lc a police report lmmcthatcly in the jurisdiction where
colltin11cd on page 25

Come up to

~'hen you are \\Tiling
checks to pay on ,:..:our credit card
accounts. DO NOT put the com
plctc account number on the "hlr..
line. Instead. just put the Ja..,t four
numbers. The credit card com pan)
knows the rest of the numhcr. and
anyone who m1ght he handling
your check as it passes through all
the check proccss1ng channels
won •t have access to it

n60)674~14181341·SS~

pb.lly.pdnb.com
31.

No
No
No

and

fcrcnt departments into collabora-

program funded .

111
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This Could Happen to You-So It's Always
Great to Be Proactive!
by Robbie ,Holler

SBA Lenders Serving the Inland Empire
SBA Lous

July 2005

Graduate Training at UCR Earns $2.9 Million
Boost From NSF

Hanl..td b\ fowl\ /tuultd IHtltnult & Scmlltrmmluw ( •mulu·~J

(01Ppaay1'\amt

...

/')

for Califomw. ami San Franci..,~..-o
particular. to take the katl in the
United State.., on de' elopmg -.rem
cell re-.L'arrh l 1 sing the funding
and polit1cal "uppnrt 110\\ mail
able. the California ln-.titute for
Regcncrati\e Medic1ne could
become the engine for .\rncrican
stem-cell mno\ation The rest of
the n<Jtion, and indeed the world,
''ill be wa!l.:hmg.
Although President Bush con
tinues to limit federal funding of
embryonic stem-cell research. a
growing number of U.S. citizen!l.
are in favor of c>..ploring these neY.
approaches to permanently cunng
debilitating diseases. The House of
Representatives recently passed a
bill with bipartisan support that
would allow federal funding of
stem-cell research. Rep. Chris
Shays.
R-Conn..
eloquently
addressed the moral dilemma that
has underpinned this issue. saying.
"God gave us mtellect to differentiate between imprisoning dogma
and sound ethical science."
The American biotechnology
infrastructure is the most prolific
and sophisticated in the world: b)
joinmg up with the world"s scientific community. stem-cell research
will advance exponentially and the
benefits to American research and
investment will be immediate.
California should be congratulated for its lead 111 recognizing

the pressing need for global
alliances on stem-cell research for
the benefit of the economy. the
ad\ ancement of science and the
health of future gcncr~Hions \\Orld

Unfortunately. I, an attorney,
have first-hand knowledge because
my wallet was stolen last month.

Music from the softer side
of the 60s, 70s & 80s
HOME

OF

Angels Baseball

Wolfman Jack
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NEGOTIATIONS

Negotiating Ethically Is Not for Sissies
By John Patrick Dolan

1

egotiating isn't easy, no matter what your style. Negotiating to
get what you want takes brains and
backbone, regardless of whether
you're gunning for your negotiating
counterparts, or focusing on designing equ1table solutions. You have to
think through what you want and
the most effectiVe way to get it.
And you have to have the moxie to
follow through with your plans.
Sometimes just asking for something takes nerve After all, some of
us were taught as children not to
ask for anything; instead. we were
to walt until it was offered. That
courtesy may have won you points
with your second-grade teacher. but
it'll kill you in the real world. We
usually have to go after what we
want. To get what we want, we
have to be shrewd negotiators, even
when we try to maintain hi gh ethical standards.
As a matter of fact. negotiating
on a mature. adult-to-adult basis "
even more demanding than slipping
around and trying to manipulate or
trick the people you're negotiating
with. First of all, being open and
honest takes guts. It takes nerve
basically to say to the people you're
negotiating with. "I want to play
fa1r. How about you?" or "This is
what I want. How about you, and
how can we both get what we
want?" You're challenging them to
meet you on your level, and you're
asking them to focus on more than
their individual needs. You can get
some strange reactions because
people aren't used to an open
approach to negotiating Some people don't want to negotiate that way,
which brings me to a second reason
eth1cal negotiations can be so challenging. Making sure that you don't
get manipulated by someone who IS
not so honest takes savvy.

How to Avoid Being
Manipulated
A difference 111 standards can
cause senous problems when negotiatmg. Just because you follow all
the princ1ples I outline through
"Negotiate Like the Pros," that
doe~n't guarantee that everyone
you negotiate with will be as
mature and fa1r-mindcd as you are.
(I know that once you've learned
all my negotiating secrets. you're
going to be mature and fair-mmded. right') You have to be prepared
to run into less-than-honest bargamers. people who have their eye
on the prize and have no qualms
about running over you to get 1t.
These people have no interests in forging mutually beneficial
agreements. They are only interested in what's good for them, and
they don't mind abusing others to
get lt. They are the hardballers.
They want to play rough.
They don't care if there's such a
thing as principled negotiatmg.
They thmk they can get more by
bullying the people they negotiate
with. They believe they're Mronger
than thelf opponents and think they
can walk away with the spoils if
they go for the JUgular vem.
Don't misunderstand me. Not
every person you meet at the negotiatmg table is gomg to be an
unscrupulous rogue. Some people
don't share your high standards for
negotiating because they don't
know any better. Before reading
this article, what were your attitudes toward negotiating? D1d you
see it as a "me-against-my-opponent" proposition? Did you feel
like the only way you could wm
was for someone else to lose?
Some people don't real11e there\ a
better. eas1er way to negotiate.
I have a system for negotiating that can handle any of the prob-

!ems that mevitably crop up when
I'm with people from either group.
Defense Tactic I :
Mruntain your standards. lf a
person approaches negotiations
aggressively out of ignorance. I
can eventually win him or her over
to my style. Most people don't
want to be enemies. They just don't
want to get ripped off. If you can
demonstrate to them that you're
interested in a fair deal, they will
usually drop the aggresSiveness
routine and start to work with you
Defense Tactic 2:
Protect yourself by not fightmg back dlfectly. When you meet
with the people who don't want to
play fair. you can protect yourself
and you don't have to resort to
trickery or manipulation to do 1t. If
you think about it. most sharks arc
propelled by three basic drives greed, self-centcredness, and an
exaggerated ego. And any of those
three drives makes them extremely
vulnerable to a smart negotiator.
Roger Fisher and William Ury
call this approach "negotiatiOn
juJilvu'' in their book "Getting to
Yes." Jujitsu is a form of martial
arts that focuses on deflectmg
attacks rather than engaging the
enemy. If someone IS runnmg
toward you aggressively, you don't
stand your ground and hit back
when they run into you. You step to
the side and let them run paM.
Defense Tactic 3:
Call in a third-party a rbitrator.
Rarely in my experience as a
lawyer and a businessman have I
ever had to call in a third-party
arbitrator because the people l was
negotiating with insisted on using
less-than-honorable techniques. It
almost never reaches th1s point.
But probably most of us have been
involved in situations where we
needed someone who wa~ com-

pletely impartial and had no links
to anyone in the negotiations to
help guide the negotiating proces;.
The benefit of bnngmg m a
third party is that they can shift the
negotiations from positional bargaining to bargaining based on
interests. A third party can look at
all sides objectively and weave

together a plan that takes into
account everyone's interests.
Defense Tactic 4:
Bail out.When all else fails
you can't persuade the other party
or parties to negotiate honestly and
openly, and a mediator doesn't
work- abandon the negotiations, at
least for a while Maybe a deal just
wasn ·r meam to be. Sometimes you
get a gut feeling telling you to get
out of a certain negotiating situation. Go with it. Remember. you
will be negotiating from a much
stronger position if you arc w11lmg
to walk away from the bargaining
table. Maybe both parties need
more time to think about what they
want and what they are willing to
give for it.
In Conclusion
Negotiatmg " a complex
process, even under the best of circumstances. Every person involved
in a negotiation brings to the event
a different background. culture.
perceptions. values. and standards,
Breaking through these differences
can seem impossible. yet it is cru
cial to creating a mutually benefi
cial agreement. Maintain your
standards throughout negotiations .
If you can't win cooperation,
chances are you will gain nothing
from the negotiations. When you
encounter people who aren't negotiating ethically, try to bnng them
up to your level. lf the other party
doesn't respond to your attempts to
do so. be willing to walk away You
won't have lost anything.
John Do/on can be reached at
1-888-830-2620 or bv e-mail lll
negotiateliketheprosJpdCP'~-:te.net

Healthy Employees Realize Choices in Health Insurance
todJviduaJ u1Curs mccilcal services in excess of this specifiC lun1t, the insurance earner re1mbun;es
cla.rm..s above ll
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So You're Thinking About a 401(k) Plan
The cost of providing meaningful benefits to employees of
companies in America is skyrocketing. In many businesses--perhaps yours--that coM amounts to an
additional 30 to 35 percent of payroll!
Yet a strong benefits' program
is a must. Quality employees are
the foundation of your business.
There are few better ways to
attract, retain, and motivate
employees than by providing a
company-spom.ored savings and
retirement plan. In today\ competitive market for attracting and
retaining
quality
employees.
.JO I (k) plans arc en tical to both
large and small companies.
What ls a 401 (k) Plan?
A 40 I (k) plan IS a derinedcontributlon rctm:mcnt plan eqabhshed under Section .JOJ(f,) of the
Internal Revenue Code It start\
v.lth a prof1t-shanng plan. hut
allows employee~ to contribute a
portion of their pa], before tax. to
save for their O\vn retirement. To
enhance the value of the plan.
employers can also make beforetax contributions if the) w1sh
Benefit~ to Employees
A 40 I (k) plan allows employees to invest for their retirement
conveniently,
through
salary
reduction.
Investing through a
40I(k) plan is widely recognized
as one of the best personal financial-planning strategies available
to employees.
Your employees pay no current federal (and, in most states, no
state) income tax on the portion of
their pay that goes into the plan.
All con tributions reduce taxable
income dollar for dollar--and they
compound
tax-deferred
until
they're withdrawn.
Now that individual retirement accounts are no longer
always deductible, 40 I (k) plans
have become increasingly popular
a.s a way to get all the benefits of
the old fully-deductible IRA- w1th
higher contribution limits
Each employee may have a

choice about how to inve~t the contributions m h1s or her account.
Typically, 40 I (k) plans offer one or
more families of mutual funds. as
well as a guaranteed account--to
meet the needs of all your emp loyees.
Each employee decides independently how much to contribute
to his or her own account.
Employees can decide each year
hov. much to contribute and how
their contributions will be diVIded
among their available choice~.
Matching contributions you add on
your employees behalf can make
it that much better
Employees
can
borrow
against the assets 111 their accounts
under ccrtam circumstances.

Benefits to the Company
A 40 I (k) plan helps you pro·
mote good relatiOns with your
employees by demon~trating con
cern for their financial future
Employees consi..,tcnJly recogniLe a .JOI(k) plan as an Important benefit: the average participa
tion rate for eligible employees is
about 70 percent
In most cases, the employees
bear most of the cost of budding
their own retirement accounts·
funding the plan with before-tax
contributions. The average annual
employee contribution is more
than $3,000.
Contributions that you. as the
employer, make to the plan are taxdeductible. This alone can be a
significant reason for you to establish a plan for your company.
You may decide each year
whether to make an additional contribution - and, if so, how much.
So you have some control over
what the plan costs.
Nationally, 40 I (k) plans are
within the reach of most businesses. More than two-thirds of all
such plans are provided by
employers with fewer than 100
employees.
A 40 I (k) plan can seem intunidating to companies that haven't
pursued this benefit for their
employees. But professional flnan-

c1al and legal advisors can help you
make the most of
your 40 I (k) choices.
Article cowesy
of Elizabeth Corte~
a11d Bruce Robbi11s,
senior financial advisors with Wachovia
Securities Financial
Network in Ontario.
CA. For more information, please call
(909)
373-2750.
Wac/l(wia Securities
Financial Net ....:ork.
LLC, member NASD
and SIPC, is a separate 11011-bank affili£11e of Wachm•ta
Corporation.
CopyriRht Wachovia
Sccurit1es.

SELECTING A
RETIREMENT PLAN
• Maxvn1:mgpre-tux romnbuttonsto your company plan
Plans chat makt the most sense for the smail employer
• Smgle Person 401(kJ pLans
• EvaiHatmg your c11rrenr retmmrenr plan
Unrovtnng the h1ddtt1 ~penses m your 401(kJ
• Fac-1illatmg the s1u cess ofplan partittpants
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F£0£RAl WVERHUENT AG£NCY WilY lOS[ VAlUE "OT AO£POSIT OF OR
GUARANT££0 BY ABANtC ORAN'I BANK AFFiliATE

HELPING YOU R EACH
YOUR FINANCIAL GOALS
Elizabeth(, Cor tt, Senior Financial Adl'isor
CA Insurance Lie #OCI7475
Bruce \ Robbin! Senior Financial Advisor
CA Insurance Lie # OA48037

3491 E. Concours, Suite 101 • Ontario, CA 91764
909-373-2751 ELIZABETH
909-373-2750 BRUCE
800-939-2750 • 909-373-2752 Fax
elizabeth.cortez@wachoviafinet.com

'WACHOVIA SECURITIES
FINANC"L\.1, NET'WORK
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Staff Leasing Companies Serving the I.E.

FINALLY, RECRUITERS WHO
AREN 'T AFRAID TO MAKE A

Ranked bl' Number ofO tees in the Inland Em ire

COMMITMENT
Reduce StJtfing RIU.1 1:0 Gam tinng
~eotM1nd

Outct.ty kientsfy W Sekd EJoeptiONII
Dlrte1·Hire Candid«a
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Compan_, \ume
\ddrf'.\

\umbcroromce<-:
lnlnnd h•lpire

Cit~.State,lit>

Comp<lll)~ide

Dlaco"M"AppleOne·a Revokrtion~ 5·50

Select Pci'\Onnel

AUUrW~ee Pl~n-the Moat Compr.hCI'Ittve
Staffing Gu•.mee in the lndu.uy

I.

Improve the Quality of Your A~t

Stnic~.

Inc.

14011 Park:\\c.,Stc 170
\'ictontltc CA q~~Q~

2()()4Re\ti1UC,I.L

YearhtabJi,hcd.J.F..

Pl:u.:ement~.l.l.

l-lead<tu<~rler<.

Top Local hecutiH

~pedalitieo,

Title

Phone/Fa\
E-Mail \ddr~
lllK5

\\:-.10

Sant.•

SO•

8;~rham.

CA

SIC\'C ~'t(H't'fl!>Ofl

Ckrical.
L1J_!ht lnJu\tn J,
Engmct"nngffech.

cw
r805j

~K2·22m

Pool to En.ure BKt-At twr..

Secure Your Hiring Jnveatment for Up

tofr.eMY-1

2.

EVENTS C ENTER

198M
Lipland.CA

Enginccnng, Admml,trnu~e,
Clencal. Light Indu~trial.IT.
Scientific& Techmca\

WNO

1995
San D1ego. CA

Sab and
Management

John Brttn
Area Milllager
('1091989-))))1989-3962

$2.300000
N/A

1986
Encino. CA

Me<hcal Device/

Ste"t Adams
V.P. Operations
(909) 625-3007/621-0l 15

SIJIIXI,IKlO

100

Upland, CA 91784

1
j

Am,igor Staffing Senic~
405 E. 25th Street

Vija) Telkikar

Director
1909)920-503719:!0·=
amV~gorl@

3.

The Col~cr Group
3200 E. Inland Emp1re Rh·J_, 1150
Ontario. CA 9176-1

4.

Princeton Corporate Consullants
420 W Baseline Rd .. Ste. C
Claremont. CA 91711
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PharmaceutiCal

yahoo .com

~ams7727@aol.com

www. noseven ts .com

S.

6.

h
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dlfll'll!:lr-l!eretit..:nShp$ Weareher•lof younotonty .11'!1 ••
~~~bu'l!woughlhe~IWII:lbr,o'OI'!a
'Nit:lour~·50A

·tur"''l >I

Employment ServiCes

lti!IC"«<

7.

Con•nant Employment, Inc.
3455 ~ogale.\ St .• 1135
West Covina, CA 91792

$1)58000

Drug Consultants, Inc.
11751 Davi\St
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

$3.400.000
42

1994
Weo;t Covina, CA

Go\·emmem Contractmg.
Labor/Employee Leasmg

Stateny LaUin

CEO
]626) 581-98801581-9990
ljh@covenantindu!.lries.net

KimstaffiiR
17872 Co'.'- an .-\ve
In me. CA 92614

4
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1-WOOOJl<l()
~77

1977
Moreno Valle)·, CA

1969
!nine. C.\

Rehefffemp. Pharmaci!>t,
Pharmacy Technician.
Svc!. for the Dept. of Corrections
R:--1. LVN.X-Ray Tech

Carl E.

Ro~e

Pre~ideot

(95 I I 485-2640/485-2642
icare(a eee.org

UR Outsourung. Risk Management.
Admm. \ll Pic, HR & C'omphance.
Worker. Compensatltln BenefJL\

Ron Saunders
\ 1ce Pre'1dent Sal~ & \farkl'tmg
j9491752-2995x2106/756-5015
rsaund1.'T ~~m~taff.com

WWWIIq)ieone.OOm

lt}l'.,jplo'l81ul~
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Protect Your Hiring Decision

Call

Today

to requl!.slt'd updarn

e

oo

o

1sts available on Disk, Call 909-989-4733 or Do\\nload No\\ from

This Could Happen t o-You So It 's
Always Great to Be Proactive!
continued from page 21

Monday:
Exquisite
Italian Fusion Cuisine
2 VIP rooms all bottle service
Big Dance floor
The best lighting this side
of Vegas
Full Bar Featuring
exclusive martinill
& ll*l&lty drimc.
Exollc Shadow Dllncera

your credit card~. etc. were stolen.
Thi' proves 10 credit provide" you
were diligent, and this is a fir~t step
toward an investigation (if there
ever is one).

Karaoke , Comedy &
Service Ind . Night

Thursday:
Live Jazz Night

Wlllllllllav. Friday
&SiblniiY:
Club Night

SUIIIav:

[9091 946- 3604
195 NCentral Ava.

IPiand, CA 9118&
fOOtl ll U

195 fl
•

C"O:n11<1\L 0\"[

0Pllll'lc)

- - - + - - 1 0 FWY

~
--:':>f----60
F\A!Y

~
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But here' what is perhaps
most important of all: (I never even
thought to do this.)
3. Call the three national credit reporting organizations immediately to place a fraud alert on your
name and Social Security number. I
had never heard of doing that until
advised by a bank that called to tell
me an application for credit was
made over the Internet in my name.
The alert means any company that
checks your credit knows your
mformation was stolen. and they

have 10 contact you h} phone to
authori.te ne\\ credit.
By the time I \1,-·as advised to
do this. almo~t t\vo weeks after the
theft. all the damage had been
done. There are records of all the
credit checks inlliated by the
thieves· purch"'es. none of which I
kne" about before placing the
alert. Since then. no additional
damage has been done. and the
thieves threw my wallet away, This
weekend (someone turned it in). ll
seems to have stopped them dead
in their tracks.
Now, here are the phone numbers you always need to contact in
case your wallet has been stolen:
I) Equifax: 1-800-525-6285
2.) Experian (formerly TRW):
1-888-397-3742
3.) Trans Umon: 1-800-680-

7289
4.)
Social
Securil}
Admmistrat1on (fraud line): 1-800269-0271
(An additional note: II "possible to put a free<e on your Social
Security number, but you have to
gtvc it a password you will remember ThJ> step will keep anyone
from making larger purchases
wh1ch require checking your credit. However, if YOU make a large
purchase over the Internet or
phone [not in person]. it will most
likely cause a problem.)

W\~w.To

List.com

Winners
proclaim their
continued
dedication to
build tourism
cominued from page 9
Highlights of the evening
included: An Impassioned acceptance speech by J.M. "Valentino ..
Bocanegra. Pepper Tree Inn, who
made a call out to everyone in the
audience to work hard and support
the tourism industry. certificates
given to all 56 of the nominees. a

We pass along jokes on the
l ntcrnet; we pass along just about
everythmg. But if you are willing
to pass this information along, it
could really help someone that you
care about.

Santana

Tribute

band

named

Caravanserai. and a go If cart decorated m lights symbolizing the
Festival of Lights Parade float that
all of the winners and their fam1lies
will be able to ride on.
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The California Report:
Beware the Froth!
City of Hope Cancer
Center has perfonned the fi"t total
marro"' irradiation procedure in the
world using TomoTherapy technology.
F o
ye a rs
radiation
oncologits have
treated

TomoTherapy is the only dence of
1Ls kind that can shape or mold the
radiation dose to very large, complex target regions such as the bone
marrow or lymph glands.
Prior
to
undergoing
TomoThereapy. a patient first
undergoes a special CT scan,

\\hich captures the patient's internal anatomy in v1rtual 3-D fonn.
The TomoTherapy treatment planning computer systems then
process the infonnation to focus
thousands of beam lets of radiatton
on the tumor. The physician gu1des
the TomoTherapy treatment-plan-

ning program to dictate how much
radiation should go to each region .

For more information,
please call I -800-260-HOPE or
visit the Website at WH ' H'.cit)' -

ojllope .org .

cancers
of
the
bIood
a n d
b o n e
marrow
\\. I I h
tot a I
b 0 d y
irradiation. and
so I i d
tumo" wuh broad bean" of radiation, making it difficult to keep
radiation from damaging critical
organ~ in surrounding areas such as
the lung. heart and bram
TomoTherapy technology
targets tumor~ more precisely.
imprO\ ing treatment and reducing

incidence of side effects.
"Usmg TomoThcrapy to
perform total marrov. irradiation.
\\i'C were able to deliver radiation to
the entire marrow compartment
where the cancer cells reside in a
preci.sely focused manner, while
sparing critical organs," said
Jeffrey Wong, M.D .. chair of the
div1sion of radiation oncology at
City of Hope. "This resulls m a dramatic reduct1on m s1de effects
compared to standard total body
irradiation. Our team is now aCtively using the technology on cancers
of the blood and bone marrow, such
as mu ltiple mye loma, leukemias
and lymphomas. In addition, we
are applying this new technology to
othe r fonns of cancer that were difficult to treat in the past."
TomoTherapy, a technology through which thousands of tiny
radiation "beamlets" spiral around
the tumor. focuses radiation with
surgical precision from all direction~ to fit the tumor's unique
shape. This new technology
reduces damage to the patient's
critical organs and helps shorten
recovery
ume.
In
addition,

orne people arc more comfortable v.rith success than others.
Our guests, for instance.
\\'~ prm 1tl, the tools and amcn111cs to help make) ou succcs,lul, mdudmg high-speed Internet access
111
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by Christopher Thornberg
Senior Economist
UCLA Anderson Forecast
A FALSE DAWN
The California economy,
along with the U.S., has been show·
ing very solid signs of growth over
the past year. Taxable sales are up,
growing a full 10 percent (year
over year) in the founh quarter of
2004 according to preliminary estimates. Office and indu~trial vacancies are falhng. and over the past 18
months non -re\idcntial inve\tmcnt
has actually been on the rise. Our
infrastructure is feeling the stres~
The airports are hummmg With
both domestic and tnternational
travelers. the ports are crowded
with goods commg m from Chtna
and the highways are packed with
people going to work Indeed wh1lc
many thmk of highway traffic as a
barrier to growth, it is also a good
short run indicator of a busy economy-when I need an idea of how
well L.A. is doing.! go drive on the
405 at 4:00 PM. The slower I go,
the better things are .
Our external economy has
also seen some solid expansion
over the past year or so.
International exports out of the
state abo grev. sharply m 2004 and
the preliminary numbers from the
first quarter of this year show similar strength. And, of course. the
housing market is humming along,
with prices rising and housing
starts hitting 210,000 in 2004, the
h1ghest level smce 1989. The diScussion regarding budget shortfalls
and revenue reform have also qUIeted
tn
recent
months
m
Sacramento. as recent surges in
revenues have instead turned to
conversation to discussiOn about
how the revenue m1ght be best
spent.
It is not surpris1ng that
employment is also up g1ven all
thiS activity. The state added I 7
percent to 1ts payroll workforce
over the past year. compared to I .6
percent for the balance of the U.S
On the household side the gams are
even more impressive. California
has added a full 2.5 percent to ih
house hold employment workforce,

as compared to the balance of the
U.S. which added only I 7 percent.
With all tht> good news, perhaps we should not be surprised
that Greenspan's recent speech
made it clear that the Federal
Reserve does not think there IS a
housing bubble, only 'froth' in
some local markets.
After all, housing markets get
hot m an expanding economy. For
those of you who are wondering
what 'froth' m1ght mean, the followmg definitions are taken direct ly from the online vers1on
Mernam- Webster dictionary ·
I a : bubbles fonned in or on
a hqmd : b : a foamy slaver sometlmc!s accompanymg disease or
exhaustion
2: somethmg resemblmg froth
(as in being unsubstantial, worthless, or light and airy)
It still remains unclear to this
author what definition of 'froth'
was intended to be used in this
Greenspan's speech but an educat
ed guess would be that it refers to
many small bubbles. Personally
my favored definition v.ould
instead be the 'foamy slaver
accompanying exhaustion.· This is
because when one scratches at the
surface of this so-called expanSion
we find a number of troubling
signs of an economy not at the start
of a new expansion but very near
the end of an old one.
First take a look at one of the
best measures of quarterly output
in the state. personal income
received from place of work,
including wages, salarie!-. and proprietors· income. ln real terms the
pace of growth over the pa.~o,t three
) ears has been about 3 percent.
This is decent, but nothing worth
getting terribly excited over. The
pace of growth in the eightie>
expansion was roughly 5 perccntm
real tenns. while in the nineties
growth averaged about 6 percent
per-quarter. More stgnificantly
there is no sign of the acceleration
seen during the past expansions.
ThiS time growth rates have
remained flat.
You might notice that these
numbers are considerably smaller
for overall personal income. This

is due to the fact that the 6 percent
number for the 4th quarter is largely dnven by a surge 1n est1matcd
rental incomes m the state. Rental
mcomes are based in large part on
an estimation algorithm the BEA
does to calculate the rental price
equivalent of owner-occupied real
e~tate, which is in tum dnven in
part by the price of real estate. In
shon. our best measure of recent
economic perl'ormancc in the state
IS being skewed by the surging real
estate markets.
Another alarming
SJgnal
comes from the taxable sales data.
Taxable sales. on average, have
grown about one percentage point
slower than wages and salaries
income due to the ongoing shift 111
consumer
spending
towards
untaxed services. Taxable sales arc
abo more cyclical than mcome.
Hence the only time that taxable
~ales have grown faster than
Incomes is after a major local
recession such as in the 1994-1996
economic recovery or during the
final heady days or an economic

boom such as in the late 80\ and
late 90\. Taxable sales growth m
California ha.s been growing fa.ster
than Incomes for 10 quarters now.
after a penod of ume that could not
be described as a deep regional
rcce~S!On 111 consumer spending.
ThiS IS JUst yet another expression
of the fundamental 1mbalance
between consumers spending
behavior and their current economic circumstance that exists not just
here but across the U.S.
As for the ~urge in revenues m
Sacramento, it is true that revenues
have been growing. but not unexpectedly so. Up until February,
eight months through the fiscal
year. total revenues had come in at
$300 million over what had been
forecasted by the Califorma
Department of Finance-a gam of
less than one half of one percent,
and certainly not enough to ftx
California's budget problems. On
the other hand, March revenues
came in well above forecast, to the
tunc of $2.95 billion for that one

colllinued on page 45

PRIVATE MORTGAGE BANKING

The Right Experts
With the Right Connections
Wells Fargo Home Mortgage is pleased co announce the expansion of our
Private Mortgage Banking division in Palm Desert, Temecula, Riverside,
Redlands and throughout the Inland Emptre.
Specializing in serving the unique needs of affluent diems, these new
offices, combined With Private Client Servic~ •, are empowered to respond
with flexible solutions that leverage assets and complement wealth management goals. Our innovat1ve products accommodate a sophisticated
level of needs and preferences:
• High-end residential real estate financmg
• Busmess and relationship banking
• Investment and trust servic~ • •
Enjoy except10nal serv1ce, complete sati~factum and gain convement ac.:es~
the comprehensive r~ources that affluent client<; expecc .md desene.

to

For further information, please contact:

I
Sconhlmtf
PM8tl<andlMa"'9"
RMM!tCouncy
760-3-46-1162

-

....

T;unmyWI:b.h

W~ynt SkinMr

I'Tiva~MO<I9'9<tionRr

Ptiva~hOongagellri<r

9S1-676-l746rll4

951-774-3119

~
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:MANAGING

Beating the Small Business Cash Flow Blues
To help you get a jumpstart on
... oh mg your 0\\ n cash llO\\ woes.
Jordan offers a free. "C<bh FlO\\
Ma . . te-r Check.li ... t" that you can get
b) sendmg a blan~ e· mail to
TheJordanRcsult-11 05710'autocontractor.com Jordan also suggests the following tips to help you
understand v. h) cash llov. problems plague 66 percent of small
businesses .
I . Avmd the dreaded "H) by
the Seat of Your Pant ..... o.u.:counting
method.--Busmesse ... need to systematicall) track. mcome. expenses.
ac<..:ounts recci\ahle. and accoums
pa)able If ~ou on\} k.nov. hov.
your bu ... mes ... i.., dmng nn~.:c a year
at tax time. )Ou'rc hound to end up
deeply mired in the ~:ash flO\\
s\\amp.
2 Dcvcloping "Strength 111
:'\umhL'rs" Once you ha\e your
accounting sy ... h.:m in ph.~ec. you
need to learn whi..lt the numbers are

telling you and hO\\ to usc those
numbers to manage and grow ) our
business.
3. Keep tight control of creditBusiness owner ... can get themselves in credit trouble two differ·
ent \\ays; poor credit granting prac·
tices and shortsighted usc or credit
from bank .... cred it cards, and vendors.
4. Be sure )OUr recei·vables and
pa)ables ··play nice·· together-The
money owed to )OU by ) our customer.;. shoultl amn~ in time for you
to pa) your vendors and your
employees. \\.'hen your cu ... tomers
tak.c 00 daJ~ to )XI) and your \endol' want to he paid in ~0 day~. you
can quil:kl) end up\\ ith a cash tlm\
crunch
5. Make del:Isions based on
ca~h llow not profit Many husi
nc..,\es that fail arc profitahle when
the doors close ¥ihat those busi
nesscs don't ha\e is C·\SH. \\'hen

you pur.;.uc that big. juic) contract
or think about hiring another

employee, always ask yourself
"What will this do to my cash
flow?"
6. Don't forget your debt to
socie ty- Some bills arc cas) to forget. Bills like sab tax, payroll
taxes. and estimated tax es. Ignoring
them doesn't make them go away.
Planning ahead makes the.: bite easier to take and keeps you from suf
fering tax. day stick.er shock.
Scrambling to fmd money for taxes
causes major ca:-.h flo\v problems.
7 Don't spend your com pan) ·s
future on a speed lx>at Everybody
loves toys. Don't mak.c the mi..,takc
of thinking all the protlts of your
business are "fun money" You've
heard it man) times from per ... <.mal
finam:ial planners that you should
have enough ca ... h put a..,ide for six
months of expense .... This is trw~ for
your business, too. Sales ebb and

Expcn ... es ri~c cu . . tomer ...
leave. Vehicles break do\\n
Computers fry Tht.:" number one
rule or ... mall husmess is "Sturf
llappcns." 1-l<n ing a rc ... erve nl
cash keeps your cash flo\v from
tanking every time.: a new challenge
appears.
flO\\

Marcus & Millichap
Names Joseph Cesta Sales
Manager in Its Ontario
Office
Joseph Cesta jomed Marcus &
\11ilichap in \lay 200 I as a sales
intern. He b~came an agem in 2002
and spccialited in retail investmenb. Cesta became an assnnatc
in 2003 and has earned two :-.ale ...
achievement i.l\1.-'an.ls. mduding a
National Achievement Award 111
2004 He is poised. to earn a second
NAA award this year

July 2005

sen ices to meet these neclb•. But
Roythcrg and his colkagu(.'S rccognitc that every company j.., unique
.. \o\'c'n: not in the husincss of "clling cool..ie-t:utt\!r fixe ...." he ... ay ....
··we offer our dient:-. t:ustomitcd
business solution.., so they can
mal..c that first international sale
and then stay competitive in the
global marketplace.,

A little help goes a long way
But before there can be a sale.
there needs to be a buyer and that's
who Roytberg and the Commerc1al
Service are particularly good at
finding. "Because we have offices
in 160 cities and in 82 countries
around the world, we know who

wmi"""" twm'"'~" , 7
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cd to the Inland Empire U S
l~xport As~istance Center. where he
.qartcd to work with International

Trade Specialist Evelyn Coloma.
Since then, Coloma ha.s worked
with this company on a continuous

basts. She provided counseling.
market research and information

on b1g mdustry players from different countries for potential contracts.

Roytberg often advises clients
like ATMC, who may not be familIar wilh the mechamcs of export-
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TopJCiicnts

Uroadcast

Income
(fi.o;cal \ear 2003-2004)

'YOther

Publicit) Lnlimited
PO Bo., 724
Rancho Mir.t~e. CA 91270

W~D

!!()

Spitfire Studios
112 Hanard A, c .. S1e. 92
Claremont. CA 91711

\"r. F..st.in IE

I of Emplo) ees/Offi ces
Inland Empire
Company~ ide
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Sir William Davenant
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Research that provides customized

answers to questions about how to
sell a particular product or service
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Surg:el) Center
An\Jiu~ia a1 Cor.tl Mountam

592 N. Euchd
Upland, CA 91786

FREE Pickup &Delivery

Finding Foreign Buyers
S1nce the key aspects of any
transaction arc Identifying a market
and a buyer, this is the general
focus of much of what the
Commerc1al Serv~ce does. Specific
serv1ces mclude Flexible Market
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Stewart Holt & Partners
3602 Inland Emptre Blvd
Omano. CA 9t764

"Laws were made to be broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830

tions ... says Ro)tbcrg. "We gi\.C
them the skilb and knowledge
needed to be successful exporters.''

Advertising Agencies In the Inland Empire

Stanford Marketing & Productions
2392 Mir.t ~1ontc, Sic. D
Palm Spring~. CA 92264

Full Service Commercial Printing

to pHn 1dc our clicnh ~ ith ~olu

pnx:css. He began by calling his
contact:-. 111 the industry for ad\ icc.
Ahno\llmmcdiatcly, he was din:ct

and products. he can requeM cus
tomized research from one of his

Cptbd. BUng (IE)

\ gene)
\dd ress

MANNERINO

1800 colleagues around the world.
That's how Bon Ellis of
Rancho Cucamonga, ATMC. Inc.

make
sure they will make good ~.:w.
tomc~ for the US. supplier ..
Ro) tbcrg says the first thmg
husinc.-..spcople
intcn.: ... tcd
111
C\porting should do 1s to L.lll a
lo<.:al trade sp\.'CJalist for an anal)
s1.s of export opportunitic!-. (a list ol
trade specialists in the Inland
bmp1re
IS
available
at
w ww .bu yusa .gov /in landempi rc).
During this assessment phase. he
p1npoints the assistance needed
and helps develop a plan for reach
mg the company's market entry
goals. Roytberg and his colleagues
have access to a vast amount of
market research and, if more IS
needed to answer h1ghly spec1fic
questions about particular markets

cominucd jiwntWRt' I

Cit)flip
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ing. to attend free ~eminar~ provid·
cd by the Commercial Service and
ih partnef'. These workshops
cover the specifics of the export
slarted hts export business. Ellis
pr01.:css, including how to get
sus~~.:ted there were good markch
fmancmg. filling nut documenh.
for AT\1Cs long distance and
and h()\\ to do bu,incss in specific
operator servit:c. But he had little
International markeh. '·Our goal 1s
practu.:al knowledge of the export

Small Businesses in the Inland Empire Are
Going Global With Help From the U.S.
Commercial Service
wanh to buy what and we
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DESERT BUSINESS JOURNAL
bv Pau O'Veill
The chip~ are still hitting
the fan at t\\O of the local Indian
ca~tnos
The La:-, Vegas-ba..,ed
N9ne Group. \\ hich \\as operating
the DescrtRain nightclub. Space
Bar. N9ne Stcakhouse. Belly
Italiano. and a gift shop located at
the Morongo Casu1o in Caba1.on,
recently sued in U.S District
Court. a:-.kmg for a temporar)
restraining order against the tribe.
claiming the tribe 1s usmg the N9ne
Group.; proprietary bra;d to operate the restaurant!-.. con~uming the
Group's food and liquor. Judge
\'irginia
Phillips. sitting
in
Riverside. thre~W the case out. saying that it \\as not a federal issue
and the two partie> ha,·e to find
another venue to work ou t their differences. Indian tribes have
sovere1gn immunity. which many
vendors a;k them to waive a; part
of the contractual relationship. The
judge ruled that , in spite of such a
waiver. her court did not have
jurisdiction.
The Cabazon Tribe of
~'"ion Indian>. operatmg the
Fantas} Springs Casino near Indio.
continues its efforts to resolve
financial woes caused by the state
legislature's barring of tribes
issuance of tax-exempt bonds for
any use other than governmental
projec". The tribe had issued
bonds to build up their casino operations. promising buyers taxexempt status. Last month saw a
huge sell-off of tribal assets.
The tribe is about six months in
arrears in paying bills, reducing
payments to tribal members (all 32
of them). and needing 90 days to
pay vendors.
In case the reader is geographically confused, the Morongo
Tribe's reservation is located
around Cabazon in the Banning
Pass, west of Palm Springs. The
Cabazon Tribe has its reservation
near Indio, east of Palm Springs.
They are separate and sovereign
tribes. ("Cabazon" is a misspelling
of the Spanish word "cabezon,"
which means big head, or fat head.
Who says conquistadors dido 't
have a sense of fun?)
Popular
Indian
Wells
Mayor Percy Byrd announced that
he and his wife are moving to
Tucson. Ariz .. to be close to family.
with Byrd resigning as of June 16.
Byrd leaves behind some huge city

!',sue~. 'uch as a $45 tmllion
upgrade of the municipal golf
cour\e. the refinance of the Indian
Wells Tennis Garden. and the possible takeover of Highway Ill
from the state in an effort to alleviate traffic problem:-..
The eastern end of the
Coachella Valley " one of the
fastest growing areas of the U.S.
Thousands of rooftops are sproutmg where creosote bu:-.hcs and
liianJs U\Cd to reign. To provide
health sen ICe . . to th1s bun~eoninl"'
population. Eisenhower \1edical
Center of Rancho ,\1irage and John
F Kennedy Memonal -Hospital of
Indio have decided to open facilities tn La Quinta. Eisenhower plans
a medical center and JFK (operated
by Tenet) will open an outpatient
fac1lity.
The City of Indio will purchase the Metro 8 Theater from
owner Lawrence Chank for $5 .18
million, minus the approximately
$2 million owmg on a loan the city
had made to Chank. This is the latest in a series of purchases made by
the city's redevelopment agency in
its quest to create a modem shopping mecca in Indio. They may use
the 34,505-square-foot property
near Monroe and Hw). Ill. near
the redevelopment of the Indio
Fashion Plaza. for a performing
arts center or tum it over to another developer.
Malibu -based developer
Richard Weintraub has big plans
for the aforementioned Indio
Fashion Plaza. a dingy and outdated retail center along Interstate
10. The nearly 250 acres of undeveloped land will ground a retail
and service center in a year or 18
months. The former Sears building
should be completely renovated
during that time. (Sears opened a
new store in the Fairfield Mall of
Palm Desert at Monterey and Hwy.
II 1.)
Rapid development woes
are straining Indio's infrastructure.
The city is pulling the 80+ construction water meters used to
monitor water used for dust abatement. Developers will now have to
use canal water or truck it in from
other location. Supply problems on
the north end of the city should be
handled by late fall with ne" infrastructure in place
Drama around developing
the Chino Canyon cone in Palm

Springs continues. \Vith available
property for development becoming more rare. thi\ allu\ ial cone at
the base of Chino Can)On on the
wa} to the Palm Springs Aerial
Tramwa). ha\ become a \Cry prime
p1ece of real estate. Although the
city councJI had pre,·iouslj
approved
developer
John
Wessman\
projects
called
Boulder> and Crescendo. this
approval was withdrawn :-.o that
environmental stud1es could be
done. The two project\ together
comprise 73.54 acres. The approximately 120 homes planned would
have sold for between 5900.000
and $3 million each. with homes in
the Boulders project being at
the higher end of that range.
Residents Jiving nearby fought
hard to stop the projects. citing hillside terracing, rock crushing and
fear of "cooki e-cuue r" tract homes.
Also in Palm Springs. the
Wyndham Palm Springs hotel,
attached to the newly renovated
and expanded Palm Springs
Convention Center. one of the
city's largest hotels. is being sold to
Highland Hospitality Corporation,
an East Coast corporation that
owns 19 hotels across the United
States and Mexico that operate
under the Marriott. Hyatt and
Hilton brands. The Wyndham
brand \VIII be retained in this transaction.
The stunnin g new conve ntion center will be able to host 73
percent of all co nventions that
come to California. versus its previous 42 percent. nearly doubling
its square footage to over 260,000.
It has a domed copper-tiled roof,
with a rock and copper facade at
the front.
Downtown Palm Springs
has joined many other SoCal cities
in singing the parking shortage
blues. Although a new two-story
parking structure has helped alleviate the crunch, downtown businesses are crying foul over charging for parking. The city listened
and is experimenting with free,
unlimited parking in the city's 10
downtown lots. Street parking will
retain the time limits. The city will
reevaluate the program in October.
The Institute of Critical
Care ~edicine in Rancho Mirage
will collaborate with the Sun Yat
Sen
University of Medical
Sciences located in Guangshou in

China near Hong Kong. to de\ clop
a stem cell research program aimed
at helping cardiac arrest victim'
v. ho have had to be rcsw. .cltatcd.
Although 40 percent of card1ac
arrest victim'> can he resu:-.citatcd.
70 percent of these d1e v. ithm the
first 72 hours due to oxygen depri
vation to the heart muscle The
institute will be able to apply for
Proposition 71 stare aid and wlll
devote S3 billion to human emhry.
on1c stem cell research at the site
Gorgeous The River shop
ping center in Rancho M1rage. at
Bob Hope and Hwy. Ill . may ha'e
a new mystef) owner. The current
owner, Jerome Snyder. is playing
this deal close to the vest Mayor
Alan Seman is baffled "' to wh)
Snyder would want to sell and is
worried about the term~. It seems
Snyder owes the city hundreds of
thousands of dollars in valet park
ing fees, a big no-no in Rancho
Mirage. A previous deal worked
ou t with the city called for free
valet parking for all for a year.
After that time, Snyder could
charge valet fees to out-of-towners.
but it would remain free to
Rancho Mirage residents. The city
also agreed to help Seman finance
a two-story parking struclUre.
badly needed at this crowded destination center.

Desert Commercial
Bank Completes
$16.5 Million
Public Offering
Desert Commercial Bank
announced that it has received its
charter from the Commissioner of
the Department of Financial
Institutions for the State of
California, clearing the way for the
bank to officially open for business.
Concurrently,
Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC} coverage has also been
granted.
The announcement follows
the successful completion of the
bank 's initial public offering, in
which 1.650,000 of common >tack
were sold at a price of $1 0 per
share.

Desert Commercial
Bank Completes
$16.5 Million
Public Offering
Some 350 local invc~tor~ purchased the ;~od, representing the
largest local investor base of any
Coachella Valley-based banl. The
strong demand enabled the bank to
raise the maximum amount of
funding possible under terms of its
permit with the Department of
Financial Institutions.
R. Albert Rensch, president
and chief execuuve officer. stated,
..This enthusiastic response shows
the need for a bank that JS locall)
incorporated.

Small Businesses in
the Inland Empire
Are Going Global
With Help From the
U.S. Commercial
cominued from page 29
a specific market. Commercial
Service specialists, who live and
work in the market. will identify
distribution channels. promotion
practices. key competitor,, pricmg.
market trends. and more.
Once a promising market is
identified. companies will then
111

Once prospecuve partners and
buyers have been identified. the
enhanced International Company
Profile service conducts on-site
background checks and provides
recommendations on the reputation of prospective partners and
buyers 111 the local market Keith
Wapniarsky of Riverside-based
CaJTruck Sales.lnc. used this serv·
ice prior to signing a lucrative contract with a distributor in Africa.
Not only did the service provide
complete background information
of the foreign company, but it also
was a decisive factor in obtaining
favorable financing from an
American bank...
Roytberg also recommends to
\Orne clients that they participate in
specific U.S. and international
trade shov.:s where, in addition to
showing their wares. they receive
country market and sector counselmg and meet with international
buyers on the trade shows' premises. The Commercial Service sends
teams of specialists to assist U.S.
exhibitors at key trade shows
"Matching qualified U.S. companle!-1 with qualified internatiOnal
buyers is perhaps our greatest
strength," Roytberg says. "We do
th1s matching at trade shows. we
do Jt for indi' idual U.S. f1rms
abroad through our Gold Ke)
Sef\ ice. and other services."
ATMC,
Transit
Sales
1:1lernational and CalTruckSales
have been clients of the Inland

Empire U.S. Export AssiStance
Center for years. In fact. Transit
Sales International was recently
recognJL.ed by the U.S Small
Business Admini~tration with the
preSJtJOUS Exporter of the Year
award. whJie ATMC was awarded
the
Export
Achievement
Certificate by the AsSistant
Secretary of Commerce.

For more irifornzarion about
rite U.S. Commercial Service, visit
www.buyusa.gov/inlandempire or
contact Inland Empire Export
Assistance Center at 909-4664134.
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want to locate a buyer, distributor.
or joint venture partner The
Commercial Service offers clients
a number of ways to go about their
search. The International Partner
Search service pre-qualifies potential distributors and other partners
The Commercial Service draws on
its extensive industry and other
business contacts in the market to
generate for the U.S. supplier a IJSt
of carefully matched prospective
partners.
Dean Carson, president of
Riverside-based Transit Sales
International used this service to
find qualified international contacts to export U.S.-made transit
buses. But when Carson was just
-,tarting out. he preferred more
intensive assistance when scarchmg for distributors. For him, the
Gold Key Service was ideal.
Commercial Service experts 10
several market~ screened and
researched potential distributors
for Transit Sales, then scheduled
appointments for Carson and his
associates with the top prospects.
Commercial Service officers 111country handled the logistics of the
VISit, mcluding arrangmg trans·
portation and interpreung. "Gold
Key services made the difference
between an excellent. productive
trip and certam disaster. M)
assigned Commercial specialist
did an extraordinary job of coordinating over 17 meetings m four
and a half days," Carson said.
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The Decay of the American Family
By A.nnit· Jorgozson
Editor and Artistic Dtrecror.
One CJwtKe .~faga:.inc
What m the "orld is wrong
"ith our famll1es'' Our young people are beating each other senseless, our marriage~ are crumbling
at an alarming 52 percent, our oldsters are locked away in "nursing··
homes and we have no idea how to
stop it.
With the emergence of the
dual career family. we have created
latchkey kids. a television-based
"reality," an electronic culture and
we get as much real human contact

as someone marooned on a desert
island.
Pleru.e don't misunderstand
me. I am not suggestmg that we
abandon our evolution as women
and return to the kitchen' God forbid. I am, however, suggesting
that we return to our families. We
have gotten so caught up in our
instant society that we have left
behind true human interest. We
ha'e forgotten how to truly interact
with each other and we are paying
for it
In Asian cultures in particular.
the family is the center of everything. The young and old interact
with each other and the old are
respected. no. venerated. It doesn't
matter what an oldster did as a
young person. rice picker or high
government officml. they receive
the utmost respect from their families and society in general just by
virtue of the fact that they have
lived so long.
Sadly, we as Americans tend
to view the old as disposable and in
my humble opinion, it is contributing to the loss of our great culture.
Mom or dad. even though they did
without to raise us into the wonderful creatures we are. become a
burden or a nuisance or worse, an
embarrassment.
I had the good fortune the
other day to speak with Janet
Meservy, the founder and ceo of
Seniors Help1ng Seniors
Ms.
Mescrvy i\ originally from San
Gabriel. She has a brother and two
... iste~. Her mother wa~ an awarded educational admmtstrator and
her father "'a~ a commercial artist.
Janet attended East Los Angeles
College wher~ 'he recel\ed her
assm.:iate\ degree in busmes~
administratwn. She moved to !\lira
Lorna in 1983 where she began
doing genealogy research profes-

s10nall)
In 1997 ..\1s. Mescny
started Seniors Helping Seniors
w1th the 1deal that "Our elders
should be able to grow old "1th
digmty and without losing thetr
sa\ ing.s or their homes. I wanted to
reunite the family." She site~ company ideals that all of us should
aspire to in our own live~ ... "We
want to stay small enough to provide personal attention to our
clients and caregivers. We have
built our reputation on that. The
personal anention aspect is so very
importam. We maimain a high
level of personal responsibility for
the welfare of our elderly." This is
admirable 111 general but certainly
when one looks at the number of
people she IS talk111g about. it 1s
almost staggering. Somehow. in
the course of a day. Ms. Meservy
and her staff manage to care for
hundreds of grateful elderly and an
equal number of careg1vers, which
are referred to by the office staff as
"ageless angels."
Ms. Meser. y also Sites the
decay of the family as a primary ill
of society. "Years ago. our families started to fall apart. latchkey
kids were so common in the 70s.
we seem to have forgotten the
importance of family. Family is
important. Never abandon each
other."
Ms. Meservy's mother lives
with her in her home assisted, of
course. by one of her "ageless
angels." When asked what the
most difficult part of caring for her
mother was, she thoughtfully
replied, "Watching a woman that
was so strong in her younger days
grow old, sometimes not knowing
where she is and sometimes knowing that she is failing. It is Important to remember that she is my
mother. not th111k111g less of her
because she is older." She also
sites that preserving our parent's
dignity IS of paramount Importance. Some times it is difficult for
a parent to allow a child to help
them with Incontinence problems
and it can strain the relationship for
an eldcrlj parent to be made to feel
111competent
\ccording to \h .
\1escny. the first advice she can
giv·e i\ that con\alcsccnt care is not
an option. homes· are ...o under·
)taffed that ncglt:ct ts commonplace. The first question one
should ask one's self is. "Will I
care for my parent 111 their home or
mi ne." S trong position , but one

that ">he defends with her own
example.
When I ask her what the
rewards are. she grows thoughtful
and with something in her voice
that belies the soft breezes blowing
and the carefree feeling of the afternoon and she replies.. "When I
look at my mother, I see my flesh
and blood, I see that I must be truly
responsible for her, just as she was
for me. When her great grandchildren come to visit. they don't know
that she is frail, they don't judge
her. they just pile on her lap and
kiss her and put their little hands in
her aging ones and she looks up at
me and says, 'are these mine?' I
am filled to overflowing when she
smiles."
The business founded by this
remarkable woman provides not
only help for the times we need to
work or go on vacation but her staff
will provide in-home support for
those that are uncomfortable with
the mechanic~ of canng for their
parent. They will send a caregiver

lui 2005
for an hour to a week or more.
depending on the need . The\ \\Ill
help the familj gro\\ in thc1r ~apac·
ity to care for the1r aging pan::nt b}
~hO\\-IIlg lifting techniques and
ways to minimiLe difficult)' wuh
feeding and medication ~chedules.
They provide a break from the routine. a respite. Burnout i~ a major
concern for a lot of us whose hves
are already so busy but th"· 111 my
opinion. is something that we can
certainly benefit from. Janet says
that she manages burnout by budgeting time and by knowing her limits. More good advice from the
maven of senior care.
Caring for our parents is, in
my opinion. part of the life cycle.
part of the fabric of society that we,
as a rule, have forgotten. Your children need to hear the stories of the
great depression from someone
who was there. not from some text
book. They need to know that there
is immeasurable value in the real
history of their elders. Remember.
your children are watching and they
are learning how to treat you by
watching you care for your parent.
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Make Every Conversation a
Sales Call

Another Highway Robbery May be
Averted
On the Road to Saving California's Transportationlnfracture

by Peter deLisser

by Michael Lawson
The most effective commumcators m the world are salespeople, when they make every

conversauon a sales caJI Why are they effective?

Watching the budget proceu in Sacramento is never easy In fact, it's genually

Becau~

they know the facts of life
Real conversauon.s stan when the customer says "no"
The first .. no" may not be the real "no"
It takes 3 to S "no's" to get to a ''yes"

downright painful In the last three budget years a series of gives and takes (with emphasis on

the takes) resulted in what you'd have to call highway robbery-literally Lawmaken have

Emotional conversations take longer

h1jacked more than $5 billion in transportation revenues and diverted them to the state's

Customers buy benefits not features

General Fund. robbing our deteriorating highway system of the care and maintenance it

Salt;speople are. trained to listen intently, hear what is said (and what is not said}, ask
clanfymg questions and then respond m a way that the customer will buy However,
even ta1ented and experienced professionals CAll hit a wall when they are faced with a
difficult conversatJon or toptc They forget to use the selling pnnciples and skills they've

desperately needs

learned

approving Proposition 42 by 69 percent

This clearly was

not what

the overwhelming majority oft.axpayen bad in mind when

they voted in 2002 to spend their gasoline sales taxes on transportation projects alone,

For a while, it looked like 2005'• budget process would result in another take- Sl 3

Ev~ in the workplace, employee Interactions can be viewed as s.ales calls When you are

dealmg wnh an employee, colleague or supervisor, there is an exchwge of information
Don't forget that a presentation for promotion, a vtdeoconference, an email, a voicemail
mc:ssage and a staff meetJng can all be sales calls Often there is a power struggJe to
'wm' these conver_satJons _ However to keep clients and co-work.en happy, you must
learn to_ treat each 101eractJoo as a sales call and call on the skills you know to make every
inten.cnon a success

his revised budget proposal for 2005-2006 would restore $1 3 billion in gas sales taxes for

Here are some of the sales skills you can use to improve your profits, productivity and
relationships

voters approved the measure

billion

tn

taxes paid at the pump that would be used to help balance an ailing state budget

Fortunately, Governor Schwarzenegger was able to look down the road far enough to

see the potentially disastrous c::onscquences of thAt dccillon Last month he announced that
transportation That's the fli'St time all Prop 42 funds will be used for transpartation since

Listen for Better Rtsults
In one year, a skilled sales manager increased his sales by 40%. The only thing he did
differently was studied, practtced and used his listening skills Why? Take this scenario
You've made the appointment with your prospect After some small talk, the client puts
you on the spot. He asks you to list the strengths of your competitor Initially you don't
want to answer because you don't want to build a case for your competition But if you
answer hu questton, tt proves you have been hsterung It wtlt also lead you to his next
questions, which could be, "Now list your company's strengths"
Misuse of Power
By its nature, a sales call is not a power struggJe but a structured discussion in which
needed infonnation is exchanged between buyer and seller The buyer has a need The
salesperson has a product or service, which may or may not fill that need Throughout
the sa1es_cycle, which could be minutes, days, months or even years, we exchange
information The po~r of a salesper..on depends on an ability to communicate

This is the first good news for Ca!iforrua 's aging transportation infrastructure in a long
time, and

one~

should all hope will stick in this and

10

future budget deliberations

Restoration of this year's funds is an important step, but it is only the beginning of
what is needed to salvage a nearly bankrupt transportation system Because of the lack of
funding, there have been no new major lughway prOJectS authonzed

10

nearly two yean, and

prospects for funding have been so dim that the California Traruportatton Commission has
been on the verge of eJiminatmg proJects from the wa.~ting list altogether- affecting every
smgle region of the state

Ask frustrated Cal1fornia motorists and they'll confirm that California's roads and
highways carry significantly more traffic than they were designed to handle In the last 10
years, automobile travel has mcreased 10 times faster than new lane capacity has been added
Built largely in the 1960s and 1970s, much of the system has exceeded its design life and

However, conversations with employees lose their focus on the mfoonation exchange
The selling cycle is shortened to the moment- wm now in this conversation We 'win· by
sending a message that we have authority f'I'm the boss"), we have knowledge ("I'm
right, I'm smarter''), or we have the emotions ("I'm the parent")

fallen into disrep8lr. Today 23 million of us drive these Inadequate Cal1fomia roads. paymg

This is wrong! When we win, someone else loses If you view each conversation as a
power struggle, you could lose a potential client or colleague When a person 'loses' the
conversation, they lose their self-respect and trust in you

comes to congested freeways And a national research report last week documented the

the price in lost time and money
It's time to deaJ with this problem California ranks number one in the nation when it

Assisting Seniors for Over 25 Years

In-Home Care
• No Minimum Hours
• No Contracts
• Compatible Mature Caregivers
• Flexible Schedules
• Affordable Guaranteed Service
Screened • Bonded • Insured

(951) 681-5720

The Meaning of the Sales Call Comes from Gestures, Tones and Words
The success of a sales call, both internal and extemaJ, can depend on your body gestures,
tones and words Communication research tells us that the understanding of every
message depends 55% on body and facial gestures, 38% on tone, and only 7% on words
Imagine what could happen if most of your sales calls or colleague communicatJons are
done only by phone Your audience misses out on 55% of your meaning This opens up
the door for miscommumcation, hurt feelings or even Joss of a sale

deplorable condition of pavements, not JUSt 1n the large metropolitan areas, but also in smaller
cities throughout the state On average, these poor pavements cost us SSOO a year m wear and

lear
The cost and impact of all of this is unacceptable AvOiding dealing with our
transportation crisis has meant the loss of ten!i of thousands of Jobs and increased time and
costs for movmg goods out of our pons. across the state and into our stores By 2020,
California fre1ght deliveries are expected to double At thts rate, costs will soar because of

If your sales calls are done by phone, concentrate on your tone and wording, as these are
the main things your caller will hear Make your tone clearer and sharper by using tonal
sentences such as "I am d1sappomted that sales were slow this quarter'' and .. Is everyone
as enthusiastic as they sound?.. Also beware of the words you use. and try to make them
clear and concise so there is no misinterpretauon
Every Conversation Needs to be Equal
Internal customers- team leaders, subordinates, peers- are no different than clients and
prospects They do not expect to get all their needs met, but they do expect us to
understand them and answer their questions When we listen to them all in an equaJ way,
we make every conversation a sales caJI. By allowing a full exchange of information,
considering all objections, and agree to agree or disagree, we are listening equally This
results in not only an increase in sales, but also customer and employee satisfaction and
trust

traffic delays Job growth in the boommg transportallon logistics industry will stall
Conversely, reinvestmg m the transportatiOn system creates Jobs Fully funding Prop 42
would generate more than 18,000 jobs
We cannot allow traffic con~est1on to choke future economic development The
Governor, the Speaker of the Assembly, and members of the legislature have s1gnaled their
willtngness to make Califom1a's transportation infrastructure a prionty There's a long road
ahead, but maybe lhis year we can take an important first step in the journey
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SB COUNTY ' S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
HELPS HIGH DESERT BUSINESS COMMUNITY
Affordable land and housing,
a growing economy. and a ready

workforce make the High Desert a
great place to start or expand your
business
A comprehensive assessment
of commerciallindustrial space in
the High Desert gives a very positive picture of acti\ ity in the High
Desert The stud} \\as commissioned b) Joseph W. Brad). CCIM
of the Bradco Compames. ..We
found more mdustrial space m our
High Desert communities than had
been thought to be the case:· said
Brady ... and more exciting is the
fact that our overall availability
rate IS substantially lower than
commonly thought. That means
that the time is now for businesses
to look toward the county's High
Desert ..

Recognizing that busmess is
their primary partner in the success
and stability of San Bernardino
County, county leaders are committed to forging the framework to
ensure this success. The San
Bernardino County Economic
Development unit plays an important role in enabling H1gh Desert
businesses to take advantage of the
growth opportunities exisung in
the High Desert. At the San
Bernardino County High Desert
Workforce
Investment
and
Busmess Resource Center located
in Hesperia. programs and services
are offered free of charge to help
strengthen the business community. ThiS first-of-its-kind facility,
funded by the San Bernardino
County Workforce Investment
Board (WIB), represents an innovative
approach
to

government/business cooperation.
Hu ndreds of entrepreneurs as well
as business organizations take
advantage of the free services,
attend seminars, and utilize the
meeti ng faci lities at the center -all
fou nd under one roof.

The Busmess Center has an
impressive selection of business
software and h1gh-speed Internetconnected workstations where
entrepreneurs can do on-line
research such as competitive
analysis and demographic mapping. Visitors can design reports.
build <.lataba~es and write a busines; or marketing plan The faciluy hou~cs a bu~ines:-.-focused
branch of the San Bernardino

tance with job searches, career
planning, job training. and numerous career-oriented workshops.
The ERC is working to build a
stronger High Desert community
with a competith·e workforce

I.

2.

tion.
The
newly
re-named
Workforce Investment Department
(formerly Jobs and Employment
Services Department). is funded
by the W!B and has a"igned buSIness resource specialist~ as well as
support staff to th~> busme;; center. The job specialists serve a critical function. In addition to assisting businesses by matching poten- · .
tial employees with businesses.
they provide an important business
outreach service as liaisons to
other government agencie~. This
includes gu1ding entrepreneurs
through the often complex maze of
government agencies wllh the goal
of connectmg them to the appropriate source of working capital or
resources that best serves their
business needs.
The facility is also home to
the High Desert Employment
Resource Center (ERC), which is
the workforce development component that is so critical to the economic growth of the business community. The ERC links employers
with a large pool of qualified job
seekers with skill levels from entry
to professional levels. Job seekers
at the E RC receive personal assis-
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titles as well as subscriptions to the
latest busine" periodicals. The
center also brings together county.
state and federal agencies to enable
entrepreneurs to accomplish a
wide variety of tasks in one loca-
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The High Desert Workforce
lnvesrmem and Business Resource
Cemer is located at 15555 Main
Street in Hesperia. For more information, please call 760.949.8526.
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Denny Shorrtt
President
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Rose Mary Faust
CEO
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Owner
(909) 625-3381-625-2081
Paul Ward
General Manager
(951 I 784- 12_14 '168-5529
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Mark

Ken Brengle of Thornlon.
Colorado h<J.., been named chicJ
c.xecuti ve officer of the Big Bear
Lake Resort Association IRA) of
B1g Bear. CA. TheRA markeis Big
Bear Valley a.., a tourbm de..,tina
tion. Brengle a..,..,umed hi.., new
po..,ition in June. Brengle bring.., the
experience of an tmprcs..,ivc career
in management, touri..,m, marketing and economic development to
hi' new po,t. .. UCR Palm Desert
announced the namtng of Lwo local
re..,idenh to special as ... Ignmcnh
\\ 1th the E\.ecuthc-in-Rcsidcnt
Program at the new Palm Dcsct1
campus . Two graduate program..,
arc ... Jared to l1t!gin this fall an
,\1B .\ program and ,\H· \in Cl'l.'atiH·
\Hiting and \Hiting for the per forming <u1s . Bll// Radotl, gl.'nt·ral
manager and t.:hief operatm~1 olli
ccr of The Lake.., Countr) Cluh
has been named c\ccutt\C liai..,on
to !he CoUillr) Club ~lana~<rs
Association Rado!T will worJ..
\\ tlh general manager ...
the golf
club.., 111 rhc Coachella Valley tn
Identify entrepreneur..,_ CJ·:()s and
senior c\ccutiYC\ to partiCipate in

or
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Accordmg to project partictpants,
re~earch

multidisciplinary

is the

future of b1olog1cal sc1ence due to
the complexity of celb and multicellular

organi~ms.

The project's educational mis..,ion
j.., de~tgned to mstill in graduate

student.., an acute awareness of the
potcnual for their discovcric.., to
aodrc" glohal food. healih and
emironmcntal problem ....
·~tm:h

The Center for Plant
Cell Biology earns
highly competitive
award

of rhe v.ork done

m addition to agnculture so tht ... h
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•hat
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WND

g1ven at the American Auto
Racing Writers & Broadcasters
Association
breai,Ja~t
at
Indianapolis. held the day before
the 2005 lnd1anapoh; 500 race.
Presto is believed to be the only
reporter who has covered motor
sport.., in five different fonn.., of
media. For her work tn communi
cations and photo journali..,m.
Presto ha~ now received 58
nallonal and ..,tate award~ in telen
"ion and radio broadca ... ttng, JOUrnal"m. photography, public rcla
tion.., and \\"cb site reporting
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High Rc,olutJon D1gllal
D:nc Robinson
Photogmphy. Full Bindery .Art DirectiOn.PrcsJdent
Gr.tphu: IXsign. Qlty Com. Printing (951) 296-0311012%-0.106
mfo(n robin\OnprintJng.t:om

1\omon ·., & Ryob1

the executive in-residence pro ·
gram Norm Aron. who has a di..,tinguished career as a founder and
CEO of numerous companie .... ha..,
been named communtty liai ...on .
Aron is recruitmg executive.., from
the community and rai~ing funds
for Mudcnl scholarships and other
need, __ . The Bank of Hemet . the
only community-ba ...cd ban!.. ... erv
ing Hemet and San Jacinto.
announced two promottons Lori
Stinson was named operation..,
officer in the bank·.., Wc ... hidc
Hemet office and Ana Gamino
wa.., promoted to \Cnior tellt.:T m the
San Jacinto ollie~ Pr~\ iml\l).
Stm ... on \\a ... senior teller A r~..,l
dt.•nt of H~met ami 1.::! -)ear \t.'l~ran
of the fmancii.d \Cf\ it.·c.., hu..,tnc..,s ,
\he Jot ned the hank three ) ear...
ago. Before her promotion .
Gamino wa ... a teller. -\bo a r~si
d~nt of Hcmct. "he joined the hank
ahout f1ve year... ago Ka) Presto.
ov.,ner of Presto Productions. a
commtmlcations and puhlic rcla
tion.., company m Ontano \\·a..,
recently honored with four nation
al award .... The..,c honor ... wen~

Partnef'
mla"' rencc(ci ace·printmg.~.:om

Robinson Printing
-C6S5 R10 .\edo Street
Temt."CU!a, CA 92595
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MANAGER ~s
Community Development
at UCR Earns $2.9

Million Boost From

\\estern 'lational
Realty
Ad\ i-.ors. the de\elopmcnt arm of
\\'c:-.tcrn National Group. ha . . broken ground on a l~O-unit upartment community m Moreno
\'aile)
The $50 million de,·eJopment

is being constructed on a recently
acquired 18.8-acre land site. The
community is scheduled for initial
occupancy in the spring of 2006.
Moreno Valley Apanments
will be comprised of I 6 two- and
three-story town home-style buildings with a mix of one, two. and

three-bedroom units.
The state-of-the-art amenities
will include a 3,000-square-foot
clubhouse, full-length pool. children\ play area and landscaped
walkmg
paths,
rose

gardens. perennial gardens and
par~

benches. In addition, there
will be a husiness center and topnotch fitness facility.
The propeny " located on

,\lc:-...,amlro Boulevard. \\C\1 ol
Perris Boulevard. in Moreno
Valley.
.. Th1s acqu1sition is part of
\Ve ... tern National'~ aggrcs~1ve
growth plan to double the number
of multifamily units we own and
manage,"
explained
Stephen
Duffy, ch1ef operating officer of
Western National Realty Advisors.
"We are acquiring available land
for development of new multifamily product, as well as acquiring
existing apartment communities
located in strong markets. WeMem
National is also seeking additional
joint-venture opportunities with
California land owners."
The firm's construction am1.
'Western National contractors. \\-ill
handle construction for the proJeCt
"hile Western l"at10nal Propeny
Management wdl manage the
apartment community when completed KTGY Group is the arch1
teet on the proJect.

"Outsourcing America: What's
Behind Our National Crisis and
How We Can Reclaim American
Jobs," by Ron Hira & Anil Hira;
AMACOM, New York, New York;
2005; 236 pages; $22.00.

NSF
contin11ed from tm~e
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late interest in genom1c science.
especially among underrepresented
students. As mentioned in the proJect summary. the project aspires to

by Henry Holtzman

produce a "new generation of
diverse leaders who can form the
complementary

research

teams

required for 2 I st-century research
careers in industry and academia."
The "ChemGen" program "
expected to begin m September. In
addition to Bailey-Serres. co-principal investigators include plant
cell biology professor Natasha
Raikhel,

chemistry

professor

Michael Pirrung. computer science
professor Tao Jiang and biochemical engineering

profc~sor

SchultL

Jerome

Please join us to cclchrale the
(!rand Opening of our nC\\ offict:
MIUIAU I t'OX&ASSOCI·\IIS
( 'erfljieJ Puh/,,· kcountunt~
5541 1\rrO\\ II\\) Suite \

Montclair
Jul) 12, 2(KJS
Ribbon Cutung at 5 PM
Open Jlnusc 5-8 PM
RSVP lo 9()9,946· 7207

Get a jump on your competition
by
secunng your space
in Inland Empire's premier reference tool
TODAY.
Sponsorship Packages ... $6,000
Full Page ... $3,750 • Half Page ... $2 ,750
For details, contact your account manager at

(909) 989-4733

There are many reasons why
this book on overseas outsourcing
IS worth readmg.
ot the least of
these is its intcrcstmg and rational ly stated analysis of outsourc1ng's
impact on the U.S. economy.
Author~ Ron and Ani! Hira
look at everything we have heard,
seen and read about outsourcing
from all pans of the political spectrum.
What they find isn't pretty.
They make the case that no interest
group. from giant corporations on
one side to labor unions on the
other, have been entirely candid
about the effects on America of
sending work to be done outside
U.S. borders.
Worst of all, the authors point
out that in terms of hard metrics,
little is known about the actual
affect of outsourcing. Both
Republican and Democrat administrations during the past 15 years
have simply concluded that "globalization" is a "good thing" based
on studies underwritten or conducted by multinational corporate
giants ... the very group that has
gained the most from outsourcing.
Although the H ira's have
some anti-corporate bias, they do
call for a study by an unbiased
source "to seriously study the outsourcing phenomenon-to understand how much is happening, why
it is increasing, the overall ramifications on a global. national, local,
and individual level and what can
be done to deal with outsourcing in
the future."
The authors note that unless
we do take a clearheaded look at
outsourcing followed by an unvarnished national debate on the subject. we may never Jearn whether
outsourcing is helpful or harmful.
Their current view is that outsourcing is not helpful: however, validating this position simply isn't
easy because the traditional da ta
sources, the U .S. Departme nts of
Com merce a nd Labor, don' t track
the jobs mov ing overseas .

To gauge the full extent of the
current rate or outsourcing the
II ira\ call for meaningful research:
"What IS desperately needed is
additional data collection and
research. Some in government
claim they Jack the resources to
collect the data..
Fortunately.
there is recently passed legiSlation,
sponsored by Congressman Frank
Wolf (R- Virgm1a), that appropriates $2 million to conduct such a
study."
The authors go on to isolate
some information that is known:
The practice of offshore outsourcing is becoming institutionalized in
many companies. which have created job titles such as global supply
coordinator and international project coordinator. MBA programs at
top schools like ... the Sloan School
of Management at MIT are teaching future business executives how
to better manage offshore projects."
The book doesn't deny the
positive effects of offshore outsourcing. The Hira 's state: "We
recognize the enormous potential
of offshoring to enhance people's
Ii ves, here and abroad. For
instance. offshore outsourcing lowers costs for U.S. consumers and
makes companies more efficient,
and it offers opponunities to many
heretofore underutilized workers in
developing countries."
They add, however, that the
advocates for outsourcing ... "are
only panially correct when they
c laim that offshore outsourcing is
not a zero-sum game."
The Hira 's go on to state:
"The correct way to think about it
is that outsourcing does not have to
be a zero-sum game if we install
the right policies. The costs and
benefits are maldistributed. with
some panies, like corporate executives, at almost no cost, and others.
like displaced U.S. workers. bearing most of the com with meager
benefi ts as cons umers. At present
there are no policies in place to
correct the ineq uity."

Best-selling
Business Books
Here arc the current top 10 bcst·'>clling book'> for bu'>iness. The list1s compiled ba\ed on infonnallon received from retail bookstores throughout the
U.S.A

*J.

HThe World Is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-F i r~t Century,"
hy Thomas L. Fncdman (Farmr. Str.:tus & Giroux .. $27.50) (3)
Why busines~ glohalil'_ation ha.., arrived and J\ likely to stay.
*2. HBiink: The Power of Thinking Without Th inking," by Malcolm
Gladwell (Little. Brown & Co . .$25.95) (I)
Why m... tant judgmcnh arcn'l a~ fast as you believe
*3. 44Conspiracy of Fools: A True Story," by Kurt Eichenwald (Broadway
Books .. $26.00) (2)
How Enron executives fooled all of the people, all of Lhe time.
*4. "Winning," by Jack Welch (HarperCollins ... $27.95) (8)
The prime ex_amplc of bu\incss success telh how It's done
*5. '"Avon: Building the World's Premier Company for Women," by
Laura Kiepacki .. (John Wiley & Sons .. $24.95) (4)
How a bookselling business became a giant m women's beauty products
*6. "'Automatic Wealt h: The Six Steps to Financial Independence," by
M1chael Masterson (John Wiley & Sons ... $24.95) (5)
A self-made millionaire offers a plan for bulldmg weahh.
*7. "Smart Women Fin ish Rich: 9 Steps to Achievi ng Fina ncial
Security a nd Fu nd ing Your Dreams," by David Bach
(Broadway ... $14.95) (6)
In Lhe real world dreams and financial security cost money.
*8. "The 8th Habit: From Effectiveness to Greatness," by Stehen R.
Covey (Free Press ... $26.00) (7)
Covey examines the evolving models of leadership.
*9. "Good to G reat ," by Jim Collins (HarperCollins ... $27 50) (10)
Climbing the steps from being good to being great.
*10. " Disney War," by James B. Stewart (S1mon & Schuster. .. $29.95) (9)
Investigative reponing of the "mouse that roared back.''
*(I)·· Indicates a book's previous position on the list.
Indicates a book's ftrSt appearance on Lhe list

** -·

Whether you agree or disagree
with the authors. they are putting
forward a call to think through (or
re-think) the implications of outsourcing based on hard facts. The
more we delay, the more likely outsourcing will become an issue that
further polarizes us.
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PAGE 31
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1975

I
I
La Vcmc

~J09)~i9~- ro~.rcr

Rih~rside

I
I
Los. Angeles

Manufacturing. Cons.truction. Dis.tnbutton,
Audits.. Accounttng. Tax & Management
Cons.ultmg

David Kamath
Partner
(909) 941·92451941·Q252
dkrunalht§·slgg.com

2J. ~&GNr•k:;;~kA~~nbaum & Goldstein LLP ~
Ontario. CA 91764
4

2001

Strt'it & hters CP.<\,Inc.
24. 1908 S. Bus.ne.' Center Dr.
San Bernardino. CA 92408

1979

3
3
San Bcman.hno

1995

I
I
Montclair

I
I

1980

I
I
San Bernardino

1997

I
I
Palm Springs

Bu~ines..c; Con .. ulting

oa,·id M. St"'-it
Pres.ident
(9091885·65181384·1198
cpetcrs4j! strcitandpeters .t:om

Real E.~tate Construction.
Small & Med•um Size Bus.iness.

Michael L. Cox
Owner
(909) 946· 72071946·7786
michael@mlccpa.com

Auto Dealerships.
Other Rctatl Busmes.s.es

Fred Reiss
Pan ncr

Tax. Estate Planning,
Bus.incss Con.,ulting. Accounting

}~J,,~~~~~~~~~~3543
Michele Bolaiios

Healthcare, EMate Plannin~.
Business Management for Phys.tcians
& Indtvtduols

~60l~2lK0~5/32s-6J as

mb@bdcpas.com

NIA = .\'or Appliwble WND = \H>Uld ,Ve>t Disclose na =not m·ailable Th~ infcmtkllU>n in Jh~ abo•-~ li.fl was oblainedfrom the compani~.f list~cl. 1i1 th~ bt:st of our kno••·fedge tl~ mfomuuion SUflpli~d if IIITIInlft: IJ.\ of
prt'S.I 11~. While ~~~0· elfc>n i.f mad~ to ensur~ the accurf10· and Jhorou!lhfl~.u of the list. onunion.s and rypographccal error.J sometm~s occur. Pl~as~ send t·om:ctJOII.f or addllwns on compam· lnterlteaJ ~o: J11e lnlcmd
Emprr~ Busmes.s )o11rnol. P.O. &.t 1979, Runcho Cucamonfla. CA 917'29-1979. R~s~arched by Somlrd 0/•·era. Cop_mRitt 2005. Tha liSt updated Jum· :!005 from those that resptmded ro requeHcd updim~

ATIONAL AssoCIATION oE
OMEN BusiNESS OWNERS

inlanJ .:mpzre clwpur

Who is NA WBO?
Uembers oj.V-~ WHO-lE flre K-'ometJ businesl· owners. including
sole proprietor~. purtnen uml corporate shareholders, or
directors ltaving managerial authority and r~pOII!>ibility over
the e111erprise. Our goal;_, to promote and enlronce the growth
of our businen members.
Jnrn

\'.-tU:BO~lf

at our jinr
dinner meeting
ThursdO\'. July 1/.~t. 2005
O~rurio 1/ilron
re~i.~trarior1 begin:; 5:30J'Jf
dinner 6·0flPM

Cri&ti Cristich, pa.>l prc;idcnt ofNA WBO-Califomia. will
be in attendance to help make this meeting a success!
for~U/101'/Q#I_,Ivnhif'

Ci< "'

-'UI

(IJJ/J

FLY ING EAGLE TRANSPORT
SAM EHOLT
27226 CYPRESS ST
HIGHLAND CA 92346
909-425-8667
J])COVERWORLD
DONNA M MAXWELL
6846 VANLEUVEN LANE
HIGHLAND CA 92346
909-864-6265
JANZEN VILLAGE L.l'.
3LP PROPERTIES LLC
25293 REDLANDS BLVD
LOMA LINDA CA 92354
AUSTIN EXPRESS
TRUCKING
DLiRRICK LAUSTIN
537 W. liL MORADO CT
ONTARIO CA 91762
JASNE CREATIONS
NONA S WILLIAMSON
839 EAST HARVARD
PLACE
ONTARIO CA 91764
BILLII'.G IT RITE
DENISE E VANOST
7009 MANTOVA PLACE
RA~>;CHO C~CAMO:-iGA CA
91701
909·945-7811
AREA SERVICES
PAULK ROBILLARD
301 N. NINTH ST.. SUITE
N AS
REDLANDS CA 92374
909-528-6174

Uniting women busmess
mvners ofthe Inland
Empire for profit,
injluence and community.

~,..,_,.,

QL'.·'<L!TY U~I'IG
I'IUOORS
PAMELA S KELSER
7211 ARCATA STREET
FONTANA CA 92336
909-427-9085

VI. Gar) Hilliard

Forklift imJu..,trcy. Heahhcarc. Comtruction.
Ta-< PI~~,~~~~·~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~"•tiOn ...

Debra L. Burr
Prc .. ident
(951) 781·6480n81·2026

19')2

2
14

~1cmbcr

U~othtroot

& Growlh Dc\·clopment.
Tu Plunning & Prep.trallon,
Elder Care Service-;, Aud1b of Non-Profi~

Burr & Assoclales
22. ~15 Conwn Cn:q Dr., /1 102
Riverside: CA 92507

4

John H.

(90ll) ll26·:!(l:!J/626·274"\

('Jan: mom

Hilliard. Bennie & C'o. CPA's
21. 1768 Arrow H...,.,, Stc 102
La Verne. CA 9(750

Reiss. Jackson & Company
26. 164 Hospttal_ity Lane. Ste. 6A
San Bernard mo. CA 92408

\

<:o.

I'Vrlt.!Awartbt.•-.:nrpkwo:

fYU~~titJ

www.nawbo-ie.org

PHELPS CHIROPRACTIC AND REHAB
GRACE PHELPS
1915 W REDLANDS
BLVD. STE 109
REDLANDS CA 92373
909-793-7100
SASSY fiLL CLOTHING
MARIA HILL
808 COLLEGE AYE
REDLANDS CA 92374
SDR CORRALS & SHELTERS
SEAN M O'CONNOR
27273 PILGRIM ROAD
REDLANDS CA 92373
909-798-7121

.INJI<>el

ALL TRIBES
NORRIS MITCHELL
1407 W SHAMROCK ST
RIALTO.CA RIALTO CA
92376

\ZTL.\<\ MO'I ORS
ANUR!cS G HI'RNANDEZ
1260 N 1'117GERLD AVE
1210
RIALTO CA 92376
T KE HYDRA ULIC SPEC IA LIST
JUAN A SANCHEZ
118 E. LOMITA DRIVE
RIALTO CA 92376
909-873-0574
ANACO'IDA BAIL
RECOVERY NEGOT IATIONS
ALFONSO P GONZALEZ
6783 N HUNTINGTON
DRIVL
SAN BERNARDINO CA
92407
M•NIE CA 'I LOAN PRO·
CESS I"'G & DOC SERVIO;s
BEVERLY A PULYERS
2595 W UNION STREET
SAN BERNARDINO CA
92410
CALIFORN IA BUILDlNG SVCS.
LL'IS A FIGUEROA
321 SOUTH STATE
STREET
SAN BERNARDINO CA
92410
C HLORI'I E SYSTE\1S
OF THE I"'LA'ID \ALLEY
MARK 1- REICHMANN
81920 RIVERVIEW DR
#112
SAN BERNARDINO CA
92410
800-300-0491
EMERALD PARTNERS
JACK D VANDER
WOUDE
577 NORTH D STREETSUITE 108
SAN BERNARDINO CA
9240
909-889-7164
F & J GLASS & WINDOWS
JESUS JIM ENEZ
118 S. MT VERNON
SAN BERNARDINO CA
92410
FERRARI VARGAS
A1TORNEYAND INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES
HECTOR FERRARI
VARGAS
1328 OSBUN RD., STE 13
SAN BERNARDINO CA
92404
JK LAP'fOP ETC
JAMES R KINSEY
3479 PERSHING AVE

SAN BER'•L\RDI'IO CA
92405
MARCLS AND OM COLLAIIORATIONS
MARCUS L CHARLES
873 N MACY ST
SAN BERNARDINO CA
92410
909-874·1982
NO NAME CAFE
MADONNA HICE
1435 E. HIGHLAND AVE
SAN BERNARDINO CA
9240-1
909·883-1570
SNAP GRAPH ICS &
DESIG!\
DEREK A PLLOS
1579 MORGAN ROAD
SAN BERNARDINO CA
92407
951-544-3948
MORENO EXPRESS
DOMINGA MORENO
256 E 19TH ST
SAN BERNARDINO CA
92404
909-806-9266
ADE ENTERPR ISES
THERESA M OSHODI
485 E FOOTHILL BLVD
SUITE A
UPLAND CA 91786
909-51 K-12K9
C.TL ~IOTORSPORTS
MICHAEL L WHITE
1090 E. ENDEAVER DR
UPLAND CA 91786
IMPR~;sSIONS FIRST
NATIONWIDE CUSTOM
DESIGN CENTERS
JAY JAIME
14400 BEAR VALLEY RD
VICTORVILLE C A 92392

NATIONAL TILE
INSTALLATION
CHARLIE J ROTHWILL
12656 LOMAVISTACT
YUCAIPA CA 92399
909-795-4123
THE PLUMBER
E HARR IS
14540 CHIPPENDALE C IR
ADELANTO CA 923014871
GO GUTTERS
LGREGORY
11749 OXFORD ST
ADELANTO CA 923013715

Bl PRODuCTIO'\S
T MARSHALL JR
6767 FLORENCE PL
ALTAL0MACA917018612

M.\TH\1 \TIX
A MATHEWS
5585 CANISTELAVE
ALTA LOMACA91737·
6717
909-262·0906
DUKE ASSOC IATIES
H DE HOYOS
15130 FLATHEAD RD
APPLE VALLEY CA
92307-3446
FAIRWAY BUILDING
PHILLIPS
18484 US HIGHWAY 18
STE 150
APPLE VALLEY CA
92307~2344

MT T'S LIQUOR
SFHGAL
13601 NAVAJO RD
APPLE VALLEY CA
92308·5727
'I AND J DISTRlllUTION
W DAVIES
14058 CHOGAN RD
APPLE VALLEY CA
92307·5660

PAT'S APPRA ISALS
A HOPPER
19010 WASECA RD
APPLE VALLEY CA
92307-4933
PERL VIA' ARTS 'I
C RMTS
D MACKAY JR
21130 SANDIA RD
APPLE VALLEY CA
92308·5924
760-240-1067
THE LIGHT !lOUSE OF
APPLE VALLEY
21985 US HIGHWAY 18
APPLE VALLEY CA
92307-3915
EZ RENT-A-CAR
909 ARMORY RD # 119
BARSTOW CA92311-5460
THE FLUNCH BOX
G PHILLIPS
2700 BARSTOW RD
BARSTOW
CA 92311·6608
JG & H TRUCKING
L RODRIGUEZ
18492 8TH ST
BLOOMINGTON CA
92316-3615
909-421-2651
CARDINAL HOME
HEALTH CARE
6040 RIVERSIDE DR
C HII-<0 CA 91710-4494
818-339-7421

CAS'I RO'S GARUE!\1'-G
N CASTRO
IJO.I6 S EUCLID AVE
CHito;O CA 91710-6698
909-988-4694
CHA RLI ES TRANSPORT
AZAMAYOA
12397 ACACIA AVE
CHINO CA 91710·2703
909-628·3373
GOLDEN TOUCH
HO\'I E HEALT H SE RVICES
13751 ROSWELL AVE
STED
CHINO CA 91710-5464
562-587-8371
THE GUT DEPOT. ORG
MENDOZA
6133 SALEM ST
CHINO CA 91710-4551
HOYA PAINTING COMPANY
YANG
14763 ACORN ST
CHINO HILLS CA 917092002
909-260-2864
D\ 'AMI C ENl E RPRJ S.
ES
A FELIX
20410HIOAH
COLTON CA 92324· I 343
951·545·9994

CARAVAGGIO
412 W BROADWAY#
ST200
GLENDALE CA 91204·
4117
909-208-0148
DOGGONE
F RUNNELS
15730 EL CENTRO ST
HESPERIA CA 92345-4315
760-956-8561
ENE SERVICES
COMPANY
176 YUCCA STREET
HESPERIA CA 92345
MP RACING CALWORNIA HIGH DESERT
EDWARD PALACIOS
11624 HICKORY AVE
HESPERIA CA 92345-2063
TRI STATE SIGNS
PETRILLO
161~7 MAIN ST
HESPERIA CA 92345 3516
WEST AMERICA MARKETLNG
8 CEDARLAKE
IRVINE CA 92614·7556
ROHR CATTLE C0\1PA">\
J ROHR
50577 JOSHUA TREE RD
JOHNSON VALLEY
CA 92285-2822
760-403-0496

MISSIO"> FI'\A'\ C IAL
GROlP
F HAZELIP
1280 E COOLEY DR
STE 19
COLTON CA 92324-3986

LAKESIDE TILE &
GRANITE
PRIETO
9625 MARIPOSA RD
HESPERIA CA 92345-4606

TATA
GODINA
1056 MARTINEZ LN
COLTON CA 92324-6618
909-877·6376

PBF - PLAN B FULFILLMENT
2820 MILL CREEK RD
STE2
MENTONE CA 92359-9615

PAUL C MESSINA CONSTRUCTION
C MESSINA
590 WELLESLEY DR AP'f
102
CORONA CA 92879-5963
951-556-0910

TOTAL CO'ICEPT
M FREHNER
1500 CRAFTON AVE
STE6
MENTONE CA 92359-1329
909-389-7183

PATTY 'S IIEAUTY
SALON
VILLALPANDO RUIZ
9131 CITRUSAVESTEK
FONTANA CA 92335-5524
909-574-1560
XPRESS PAl NT & BODY
M LOPEZ
15345 MANILA ST
FONTANA CA 92337-7261
909-208-0148

ALOHA PIZZA
COMPANY
NREEL
4913 MORENO ST
MONTCLAIR CA 917631522
CHURCK OF THE
FIRSTBORN
WESLEY GRLFRTII
10214 CAMAREto;A AVE
MOr><TCLAIR CA 917633838

continued on page 43

P-\R -\DISE '\ \ILS If
THOMAS Hl YNH
10165 \10'\TL \ISTA
\\AY
THOL'SAND P·\LMS CA

I- DEAL \IOBIU.
HO\IE S \LES
BIRD
1041 CALIMESA BI\'D#B
CALIMl'S.·\ CA 92120-

9:!276<!Q-l5

112~

ONE STOP RE'\TAL
BRADLEY TRu
WILHELM
35091 PASHAl PL
WILDOMAR CA 925959517

COST\ LESS H \'\D\ -

REYES Fl'\ \'\CIAL
A'\D BLSI'>ESS
CENTER
REYES
45315 EL CONQL!ISTO
ROAD
AGUAt-;GA CA 925369283

I- DEAL MOBILE
HOME SALES
BIRD
10622 BRYANT ST #13
CALIMESA CA 92320

\ULKI'\G UGHT \IL'\ISTRIES Ol'TREACH
TAYLOR
1282 \'ISTA SEREJ\A A\'E
BANNING CA 92220-2573

EXTREME \IEASLRES
GE'IERAL CO'ITRACT1.?\G
WHYTE
1086 MAPLE A\E
BEAUMONT CA 92223191~

BEAU\10'\T GAS \1\RT
PATEl
1696 E 6TH ST
BEAL;MONT CA 92223-

2510
JI'\JIT KIDS
GLJITOM
1376 SL;"'BLRST DR
BEAUMONT CA 922238-t:!O
BG ELECTRIC
GRIEB
79855 TRI'\IDAD DR
BERMUDA DUNES CA
9220]·1432

~1.\N

LOPEZ
1001 3RD ST SPC 50
CALIMESA CA Q2120-

1232

COST V LESS HA"'D\~lA"'

LOPEZ
10001 S 'RD S. #50
CALIMESA CA 92320
SAG TILE & STO"'E
ANGUIANO
13350 CATHEDRAL
CAl\YOl\ DR APT )
C -\THEDRAL CIT) CA

DK~ERT WOLVES
TRA'<SPORT
ALMA"'ZA
8.'664 '\ICKLECRLEK DR
COACHU_ LAC \ 92n65)71

EQ[;IT\ FIRST FI'\A'\CI\L
\\IGGI"'S
6449 LAUREL ST
CORONA CA 92H80-J(}()<I
SOt:RCEIT 0\IAR
:!522 S\VEET RAIN WAY
CORO:-.IA CA 92881-8661
AF!'ORDABLE ALTO
C\RE G.\RRIDO
1443 W 6TH ST # 1128
CORON ~ CA 92882-7816
CITI DIAG"'OSTIC IMAG1'\G SER\ ICES
HUSSAIN
1157 W GRAND BL\D
CORONA CA 92882-4364

STONE AGE
GABRif;L
78461 HOPE BAY RD
BERMUDA DUNES CA
92203-8113

JV AG(jA WAH:R
\'0
1501 RIMPAU AVE# B
CORONA CA 9288!-3225

A&S LANDSCAPING
SARGENT
CACHONAVE
BLYTifE CA 92225

SOLRCEIT
OM.\R
9.10 SHEPARD CREST DR
CORONA CA 92882-8871

MET O"E 1'\STRL-

\IEi\.TS
PERALES
43-681 SPURR ST
INDIO C \ 9220 I
OLIVI\S
ANGUIM<O
82245 MILES AVE
INDIO CA 92201-4116

CITI DIAGr>OSTIC IMAG1'\G SERVICE
H!JSSAIN
1911 LYNWOOD CIR
CORONA CA 92881-7448

DESERT GOLD ENTERPRISES
GOLD
80516 KEY LARGO DR
INDIO CA 92201-8352

CITI DIAGNOSTIC IMAG11\G SERVICES
JALAL
3645 LEPSON CIR
CORO ACA9:!882

MARIGOLD FINE JEWELRY&
COLLECTIBLES
MILLER
K0386 AVENIDA LINDA
\'ISTA
INDIO CA 92203-7416

CITI DIAGNOSTIC IMAG11\G SER\-ICES
UDDIN
1359 WHISPERING WIND
LN
CORONA CA 9288!-8664

STONE AGE
GABRIEL
83333 STATE HIGHWAY
III,#C
INDIO CA 92201

STREET \11'\ISTR\
DA\ IS
14JO CIRCLL CITY DR
APT Ill
CORO:-.IA CA 92879-1644

\lET 0'\E INSTRU\1E:\TS
PERALl'S
47800 MAOISm< ST
INDIO CA 92~01-6667

9223~-45~3

PHESO\IENTAL
HEALTH
78940 \1ARTL"IQUE DR
BERMUDA DUNES CA
9:!:!03-1590

A&S LANDSCAPING
SARGENT
380 S 3RD ST
BLYTHE CA 92225-2834

BESTO~F UMOSir>E
SER\ ICE
BAfEMANIII
13255 COOL MEADOW
DR
CORONA CA 92880-3032

STREET Ml'I;ISTRY
DAVIS
1154 E 6TH ST
CORONA CA 92879-1615
C&CABSTRACTING,
LLC
3549 CEDAR RIDGE LN
CORONA CA 92881-8707

\ '-C SHL"TTERS
HCRTADO
995 SAPPfiiR[ LN
CORONA CA 92~82-2945
Dl \\IOSD \ \LLE\ PLL \18l'IG CO. I\ C.
93- ASTER ST
HEMlT CA 92545-4704
\UY OLTWEST LA"'DSCAPING
GRf'LR
25275 HYATI AVE
HLMH CA 92545-2287
ALI.IAI\CE PRODLCE
DISTRIBUTORS INC
~1731 STETSOJ\ A\'IHEMET CA 92544-7593
E & B RE'\T\L
SA!JCEDO
IIIII GRifFITH WA)
HEMETCA 92543-6166
CUST0\1 DESIGNED
C0\1PL:TERS
SCOTT
27115 SESAME ST
HEMET CA 92544-8803
HARVEST VALLEY
COMPUTER
LOGAN
26426 MELBA AVE
HOMELAND CA 925489236

\A A SFPliC

FIRb ST\RS \l'TO
TOWI'\G
KAfEB
26785 SOUTHBROOK CT
92584MENIFEE CA
2733
BEST ONE LIMOSINE
SER\ ICES
BATEMAN! II
13415 VARSITY LN
MORENO \ALLEY CA
92555-3707
LOTTS DOCU\1ENT
PROCESSOR
LOTI
14512 SYLVESTER DR
MORENO VALLEY CA
92553-4929
DOVE GLASS P. C.,
INC.
12057 CASA LINDA CT
MORENO VALLEY CA
92555-1885
MENTORING TODAY
FOR TOMORROW INC.
33708 SALVIA LN
MURRIETA CA 9256334_16
MElli 'lAS \10BIL
HO\IES
JASSO
24890 2:-.iD 51

Ml'RRIET\ CA 925626216

K~.NNY

SJ215 WENIDA
AL\"ARADO
LA QciNTA CA 92253-343
WESTER'- FLLIDS
E!'GI'\EERI'G &
MANL fACTORING
31885 CORYDON RD
STE !50
LAKE ElSINORE CA
925~0-X503

DANIELS MOBIL
DETAILI"G
LOPEZ
33139 UMEST
LAKE ELSINORE CA
Q2530-15.W
"ORH. RGE'\CE CLST0\1ER LEG.\L CORP
5 CORn ROSSA
lAKE I'LSINORE CA
92532-0212
REAI"PRO :-<ETWORK
SMILEY
10871 MOUNTAIN VIEW
AVE
LOMA LINDA CA 923542527

D,\RPINIAN
_1:\576 El'GENI:\ l N
~IURRI~TA CA 925631423
A\'A '\'T- GARDE HAIR

STLD IO
SELL
24046 TOBARO CT
MURRieTA CA 925624526
VITAMIN A
24971 TRUMAN PL
MURRieTA CA 925628942
CORONA CABI"'ET INC.
16741NDUSTRIALAVE
NORCO CA 92860-2947
VNC SHUTTERS
HURTADO
1640 INDUSTRIALA\'E
ORCO CA 92860-2947
LEVO TIRES SHOP
BEHITEZ
29580 NUEVO RD
NL:EVO CA 92567-9575
NUE\0 TIRES SHOP
BEHITE/
28481 LAKE\'11\\ WL
NUE\'0 CA 92567-9701

continued from page 41
A SPECIAL TOLCH
FLORIST
MARIE GRAHAM
1406 BAILEY A\C STEA
NEEDLES CA 92363-3115
AREZOU J.W.A
ZAREI
561 W HOLT BLVD
ONTARIO CA 91762-3707
909-391-4651
CALIFOR,IA SALES
COMPAN\
1735 E MONTICELLO CT
ONTARIO CA 91761-7741
OAKMONT PRESS
FENS HOLT
2890 INLAND EMPIRE
BLVD STE 102
ONTARIO CA 91764-4649
SELECT\ ENTLRES
2050 S HELEN AH.
0'\TARIO CA 91762-6027
909-984- 1151
THE liO\IE REMODELERS
FU.L
4(JI5 E Gt,ASTI RD
ONTARIO CA 91761-IS21

"LE\0 fiRES SHOP
I-AJAR DO
22725 VIA SA:\TANA
NUEVO CA 92567-9636

PIH:ALN TREE FARM
2670 SEQUOIA RD
PHI-.LAN CA 92371-7960
R J. MORSE & ASSOCIATES
1 MORSEJR
9580ACANTHUS ST
PHELAN CA 92371-4357
NATURAL ELEMENTS
MATTHEWS
1901 IIWY 138
PINON HILLS CA 92372
ORTEGA'S CARPET
CLEANING
ORTEGA
11012 PIPELINE AVF
POMONA CA 91766-2444
CALIFORNIA ATHLETIC CLUB
9120 HAVEN AVE
RANCHO CL'CAMONGA
CA 91730
DARLYS BIRI)
7349 MILL!KI'N AVL
STL 140-112
RAI'<CHO CLCAMO:-<GA
CA91730-7435
G-\1, PERI-1,\IE CLUB
MAKAl\
11838 MANHATTAt'i C.T
RANCHO CuCAMONGA

CA 91710-8220

11026 FRANKLIN DR
RANCHO CLCAMONGA
CA91730-6714

RIALTO TAN"'ING'S
ACLPRESSLRE
TRIMBLE
625 S RIVERSIDE AVE
STEB
RIALTO CA 92376-7072

IllS INSURANCE AND
llENEFIT SERVICES
lYNN
6777 INYO PL
RANCHO CUCAMONGA
CA 91701 7507

COU'<TOURS EXPRESS
821 TRI CITY CTR
REDLANDS CA 923742859

LINUS
L DONAHUE
9803 CERISE ST
RANCHO CUCAMONGA
CA 91730-3664
909-980-2882

COVENTRY PET
RESORT & TRAI"II\G
CENTER
412 TENNESSEE ST
REDLANDS CA 92373
8126

LMO & ASSOCIATES
VAITAI
9560 ALDER ST
RANCHO CUCAMONGA
CA91730-1308
909-944-8288

JEREMIAH PLACE
A CLARVOE
1606 OHIO ST
REDLANDS CA 923742242
909-798-3211

NL'TRISHOP RANCiiO
C O'BRIEN
8865 FOOTHILl BLVD
SUTIE B 4
RANCHO CUCAMONGA
CA 91730

HLSDRED MNETY M!'.E BASSLI"ES
R. WILLLIAMS
~24 S EUCALYPTUS AVE
RIALTO CA n376-6647
909-603-773)

RICHARD QU..,TEROS
DISTRIBUTIO"'
QLINTEROS
9260 AMLTHYST ST
RANCHO CUCAMONGA
CA 91730-5613
\OlP'\0\V!

REI>E\\ ALTO PAI'\TI"'G
M HlR:-<A'\DLZ
2229 N YuCCA A\'1
RIALTO CA 92377-4682
909-421-3607

ADVANCED FINISHING
SYSTEMS
COTE
3273 RUSSELL ST
RIVERSIDE CA 925012248

TRITO"' REALTY
GROUP
3913 TYLER ST
RIVERSIDE CA 925033430

JINJIT KIDS
GUITOM
3688 VAN BUREN BLVD
RIVERSIDE CA 925030300

ITS A GRIND COFFEE
HOUSE
ALESSANDRO
497 ALESSANDRO BLVD
#A
RIVERSIDE CA 925086071

SEVENDE. COM
LARA
6652 AVENIDA VALENCIA
RIVERSIDE CA 925095625

""E

WI ... DOW CO\ERI:\GS
BY MOSES RO\IA.N
ROMAN
1636 N IRIS AVE
RIALTO CA 92376-2645
9) 1-203-5355
AMAZO' PROFESSIO"'ALCARE
B IBEABUCHI
577 l\ D ST STE 100
SAN BERNARDINO CA
92401-1321
909-888-5841
CRLZ CO'\STRJ.:CTIO"'
MAI'\T,A'iCE
H CRuZ
1863 W LINCOLN A\'E
APTC
SAN BERI'ARDINO CA
~2411-3042

'1()<1.887-5858
Fll'AL TRIBUTE

Fl 'ER.\1 SER\ ICES
\'-D CRE.\\1
KWHITl·
824 E HIGHLA'\D AVE
SAN BERNARDI:-;() CA

92404-4006
909-234-4476
INLAND HO\-IE \IORTGAGE A."'D REALTY
CORTEZ
1~20 COOLEY CT # 204
SAN BERNARDINO CA
92408-2830
909-433-9600
MORE"O A"D SO'S
CUSTOM CABINETS
2378 CABRERA AVE
SAN BERNARDI'O CA
92411-1223
WOODS FA\1lLY
REUNION FUND
BURl'
832 W 21STST
SAN BERI'ARDINO CA
924(!5-3821
909-883-1547
TWI" PEAKS ALTO
SERVICES
W BALMER
26 HXI HWY 189
DVIN PEAKS CA 92391
R. LITTLE CO\IP\'Y
E DRAPER
2036u I' cKIAH WAY
LPLA"'D CA 9178~-1436

JIM CONSTRUCTIO"'
SERVICES
CARDF,AS
23406 BLUI GARDENIA
Lt-;
ML'RRIETA CA 92.''62-

P.\L\1 SPRI'IGS \IE\\
\I'ART\1E'\TS
50<! W RAI-AEL RD
ORAI'GE CA 92865

22~6

ENERGY DRIVE'\
SOLJ.:TIO"'S
BRICKleR
42415 WARNER TRL
PALM DESERI C A 92211
8230

2ND WI'-D REAL
ESTATE
PACKER
39259 CARDIFF AVE
MLRRIETA CA 925633801
NATURAL LIVl"'G
LOPES
42462 THOROUGHBRED
LN
~1l'RRIETA CA 925626152
TDIECLLA \ALLEY
SEWI'\G CE:\TER
GOTf!ER
23800 BARBERRY PL
MURRIETA CA 925623468
MLRRIETA CASA TILE
LOPEZ
2585 MADISON AVENUE
MURRIETA CA 92562

GOTl'A HA\IT
JAMES
38651 NYASA DR
PALM DESERT C'A 92211
7009
BELITA
73425 U PAS EO STE 21 A
PALM DESERT CA 922604238
ASISNt;$S
JACOBSEN
44489 TOWN CENTER
WAY# D248
PALM DESERT CA 922602723

conrinued from page 42
BE LITA
35944 DONNY CIR
PALM DESERT CA 922112656
PALMY SUPPORT SERVICES
GOLIBRODA
1230 SUNFLOWER CIR S
PALM SPRINGS CA
92262-9702
PREMIER PERSONALI ZED SERVICES GULLEY
2381 TAMARISK RD
PALM SPRINGS CA
92262-5965
MLRRIETA CASA TILE
LOPEZ
539 CELEBRATION LN
PERRIS CA 92570-450S

.,,70 LOG.\;-..,' ST

continued on page 43

DESERT PROPERTIES
BROWN
114 KAVENISH DR
RANCHO MIRAGE CA
92270-3244
JINJIT KIDS
GULTOM
906 KENSINGTON DR
REDLANDS CA 923744927
RITCHIE CONSTRUCTIO"< GENERAL PARTNERSHIP
RITCHIE
6468 R!JTLAND AVE
RIVERSIDE CA 92503
1244

AUTOCOR ENGINEERlNG
LOUIS
9691 RESERVOIR RD
RIVERSIDE CA 925091050
ELITE TRUCKING
GARCIA
5585 WILLARD WAY
RIVERSIDE CA 925041652
1ST REALTY SERVICF.S
BRIZUELA
6833 It' DIANA AVE STE

FRANKS AUTO BODY
AND PAINT
MARTINEZ
5833 GRIFFITH ST
RIVERSIDE CA 925041116

RIVERSIDE C A 92506
4223

REALPRO NETWORK
SMILEY
1485 SPRUCEST STE J
RI\'ERSIDI· CA 925077421

EZZWI'\TRA\'EL. C0\1
'606L '01\ ERSITY A\ E
RIVERSIDI· C \92501
."\346

\I AIDS OF Rl\ ERSmE.
1'\C
9~h0 I"'DI •\N \WI STE 7
Rl\ l RSIDF CA 92501-

206

STR~~\

\luRRIETA C \SA TILl
LOPEZ
POMONA CA 917fii-2Mll

MONARTS COLLECTIONS

1ST REALTY SERVICES
BRIZUELA
9047 ARROW RTE 130
RANCHO CUCAMONGA
CA 91730-4449

H \T PIZZA
381.: I A SIERRA A\"1
Rl\ I RSIDl· C \ 9250<
3528

):'il-l

ANIMAS TIRE SHOP
CONTRERAS
8979 MISSION BLVD
RIVERSIDE CA 925092815
REFRESHA
BROWNE
1441 BARRA CT
RIVERSIDE CA 925076458
\D\A'\CED FI'\ISUI'\G
SYSTE\IS

con

·f!24 \I.\ S<\~ LUS
RIYLRSIDE CA 92504:!~5.\

AFFORDABLE AuTO
CARE
GARRIDO
8558 PALOMA WAY
RIVERSIDE CA 925044065
ITS A GRIND COFFEE
HOUSE
ALESSANDRO
!9510 VAN BUREN BLVS
#F:\-146
RIVERSIDE CA 92508
FRANKS AUTO BODY
A'\DPAINT
MARTINEZ
3!07 WICKLOW DR
RIVERSIDE CA 925035806

J\

AGLJA WATER

\'0

6958 NEV. RIDGE DR
RI\'ERSIDE CA 9250o·NI2
Jl JIT KIDS
GllTOM
'J(!6 KENSIHGTO~
A\ E'\Ul
RIVERSIDE CA 92503
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RESTAURANT REVIEW

When Mexican Just Isn't Quite
going to be av good as. vay.
Mexican

When Mexican Just Isn't Quite
Mexican

Junior\

By Joe Lyons
time or another
down
m
ol'
MeXIcO. The fact
of the matter is
that
Mexican
rc:-.taurants

the
Empire

111

here

Inland
are

designed to cater

Make no mistake.

Chevy\ is a nice restaurant I liked It

But as it happened we
\\ere three guy. . out on the town.
looking for the kind of Mc.\lcan
food we have all enjoyed at one

to the Euro-tastes
of the population.
We began
with margaritas.
We
all
agreed that the
watermelon one was pretty good,
but e\en locally. the Mission Inn
puh out a beucr ··maggy"' Wllh better Grand Marnicr.
Tablcside
guacamole
should have heen greal. It \.vas

spooned right out of the avocado.
with lemon and cilantro. But it was
just not very sp1cy I don't mean
hot. A couple of dropv of hot vauce
could have done that. llju\l d1dn 't
JUmp out at us.
Then we turned to the
entrees.
I went with a personal
Personali~ed

fasonte. \leak qucvadilla
Good. Yes. But you can
take a tortilla and some cheese and
meat and microwave it at home
and pretty much get the same
results.
The (\\iO guys that I \vas

continued on page 45

Wine Labe/.1f or any Occ(llion by
THE HISTORIC

GALLEANO WINERY

II
New York Grillnc

CUCAMONGA VALLEY SINCE 1927

950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario

using:
Photos
Logos
colors
Invitations
Themes

Moo/ Thur u:3o a.m. • 9:30p.m.
Fri n:30 a.m.· IO!JO p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m.· 10:30 p.m.
Sun 4:00 p.m. • 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended

It's New York without the attitude! This award-winning
restaurant ts where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu
features prime steaks, Australian lobster rail, garlic roasted
chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood
specialnes. Jom us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where
acclaimed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most

Weddin gs o Anniversaries
Birthdays o Special Events
Graduations o Holiday Gifts

o

outsrandmg wine selection and entertamment to comple-

GALLEANO WINERY

ment your dining experience - and discover our magnifi-

4231 Wincville Road , Mira Lorna , CA
91752
Phone (951) 685-5376 (951) 360-9180
Tour the

Hi~toric

ment

www.galleanowinery.com
Winery Weekends between 2:00pm to 4:00pm Or by appoinLi~tcd in the National Register of Historic Phtcc..,

Brookl)n

Am I telling you to not eal
at Chesy"s?

with went with the Mexican Grill, a
collection of meats done Mexican
style.
supposedly.
Av
they
described 1t to me, the barbcqued
ribs were no different than you
might find at Tony Roma's. Grilled
chicken tastes like grilled chicken
everywhere. Even baby harp seal
tastes like grilled chicken, or so
they tell me.

Certamly not
Take the kidv . Take the
gang from the office. Have a great
lime. The staff there can't do
enough to serve you.Just don't go
looking for a true night 111 Mexico.

So did any of the meal taste
Mexican?
Fair question.
The answer is no. Adding
some refried beans and some
Spanish rice still didn't help it
measure up.
The best part of the dinner,
oddly enough, was dessert. All of
us agreed that the nan was outstanding. Strange, considering that
nan is a pretty bland dish. It's just a
carmel covered custard dish. So
why was it so good at Chevy's?
To give Chevy\ their due
they are very proud of their automatic electromc, super-htgh tech
gas powered tortilla shell maker
that roles them off right there 111 the
middle of the restaurant. lt is quite
a sight. It may not be what you
want to consider as the latest
advancement in 21M century culinary technology, but it's fun to
watch. A lot of Mexican-"\lyle"
restaurants here in the Inland
Empire have the old fashioned.
hand-rolled ones with some guys
banging them out on a nat metal
grill.
The worst problem at
Chevy's was not the diSappointingly bland food. but the exce;sively
loud music piped into the re\1rooms. We could hardly hear each
other talk.

To be fair, the problem
with Chevy's is the problem with

innovanve menu items, spectalty dishes, dramatic desserts,

111

continued from flORe ·1-1

Maybe that was the idea.
Serve bland food and fix it so no
one knows that the other guy wasn't happy either.

o

intimate Jazz expenence! We take care of every derail with

cent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event.
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many
ethnic
restaurants
in
Southern California. If you've been
to that country. you know the food
1s just not the same prepared here
Even New York "style··
cheese cake m Ontario is never

The California
Report:
Beware the
Froth!
continued from page 27
month. Fairly impressive and also
large enough to give your standard
seasonal adjustment algorithm a
conniption.
Unfortunately this windfall
came almost completely from one
source: corporate taxes. This
would be good news if truly
reflected some surge in corporate
profits within the state. But the
overage seen is way beyond any
believable increase due to an economic expansion-things s1mply
do not change that rap1dly. Instead
what the state is reaping are the
benefits of its tax amnesty program
that was in place in February and
March. This is truly a one time revenue source, and indeed it is even
thought in some quarte" thai many
f1rms paid in extra money, just-incase. Some of lhts might be lost in
future tax collections if the firm\
decide that they have indeed overpaid.

It is hoped that the state takes
this one time gift and uses 1t for
debt reduction or some one-time
investment in infrastructure. But to
use such revenue for ongoing
expenses will do little to fix the
budget problems that still hamper
the state ·s ability to make investments in its future. The discuss10ns
over major tax reform in the state.
particular in its overreliance on
income and business taxes and the
horribly regressive nature of property taxes due to Prop-IJ seem to
be completely off the table mm.
which is a terrible shame_ With a
solid look at the current tax system
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and substantial reform it would be
easy for the state to mcreasc revenUt!s even as it makes the state a
more lax-friendly place for buSInessev and people
GHOST JOBS
Another s1gn of weakness
1nside the economy comes directly
from the employment figures. The
Slate added 255.000 private sector
jobs between the first quarter of
2004 and the first quarter of 2005,
a very solid 2 percent growth rate.
This IS a solid figure and beats the
U.S. in terms of the pace of private
sector growth. But scratch away at
the numbers and even here thmgs
are looking dubious.
One issue is where these JObs
are forming. or more specifically
where they are not. Of the 12.2
million private sector jobs in the
state, over 95 percent exist withm
areas that the Census defines as a
distinct economic region. officially
known as Metropolitan Statistical
Areas or MSAs. Only roughly half
a million jobs exist outside the 28
California MSA's. Yet according to
the figures as they currently stand,
all the MSA's added together created only 165.000 jobs. a growth rate
of 1.4 percent, not terribly wonderful.
As for those other 90,000
jobs. they appear to have formed
outside the major economic centers of the state-an impressive 25
percent growth rate! This number
is highly unbelievable-we might
label these new positions as ghost
jobs. as they don't have any corporeal presence within the state
Among the MSA"s. most of the
acceleration in job creation for the
state came from healing in the Ba)
region, shifting from a loss of
47.000 jobs the preVIous to a gain
of 16.000 this past year. There wa'
actually a slowing of job creation
in the balance of Southern
California-Orange County. the
Inland Empire and San Diego. the
region that has been the driver of
economic growth over the past few
years.
Admittedly the pace of
grow th on the household side
(greater than 2.5 percent) is considerably larger than on the payroll
'ide, as has been the trend for a
number of years here in California.
This might be considered a povitive sign. but what it reall) shows
is yet another expansion of the

informal sector. The gap between
household and payroll employment
now vtand' at 1.65 million m the
vtate. or II percent of payroll
employment. with most of these
htddcn JObs forming in the Greater
Los Angeles region. This is up from
I I mdlion in 200 I. These jobs are
not all in housekeeping and yard
mamtenance. A very rough study
shows them to be scattered across
the economy, from manufacturing
to healthcare to transportation.
Informal jobs likely form due
to the fixed costs of formal employment in the state from sources such
as unemployment insurance, workers· comp costs and so on. Add to
that the large number of illegal
workers within the state. and it is
hardly surprising that this is a maJOr
growth sector. Not much is known
about the informal sector, as no
comprehensive effort has yet been
to track down who these people are
and what they do. Yet it seems likely that these jobs are for the most
part largely low-skilled and lowpaying. People 111 these jobs have to
rely on the soc1al safety net in case
of some personal emergency. This
kind of expansion of the informal
'ector w., thought to be reserved
for third world nations. not an
industrial nation lib.e the U.S., and
much work done in developing
nations works towards reversing
this trend, as it is considered to be
unhealthy for the economy.
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,\Small Loan Fair
"ill be hold on Sat..
I :00 p.m. to 4:00p.m.
at the Palm De,ert
Pubtc L1brary, Community Room.
73300 Fred Wanng Dm·e, Palm
De,ert. II wdl be hosted by the
Coachella Valley Small Bu"ness
Development Center. SCORE
.. Counselors to America·, Small
Business:· Palm Desert National
Bank and Rahobanl-. N.A The
Small Loan Fair give' small bu"ne~s ov. ners tntercsteU in loans
from 1.000 -~ 150.000 the opportunit} to meet one-on-one with
lenders. This is a no-co't CYent. To
pre-reg1ster or for more mformation. contact Colleen Gross at the
IE SBDC at (760) 86-l-1 "lll or

16

C\ sbdc@dc .rr.com .

Western National Group,
one of Southern Cal1fornia''
largest ov. ner~. manager' and
developers of multifamily property. has acqu~red 18.8 acres of land
in Moreno Valley. a city recognized
as one of the be't JOb growth markets in California. Western
National Group's acquisition and
development
arm,
Western
National Realty Advisors, will
use the land for multifamily development. . The Bascom Group,
LLC acquired a 128-unit apartment community m Bal-ersfield for
$9,200.000. The 128-unit known
as the Villa Lorna Apartments is
located at 6900 Valley View Drive.
The buyer for the property was
The Bascom Group, LLC, located at 42 Corporate Park Drive,
Suite 200, Irvine. The seller of the
property was Gallup and Whalen
Properties, LP, a California limited partnership. Representing the
buyer was Mark Mimms of
Sperry Van Ness of Fresno. Debt
financing was provided by Wells
Fargo ... CB
Richard
Ellis
arranged more than I 05,000 square
feet of office lease> at Tri-City
Corporate
Centre
in
San
Bernardino, includmg a 33.551square-foot, 10-year deal for the
Art Institute of California valued
at $6.2 million, and a 31 ,759square-foot expansion for the

ite Small Hotel in the Desert
by Ingrid Anthony

The College of
Ext-~nue_d Learning at
Cailfon11a
State
Umver-.. 1ty.
San Bcrnardwo will
offer
"Stud1es
111
D1g1tal
lllu;tration and Effects u'ing
Adobe lllu,trator." Sun .. 8:30a.m.
-5::10 p.m. at the Yasuda Center for
Extended Education at 5500
University Parkway . Thi' one-day

17

workshop will share how to produce compelling illustration and
specaal effects designs and techniques for a v. ide range of \Vch and
computer graphtc applications .
Topics to be covered include tools.
palettes. filter\. tran,parencie~ and
typographic clement!-.. The co't i'
S 165 per per,on for credit and
S 135 per per.;on for noncredit. For
more information, contact the
College of Extended Learning at
(909) 537-5979

Unhersity of Phoenix CBRE,
Y1ce PreSJdent !\lhchael O'Bnen
and Senior Y1ce President Philip
Woodford handled the leasmg for
the de,elopment. wh1ch JS owned
by both Rancon Realty Fund IV
and Rancon Realty Fund V and
managed by Glenborough Realty
Trust, Inc ... The Empire Business
Center. located at 9328 Mariposa
Road in Hesperia, is now I 00 percent lea;ed. The SJte consist> of two
buildings. each featuring 20.000
square feet of space, parking. common areas and landscape features.
The building has excellent visibility from the 15 freeway and " a
convenient locat1on for Inland
Empire and High Desert commuter;.. .CB
Richard
Ellis
announced that it has arranged a
350,000-square-foot lease on
behalf of Maytag Sales Inc. at the
Kaiser Commerce Center in
Fontana. This is Maytag's second
warehouse
in
the
area.
Representing Maytag in the transaction wa; CBRE Senior Vice
Prestdent Walt Chenoweth along
with Senior Vice President Frank
Geraci, Vice President Dan De La
Paz and Ted Brackett. The CBRE
Team abo represents Maytag on a
corporate level in transactions
across the country .. Plumbing
Concepts, a leading reSidential and
commercial plumbing company

based m Yorba Ltnda has pa1d $1.3
million for a new two-building
11.526-square-foot industrial complex in Murrieta for cxpan,ion into
the Inland Empire With six of
e1ght bUildings at Birtcher
Development & Investments'
Corona Crossroads committed.
U.S. Foods will anchor the $42
million industrial project, occupying its new build-to-suit warehousing and distribution space. The
39 .5-acre Corona Crossroads is
located at 1283 Sherborn with rail
access and close proXImity to the
91 and 1-15 freeways.

U.S. Foods to
Anchor Corona
Crossroads
With six of eight buildings at
Birtcher
Development
&
Investments' Corona Crossroads
commiued, U.S. Foods will anchor
the $42 million industrial project,
occupying its new build-to-;uit
warehousing and distribution
space in late June. Having s1gned
a 15-year lease for 210,000 square
feet of the largest 290.000-squarefoot building in August of 2004,
U.S. Foods will be joining a tenant-owner list which includes
Imperial Range. BTL Machine,
Newport Trading. and Steel Tech

The 39.5-acre Corona
Inc.
Crossroads is located at 128:1
Sherborn with rail acce~!-. and close
pro.ximity to the 91 and 1- 15 free ways. The three-phase proJeCt
began with land acquisition in the
fall of 2002 and is slated for final
completion
by
this
month.
Of the remaining buildings.
one 66,105-square-foot building is
available for lease or sale, another
is in escrow, and the third was
recently sold to an individual
investor. The additional 79297
square feet in the building shared
by U.S. Foods is also available.
The Corona Crossroads site features dock high and grade level
loading. expandable power, calculated sprinkler systems, large
fenceable yard areas, 60-foot concrete truck apron;. increased ;kylight ratio, institutional landscaping including citrus trees, and
lower cost of electrical power from
the city of Corona.
Build-to-suit amenities for the
$4 million U.S. Foods building
include 60,000 ;quare feet of
refrigeration and freezer space, a
30-foot clear height, ESFR sprinkler systems, a >eparate maintenance area, and a secured yard.
Rick Ellison and John Gallivant of
Cushman & Wakefield represented
U.S. Food; and David Consam.
Jim Koenig, and Darla Longo of
CB Richard Ellis represented
Birtcher
Development
&
Investments.

Imagine experiencing a
touch of Europe--in the desert!!!!
The location is just one mile
soU!heast of downtown Palm
Springs, and it is my favorite little
hotel. The
V i II a
Royale Inn
is designed
for guests
to feel that
they are far
a w a y .
secluded in
a tiny villa
surrounded
by courtyards tilled
with lu;h ,
fragrant
gardens.
The most perfect place to disappear, relax and enjoy the quiet
surroundings. One doe;n 't need
to venture outside the confines of
this tiny re;ort--just ;oak up the
sun and enjoy. There i> also no
need to go up and down elevators
and go through a lobby to get to
the pool--just open the door and
dive in one of the nearby two conveniently located pools outside
your villa. You can either social-

ize with the other guests or be
secluded during your stay--the
choice is yours. Years ago it was
a playground to the stars during

special features, such as fireplaces,
kitchens, private patios, or living
and dining areas.
All of the
accommodations
are nestled

Poolside at Villa Royale Inn
Hollywood's golden years, now it
is a playground for those who
want to simply rest and slow
down.
Each of the Villa Royale's
31 charming villas, gue;trooms
and suites is furnished with
antiques and renects the style of a
different European region. Some
room or suites offer a choice of

Europa Restaurant

around magnificent courtyards
filled with gardens and c"'cading
fountains.
Europa Restaurant
Long a favorite among
Palm Springs' residents, Europa
Restaurant is a quaint and romantic
restaurant that is located at the
Villa Royale Inn. Sit inside or out
on a beautiful
night, and you'll
feel as if you've
been transported
to a dining spot
in Tuscany. The
Europa
Restaurant serves
modern
continental
dishes,
such as the signature Salmon in
Parchment (a fillet of farm-raised
salmon dres;ed
with
julienne
vegetables, wild
mushrooms and
creme
fraiche.
and baked in
parchment) and
Duck
Confit
(pan-roasted
brea>t and leg of
duck
confll.
\\lth
served
Grand Marnier

orange honey sauce and sweet and
sour cabbage) inspired by the flavors of France, Italy, Span and
Greece. Other fine entrees include
Osso Bucca (traditional Italian
;low-braised veal shank in a rich
Milanese red sauce), Whitefish
Grenobl01s (a fillet of Lake
Superior whitefish baked on an oak
plank, served with lemon, caper;
and white wine sweet butter sauce.
and piped wuh saffron wh1pped
potatoes), Veal Madeira (tender
escalopes of veal with a forest
blend of wild mu;hrooms in a
Madeira
sauce), Ah1
Tuna
Sevillano (Sashimi grade tuna
crusted with a five peppercorn and
lemon grass melange. seared very
rare , and presented with an aromatic pa;sion fruit finish) and
Andalu;ia Loin of Pork (sauteed
medallions of pork served with an
apple brandy ;auce)--just to name
a few.
Europa Restaurant serves
a Sunday Champagne brunch from
II :30 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. Gue>ts
of the Villa Royale Inn are treated
to a complimentary hot breakfast.
Europa Restaurant also offers a
charming private dining room.
with wood-burning ftreplace and
French doors, accommodating up
to 14--an ideal place for a special
occasion or important corporate
meeting.
Special Villa Royale Inn
Packages
In addition. The Villa
Royale Inn offers specials and
packages--wedding and honeymoon packages. golf getaway
packages, spa and massage packages and hiking packages. The inn
serves a predominantly adult clientele and they do not allow pets.
If you desire to revel in the
sheer pleasure of tranquility and
re ·t, and feel refreshed when your
visit i; over, a stay at the Villa
Royale Inn is just the "little hotel"
for you.

The Villa Royale Inn is
located at 1(/,20 Indian Trail m
Palm Sprmgs. Call (800) 2452314 for more information or
resen·ations. or l'isir their n-eb sae
at u·u·H·.\·illaroyale .com
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TA IO CALIFORNIA is the ideal choice
option

for meetings. As the most

in Southern California, the Ontario Convention
Center offers all thE' SPACE

S RVIC'ES and

you want at the price you need,
packaged in the area's
advanced

facility.

And

most technologicallywith

over

100 daily

non-stop flights from major U.S. cities to the
Ontario International
Airport, it's even easier and more affordable to
get here. To see everything we have to offer, visit
www.ontariocc.com or call us at 1-888-272-7121.

